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Foreword

The purpose of the 4th International Conference on Applied Computing and
Information Technology (ACIT 2016) held during December 12–14, 2016 in Las
Vegas, USA was to bring together researchers, scientists, engineers, industry
practitioners, and students to discuss, encourage, and exchange new ideas, research
results, and experiences on all aspects of Applied Computers and Information
Technology, and to discuss the practical challenges encountered along the way and
the solutions adopted to solve them. The conference organizers have selected the
best 13 papers from those papers accepted for presentation at the conference in
order to publish them in this volume. The papers were chosen based on review
scores submitted by members of the program committee and underwent further
rigorous rounds of review.

In chapter “Business Sustainability Conceptualization”, Arunasalam Sambhan-
than, Vidyasagar Potdar, and Elizabeth Chang document research that has been
undertaken to define the term business sustainability by analyzing multiple defi-
nitions proposed in the existing literature. The main conceptual contribution of this
paper is its holistic presentation of the concept of business sustainability with
contextual relevance to the ICT sector.

In chapter “A Replicated Study on Relationship Between Code Quality and
Method Comments”, Yuto Miyake, Sousuke Amasaki, Hirohisa Aman, and
Tomoyuki Yokogawa clarify the relationship between comments other than SATD
(self-admitted technical debt) comments and code quality. This study demonstrates
a need for further analysis on the contents of comments and its relation to code
quality.

In chapter “A Predictive Model for Standardized Test Performance in Michigan
Schools”, William Sullivan, Joseph Marr, and Gongzhu Hu build a predictive
model as an early warning system for schools that may fall below the state average
in building level average proficiency in the Michigan Educational Assessment
Program (MEAP). They utilize data mining techniques to develop various decision
tree models and logistic regression models, and find that the decision tree model
with entropy impurity measure accurately predicts school performance.
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In chapter “A Development Technique for Mobile Applications Program”,
Byeondo Kang, Boram Song, Seungwon Yang, and Jonseok Lee present a devel-
opment technique, AppSpec, for mobile applications program. They applied
AppSpec to developing a mobile application program, and then presented the
products of diagrams as the result of performing development phases of AppSpec.

In chapter “Interactive Mobile Applications Development Using Adapting
Component Model”, Haeng-Kon Kim and Roger Y. Lee discuss some of the
problems of the current mobile based human management applications and show
how the introduction of adaptive component based development (CBD) model
provides flexible and extensible solutions to mobile applications.

In chapter “Development of Guiding Walking Support Device for Visually
Impaired People with the GPS”, Tsubasa Sugimoto, Shota Nakashima, and Yuhki
Kitazono conduct development and experiment of the walking support device that
enable them to go out with ease by being equipped with sensors to detect obstacles
and omni-wheels and navigate them in this study.

In chapter “User Evaluation Prediction Models Based on Conjoint Analysis and
Neural Networks for Interactive Evolutionary Computation”, Ryuya Akase and
Yoshihiro Okada develop user evaluation prediction models based on conjoint
analysis and neural networks for interactive evolutionary computation (IEC)
implemented by interactive genetic algorithm and interactive differential evolution.

In chapter “Emotional Video Scene Retrieval Using Multilayer Convolutional
Network”, Hiroki Nomiya, Shota Sakaue, Mitsuaki Maeda, and Teruhisa Hochin
propose a scene retrieval method based on facial expression recognition (FER). The
effectiveness of the proposed method is evaluated through an experiment to retrieve
emotional scenes from a lifelog video database.

In chapter “Proactive Approach for the Prevention of DDoS Attacks in Cloud
Computing Environments”, Badr Alshehry and William Allen propose a highly
inventive multilayer system for protection against DDoS in the cloud that utilizes
threat intelligence techniques and a proactive approach to detect traffic behavior
anomalies. A series of experiments were performed and the results demonstrate that
this multilayer approach can detect and mitigate DDoS attacks from a variety of
known and unknown sources.

In chapter “Practical Uses of Memory Storage Extension”, Shuichi Oikawa
discusses the several practical uses of a memory storage extension (MSX) in cloud
computing and also in the fundamental operating system architecture.

In chapter “How to Build a High Quality Mobile Applications Based on
Improved Process”, Haeng-Kon Kim and Roger Y. Lee identify defects to produce
reliable mobile software and analyze the relationship among different defects
among mobile applications. Another goal of this paper is to design a defect trigger
based on the findings.

In chapter “A New Hybrid Discrete Firefly Algorithm for Solving the Traveling
Salesman Problem”, Abdulqader M. Mohsen, and Wedad Al-Sorori propose a new
hybrid variant of discrete firefly algorithm, called HDFA, to solve traveling
salesman problem (TSP). In the proposed improvement, the balance between
intensification and diversification is achieved by utilizing the local search
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procedures, 2-opt and 3-opt, to improve searching performance and speed up the
convergence.

In chapter “Empowering MOOCs Through Course Certifying Agency
Framework”, Yeong-tae Song, Yuanqiong Wang, and Yongik Yoon propose a
MOOC course certifying agency framework, which merges learners’ profiles from
various MOOC providers so consolidated profiles are available in one place. The
result is the list of learners who match or almost match a given job description.

It is our sincere hope that this volume provides stimulation and inspiration, and
that it will be used as a foundation for works to come.

December 2016 Takaaki Goto
Ryutsu Keizai University

Ryugasaki, Japan
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Business Sustainability Conceptualization

Arunasalam Sambhanthan, Vidyasagar Potdar and Elizabeth Chang

Abstract Sustainability of ICT businesses is a timely topic in the context of the
rapidly changing macro-environmental market conditions. This paper documents
research that has been undertaken to define the term business sustainability by
analyzing multiple definitions proposed in the existing literature. The definitions of
business sustainability have undergone a process of abstractive decomposition
which decomposes the definition into pieces and then constructs a new definition
from the pool of decomposed phrases. Business sustainability is a multifaceted
concept with different emerging perspectives that can be achieved through the
concentrated efforts on organizational activities and processes. The outcomes of
business sustainability could benefit both the organization as well as the environ-
ment. Well defined production methods, architectural strategy and the organiza-
tional commitment towards technological support are paramount for ensuring
business sustainability. This study’s significance is the contribution of a newer and
comprehensive version of the definition the term business sustainability. The main
conceptual contribution of this paper is its holistic presentation of the concept of
business sustainability with contextual relevance to the ICT sector.

Keywords Business sustainability ⋅ Sustainability management ⋅ ICT
businesses
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1 Introduction

Sustainability is a well-used and popular term, but its use lacks in clarity. There are
a number of terms, such as sustainable development and triple bottom line, which
are interchangeably used with the term ‘sustainability’ [1]. At the business level,
sustainability is often equated with eco-efficiency [2]. Documented research exists
on the review of sustainability terms and their definitions [3]. These authors give
prominence to terms like cleaner production, pollution prevention, pollution con-
trol, and minimization of resource usage, eco-design and other similar terms.
However, there is a considerable gap in the research literature in terms of defining
business sustainability with a holistic view. Being a branch of the Sustainability
discipline, business sustainability has quite a number of perspectives and angles that
have been researched. Investigations of the business sustainability concept include
consumer behavior, climate change, stakeholder management, innovation and
strategy. In the context of consumer behavior and sustainability, there are studies on
measuring the gaps between customers’ expectations and their perceptions on green
products [4]; investigation of factors influencing the sustainable consumption
behaviors of rural residents [5]; the role of moral leadership for sustainable pro-
duction and consumption [6]; survey and analysis of consumer behavior on waste
mobile phone recycling [7] and the empirical investigation of green purchase
behavior among the younger generation [8]. Definition of climate strategies for
business [9] and the influence of stakeholders’ power and corporate characteristics
and social and environmental disclosure [10] are studies that document the relation
of climate change and sustainability. The climate change related studies take more
of an environmental sustainability angle when looking at sustainability. In terms of
innovation, the link between eco-innovation and business performance [11] and
sustainability oriented innovation in small and medium enterprises [12] are some
notable studies that have been recently published. These studies look at the eco-
nomic dimension of sustainability in the context of small and medium businesses.
From a management perspective, there are studies on, for example, keeping track of
corporate social responsibility as a business and management discipline with par-
ticular reference to Pakistan [13]; a study related to the strategic niche management
of cleaner vehicle technologies from prototype to series production [14]; and the
critical importance of strategic competencies for sustainable development [15]. The
management related studies have been primarily focused on the strategic and sus-
tainable development angles of the subject. However, there is still a lack of research
in terms of integrating these disciplinary perspectives in sustainability related
research.

Besides having a solid lexical meaning, the literature definitions of business
sustainability are many. A recent survey of managers and business executives,
published in the MIT Sloan Management Review, indicates that each company uses
their own definition for the term sustainability [16]. The article further suggests that
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each company is focusing on specific perspectives in defining the term sustain-
ability, such as only the environmental impact or else focusing on the economic,
societal and personal implications. In fact, there could be a number of ways in
which the term sustainability could be defined according to the context and per-
spective. However, it can be questioned whether the existing definitions of Cor-
porate Sustainability could be substituted to refer to business sustainability. In fact,
corporate sustainability and business sustainability are more like different expres-
sions of the same phenomenon according to some critics. The critics could further
argue that the term corporate sustainability is a widely used concept in contem-
porary management literature. However, the term corporate sustainability is
observed to have a number of inherent difficulties in getting substituted for the term
business sustainability. [17] Documented a number of observations regarding the
literature related to the term corporate sustainability as listed below.

• The term ‘Corporate Sustainability’ is more widely used in specialized academic
literature than in practitioner and top academic management literature

• A standardized definition of corporate sustainability does not exist
• Corporate sustainability has been conceptualized using different theoretical

approaches
• A standardized method to measure corporate sustainability does not exist [17].

We anchor our argument for defining the term business sustainability in a more
holistic and concise manner based on these observations.

1. We highlight the absence of the term ‘corporate sustainability’ across different
types of management literature, which raises the need for a more focused effort
in defining business sustainability with a better practitioner focus.

2. The absence of a standardized definition of corporate sustainability suggests the
emerging need for defining business sustainability, which is a relatively newer
term than corporate sustainability.

3. The term corporate sustainability has been conceptualized using different the-
oretical approaches which suggest the same could also be applied for business
sustainability.

4. A standardized method to measure corporate sustainability does not currently
exist in the literature, which shows that the concept of business sustainability
has room to be developed.

Hence, we argue that a practitioner centered, multi-perspective, standard and
holistic definition for business sustainability is a valuable contribution to the
business sustainability research literature. Therefore, this article aims at crafting a
contextual definition of business sustainability by analyzing multiple definitions
from different perspectives. An abstractive decomposition of the term has been
undertaken through the conceptual review of the literature, which eventually leads
towards a holistic definition of business sustainability.

Business Sustainability Conceptualization 3



2 Business Sustainability—Definitional Paradox

Sustainability in business has a number of perspectives for which the definition has
been constructed such as production, operation, supply chain and value. We have
identified ten perspectives on the basis of a first level analysis of the business
sustainability definitions (Table 1). In the context of this paper, the term perspective
refers to the way in which we look at the sustainability phenomenon. In particular,
the dominating aspect of the definition which signifies the overall theme of the
definition has been referred to as perspective in this research. The definitions which
are proposed by past researchers for the term “sustainability” have been anchored
on these perspectives. Ideally, the dominating phrase of each definition has deter-
mined the selection of perspectives and the categorization of definitions into the
relevant perspectives. We selected the term sustainability as the yardstick of
evaluation instead of business sustainability for the following reasons:

• There are limited numbers of definitions available in the literature for the term
‘Business Sustainability’ [17].

• Business Sustainability is a type of sustainability which is appropriate for
businesses.

Table 1 Ten perspectives of business sustainability

Perspective Rationale

1 Development Any business will require ongoing research and development in
order to sustain themselves in the rapidly increasing competitive
market

2 Supply Chain The supply chain of any business will need to be sustainable in
order to leverage the maximum business outcome

3 Production The production process of a business needs to be sustainable in
order to harness the optimum productivity

4 Operation The business operation of any firm needs to be sustainable in order
to ensure maximum customer satisfaction

5 Stakeholder The stakeholders of the business are the key players who decide the
strategic direction of the business. This means that the stakeholders
could influence the sustainability of business to an extent

6 Value The value of the products needs to be ensured to have sustainable
value generated in the long run

7 Organizational
Structure

The organizational structure of any business needs to be sustainable
in order to maintain maximum productivity

8 Business
Strategy

The business strategy is paramount in defining the sustainability of
its direction

9 Success
Mechanism

The success mechanism needs to be sustainable in order to maintain
a higher growth rate of the business

10 Management The management of any business needs to be sustainable in order to
make the overall functioning of the business move smoothly

4 A. Sambhanthan et al.



Whilst defining the scope for definition filtering, as mentioned above, we have
focused our search on original business sustainability definitions. In addition to this,
we have selected ten perspectives for anchoring our evaluation which are depicted
in Table 1. For example, [18] suggests “Business sustainability relies on the inte-
gration of six dimensions of sustainability (Social, Ecological, Economic, Spatial,
Institutional-political and cultural) into mainstream decision making and core
operational processes as the articulated systems”. Based on this definition, operation
has been identified as one of the key perspectives. Arguably, the dominating idea in
this definition is operation. Table 1 depicts the ten perspectives identified in the
literature and justifies the rationale for each selection.

Individual definitions abstracted from each perspective have been analyzed in
order to gain more insight into the definitions concerned. Table 2 depicts the twelve
definitions of business sustainability from the past literature. A textual decompo-
sition of each definition has been undertaken to elicit key conceptual elements from
the definition which resulted in seventy-seven distinct conceptual elements
(Table 2). Firstly, we have abstracted business sustainability definitions from a
number of downloaded articles. Then we abstracted the definitions and did a textual
decomposition of the definitions. We repeated this process until the definitions
came to a stage where there was no new concept element to be derived. Finally, we
numbered the concept pieces and organized them into a table (refer to Table 2).
There were no specific criteria used for choosing the definitions, but we ensured
that the maximum possible abstraction was completed by making sure that there
were no concept pieces remaining. It is possible that relatively little data could be
enough to draw valid conclusions in a qualitative research. Arguably, each defi-
nition considered in this evaluation could be considered as a standalone case sample
for definitions used widely in the relevant literature. The depth of the analysis and
the pattern matching possibility of themes and concept clusters is what matters for
determining the number of samples in a case study based on qualitative research.
The authors have made an attempt to deeply analyses the definitions though an
abstractive decomposition process performed at both text and phrase levels.
Therefore, the method adapted for this concept construction research could be
argued to be more scientific than random.

3 Evaluation of Definitions

This section critically evaluates each perspective mentioned in the table below and
the respective phrases that enable an intelligent selection of themes and sub-themes
to be included in the new definition. The discussion section gives a definite justi-
fication for the new additions, and deletions from each definition concerned. In fact,
certain definitional elements do not really serve the purpose of defining the term
business sustainability and hence are excluded. Arguably, the context in which the
definition is applied is more critical than the wording [1].
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Table 2 A textual decomposition of the definitions of business sustainability abstracted from the
literature

Perspective Definition Conceptual elements

Development “The scope of the concept of Sustainability relies
on the environment, society, economy,
organization and the people within the
organization”, [19]

Environment1

Society2

Economy3

Organization4

People5

Supply Chain “Sustainability is the total effort of a company
(including its demand and supply chain
networks) to reduce the impact on the Earth’s
life- and eco-systems”, [20]

Company’s effort6

Demand7

Supply chain network8

Reducing impact on
earth’s life9

Reducing impact on
ecosystem10

Production “Sustainable production is the creation of goods
and services using processes and systems, that
are non-polluting, conserving of energy and
natural resources, economically viable, safe and
healthful for workers, communities and
consumers, and social and creatively rewarding
for all working people”, [21]

Production11

Creation of goods and
services 12

Processes13

Systems 14

Non-polluting15

Energy conservation16

Natural resource
conservation17

Economic viability18

Community safety19

Consumer safety20

Community health21

Consumer health22

Worker safety23

Worker health24

Socially rewarding for
working people25

Creatively rewarding
for working people26

Operation “Business sustainability relies on the integration
of six dimensions of sustainability (Social,
Ecological, Economic, Spatial,
Institutional-political and cultural) into
mainstream decision making and core
operational processes as the articulated
systems”, [18]

Social27

Ecological28

Economic29

Spatial30

Institutional-political31

Cultural32

Operational
processes33

Decision making34

Stakeholder “Meeting the needs of a firm’s direct and indirect
stakeholders, without compromising its ability to
meet the needs of future stakeholders as well”,
[2]
“Business sustainability seeks to create
long-term shareholder value by embracing the

Meeting a firm’s
needs35

Direct stakeholders36

Indirect stakeholders37

Future stakeholders 38

(continued)
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Table 2 (continued)

Perspective Definition Conceptual elements

opportunities and managing the risks that result
from an organization’s economic,
environmental, and social responsibilities”, [23]

Create long-term
shareholder value39

Embracing
opportunities40

Managing risks41

Economic
responsibilities42

Environmental
responsibilities43

Social
responsibilities44

Value “Sustainability is a business approach that seeks
to create long-term value for stakeholders, by
embracing opportunities and managing risks
associated with economic, environmental and
social developments”, [24]

Business approach45

Create long-term
value for
stakeholders46

Embracing
opportunities47

Managing risks48

Economic risks49

Environmental risks50

Social risks51

Risks in social
development52

Organizational
Structure

“A sustainable organization, in addition to
focusing on economic performance, actively
supports the ecological viability of the planet
and its species, contributes to equitable and
democratic practices, and social justice”, [25]

Economic
performance53

Ecological viability of
the planet54

Ecological viability of
the species55

Equitable and
democratic practices56

Social justice57

Business
Strategy

“Business strategies that are intended to add
social and/or environmental value to external
stakeholders while increasing value to
shareholders”, [26]

Business strategies58

Social value59

Environmental value60

External
stakeholders61

Increasing value to
stakeholders62

Success
Mechanism

“Sustainability is something which leads to
medium-and long-term success based on
concentrating on core competencies, on perusing
right target groups, on finding suitable revenue
models, and on designing appropriate products”,
[27]

Medium-and
long-term success63

Concentrating on core
competencies64

Perusing right target
groups65

Finding suitable
revenue models66

(continued)
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Development is a critical factor for success in any organization. [19] covers five
main clusters of the term sustainability; the environment, society, economy, orga-
nization and people. These elements are the most common in nature, and they
overlap with some of the later definitions. Thus, there needs to be no additions
required in this section. It could be questioned whether this definition is solely of
sustainability or business sustainability. However, the usage of the term organiza-
tion in this definition could increase its significance in this context.

Supply Chain covers the entire business process from production to service
delivery. [20] define sustainability from a supply chain perspective, covering a
broad spectrum of activities that fall under the entire supply chain framework of a
business. The definition has five conceptual elements, but lacks emphasis on the
Demand and Supply Balance75 in terms of the production, delivery and con-
sumption by the end user being paramount. Therefore, an inherent need for
maintaining a proper balance between these activities is warranted, which would
make this effort sustainable in terms of maintaining a smooth demand-supply
network. The demand and supply balance is something that emerged as part of our
own reflection which could add value to the pool of concept themes emerging as
part of the new definition building.

Production is the core of any business endeavor. [21] adapted the LCSP defi-
nition of sustainability from a production perspective as comprising sixteen con-
ceptual elements which are connected to the production that have substantial
coverage of the people aspect of the production process, but has overlooked the
essence of the other aspects such as Infrastructure76 and Methods77. Arguably, the
infrastructure and production methods adapted for each product development could
add value to the overall sustainability of a production process.

Operation plays an important role in business sustainability. [18] define sus-
tainability from an operation perspective which covers eight conceptual elements.

Table 2 (continued)

Perspective Definition Conceptual elements

Designing appropriate
products67

Management “Successful Management of Business
Sustainability therefore has to involve
co-ordination of product design, manufacturing,
delivery, distribution and disposal throughout
the product life cycle”, [28]

Management of
business
sustainability68

Coordination of
product design69

Coordination of
manufacturing70

Coordination of
delivery71

Coordination of
distribution72

Coordination of
disposal73

Product life cycle74
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The definition includes the institutional-political dimension which could be looked
at separately at the macro and micro level. This gets operationalized into the
inter-institutional politics (at the macro level) of competitive forces and market
penetration rivals and intra-institutional politics (at the micro level) within the
organization for limited/shared resources. However, the definition fails to incor-
porate the Technological78 factors, which are very critical for ensuring sustain-
ability in an operation environment. In addition to this, architecture could also be
included into the definition of sustainability. In fact, the architecture and the
architectural strategy are the two main themes which make an impact on the
business’ sustainability. Arguably, one of the main contributions of the doctoral
work of [22] is that the engineering design of each product evolves over time as the
complexity evolves. [22] applies the theory of evolution to the engineering design
process that defends the claim of design evolution in the context of an engineered
production process. The research further proposes the term ‘architectural strategy’.
In the context of this research, the Architecture79 could be made another additional
element to the concept of sustainability due to the influence it has on the long-term
sustainability of any business.

Stakeholders are the key people who make a difference in any business. [2]
define sustainability from a stakeholder perspective with four conceptual elements.
The concept themes which get emphasized in this definition are stakeholder and
needs, with the needs the most prominent. Needs drives business functioning in any
industry as it is the starting point of product design. Consumer needs create mind
images of the product and this then gets formulated into a logical design which
emerges into the physical design of the product. The definition also addresses
another concept theme of ‘stakeholder’. This theme has been clustered into three
categories in terms of time and involvement. In fact, the stakeholders are catego-
rized into three on the basis of the time and involvement (i.e., time—future
stakeholders; involvement—direct stakeholders and indirect stakeholders). A pos-
sible addition to this could be the inclusion of other time-based classifications (i.e.,
past and present stakeholders). Arguably, the Past Stakeholders80 and Present
Stakeholders81 could contribute towards overall sustainability through effective and
constructive feedback. Another aspect of involvement-based classification (i.e.,
internal and external) could add another two elements to the theme. Thus, Internal
Stakeholders82 and External Stakeholders83 are two other additions to the list. In
contrast, the definition constructed by [23] includes factors such as risks, respon-
sibilities, opportunities and value which are covered, to an extent, in the other
definitions.

Value is critical in ensuring business sustainability of any kind. [24] defines
sustainability from a value perspective consisting of eight conceptual elements
which could be clustered into the themes of risks, opportunities and value. The
above definition overemphasizes risk, indicating the predictive capacity of the risk
factor in determining the value of any sustainable business. In contrast, it is
questionable whether risk is the only factor which contributes towards value sus-
tainability. However, the other two conceptual elements which have a thematic
focus on stakeholders and opportunities have been covered in some of the previous
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definitions. Therefore, the overemphasis on the risk factor will not have any con-
siderable impact on this context.

Organizations are made of human beings, requiring the need for governance to
be paramount. [25] define sustainability from an organizational perspective incor-
porating five conceptual elements. The definition covers two main themes, namely
governance and environment. In fact, these two themes are essential concerns of a
sustainable business. However, the governance theme could well be focusing on
how well an organization could contribute towards the overall governance excel-
lence of the country as a whole. In other words, effective governance of an orga-
nization could make a contribution towards the effective governance of the country
at large. However, the environmental aspect is neglected in this context, which has
been covered in one of the previous sections.

Strategy plays a vital role in business success. [26] defines sustainability from a
strategic perspective with five conceptual elements. Value and Stakeholders are the
main themes around which the definition is centered. These two themes have been
covered in advance in some of the previous sections. On the other hand, Success is
the end goal of any business. [27] define sustainability from the perspective of
success with five conceptual elements. The main themes, product design and
opportunities, have already been covered in a previous definition. In contrast, the
overall management of the business has an impact on its sustainability. [28] define
sustainability from a management perspective with seven conceptual elements.
Coordination (a functional theme) is focused as the critical conceptual element in
this definition.

4 A Holistic Definition of Business Sustainability

Business sustainability is a multifaceted term with three main themes making up the
whole concept. The classification of conceptual elements has been done based on
the following questions. The questions are used as the yardsticks for classifying
these elements into three clusters which would lead towards the formation of the
new definition. The following triangle shows the dimensions in which the themes
are defined.

1. Why Business Sustainability?
2. How can Business Sustainability be achieved?
3. Where will it lead the Business?

The above questions will address the three dimensions of a clear definition.
Firstly, the reason for businesses to be sustainable is covered in the first question.
This will include the goal orientation aspect of a good definition. In fact, the themes
deal with the underlying motivations of the organizations with regard to achieving
sustainability (i.e., organizational requirements). Secondly, the way in which
businesses could attain sustainability is covered in the second question. This will
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cover the underlying processes, systems, methodologies and architecture which
enable sustainability in a business. Thirdly, the ultimate outcome of business sus-
tainability is covered. In other words, the deliverables of a sustainable business are
covered in this question. The following definition of Business sustainability is
crafted from the abstractive decomposition process. It addresses the aforementioned
three questions.

Business Sustainability could be achieved through efforts that are concentrated
on;

1. core competencies,
2. effective production,
3. embracing opportunities,
4. exploring suitable and sustainable revenue models,
5. focusing on economic performance,
6. managing risks,
7. pursuing right customer groups,
8. supporting ecological viability in the existing infrastructure processes and

systems,
9. resource conservation using technology,

10. growth in business,
11. improved health and safety,
12. reduction of environmental impact,
13. increased production value,
14. rewarding employees for their performance, and
15. Maintaining long-term support for organizational performance.

5 Key Terms

• Core Competencies: The total accumulation of skills, methods, know-how and
capabilities a company possesses in order to produce its intended products or
services. Examples include the skill level of the software engineers in a software
business.

• Effective Production: The process of creating the core business outcome using
the methods, technologies and infrastructure present in the company.

• Embracing Opportunities: The activity which aims at tapping into any pos-
sible opportunity in terms of being and becoming a sustainable business.

• Locating a Sustainable Revenue Model: The structure and approach through
which the return on investments could be leveraged.

• Managing Risks: Management of risks involved in the process of getting the
production process smooth.

• Resource Conservation Using Technology: Any efforts associated with the
conservation of resources using technology as a tool for those efforts.

Business Sustainability Conceptualization 11



• Growth in Business: Any sorts of growth related to the overall business and its
functioning that are in common.

• Health and Safety: The overall health and safety of the employees, stake-
holders and other species in the environment in which the business is operating.

• Environmental Impact: The overall emissions, effect and impact on the
environment by the business.

• Production Value: The value added and increased to the business and the
environment by the production related activities.

• Long-term support for Organizational Performance: The continuous and
ongoing support to the organizations’ performance by the management and its
stakeholders.

The above definition highlights three main dimensions of business sustainability.
Firstly, the goal or stage orientation of the term could be observed in the definition.
In fact, business sustainability could be argued as a business goal or stage for
businesses to aspire to. Secondly, the process dimension is notable. The entire
definition speaks about a process mechanism through which business sustainability
could be achieved. Thirdly, business sustainability could be argued as an approach
through which a strategic business transformation could be made. The above def-
inition could be used as an enabling philosophy for the above transformation.
Hence the definition includes three main dimensions of the term business sus-
tainability as listed below.

• A business goal or stage
• A business process mechanism
• A strategic transformation approach

Hence, the above definition could be claimed to be a holistic definition of the
term business sustainability, which incorporates a product view, process view and
strategic view of the term. Thus, the comprehensiveness of the definition could be
argued as being more concrete ‘on the ground’ from an overall business perspec-
tive. Applying this definition could leverage the optimum business outcomes in any
business which aspires to become sustainable whilst maximizing their profit.

6 Managerial Implications and Industry Applications

The term business sustainability is well-used in the practitioner literature compared
to corporate sustainability [17]. However, corporate sustainability has been high-
lighted as a strategic priority for businesses [29]. In addition to this, the KPMG
report highlights seven key organizational steps needed to implement and benefit
from corporate sustainability in a business. We draw our managerial implications
from the new definition and use KPMG’s seven steps for outlining a sustainability
strategy for software businesses. These seven steps are to be synthesized with the
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core research outcome of this paper to provide context to practitioners and Chief
Sustainability Officers managing large scale software businesses.

Managerial Implications.

• The managers could use this conceptualization for defining their business pro-
cesses with a sustainability focus

• The managers could use the documented definition as a guidepost to improve
their managerial effectiveness in terms of delivering value for their customers

• The new definition provides possible inputs towards conceptualizing and
devising a sustainability strategy for organizations

• This could lend viability towards creating an organisation with a wide sus-
tainability knowledge base to assist educate employees on sustainability matters

• The real world business examples given for the conceptual elements of the new
definition could suggest more contextual and applied relevance to the managers
and business policy makers

Application of KPMG’s Steps.

1. Using scenario planning to identify potential risks, explore new opportunities
and focus on economic performance [29]. Arguably, the new definition
highlights managing risks and embracing opportunities as two elements of
business sustainability. Risk management in software businesses could be
undertaken through ensuring the commitment of top management, gaining
optimum user commitment and clarifying the project requirements to all parties.
Favourable government regulations, emerging market trends and macro envi-
ronmental changes could be considered as possible opportunities for a business.
The degree of monetary value added to a piece of software during the pro-
duction process could be mentioned as an indicator for economic performance
of a software business.

2. Setting ambitious targets and leading by example to attain sustainability in a
longer run [29]. This could be achieved through focusing on core competencies
such as the main skills, methods, know-how, capabilities and areas in which the
business is excelling or where they have an advantage. [30] developed a
pyramid model comprising skills and competencies of software professionals
from a junior programmer to the IT director. Arguably, software firms make a
practice of developing a skills inventory which consists of the core competen-
cies and skills of software professionals in the company.

3. Start measuring environmental inputs and productivity across the business
[29]. This can be achieved by measuring productivity and resource usage across
all parts of the business from water usage to energy consumption. In a software
business, this could be measured through looking at the overall resource usage
in terms of peripherals, energy and other resources, such as human resources.

4. Encouraging employee engagement both internally and externally to the
business [29]. This is argued to be improving the employee engagement in
terms of gathering ideas, opinions and viewpoints at different levels. In the
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software industry, this could be practiced by collaborative decision making from
all levels of staff in terms of greening issues.

5. Firms with experience of optimizing their own businesses have found this to
be a rich source of expertise that can in turn help develop new products,
services or innovations for clients [29]. Effective knowledge management
synced with decision support systems could facilitate this function in a software
business.

6. Exploration of other options which could result from sustainability, such as
improved resource efficiency, cost reductions and risk mitigation [29]. Soft-
ware firms could do this by employing strategies for risk mitigation and resource
efficiency.

7. Brand enhancement through transparent reporting which would be shared
with a range of stakeholders, from potential investors and shareholders to
clients and business partners [29]. Software businesses could make use of
accounting and reporting practices which are acceptable to industry standards in
maintaining transparency in their business activities.

7 Conclusions

This paper documents the application of a research methodology called abstractive
decomposition to the task of developing a new definition for Business Sustain-
ability, derived from ten different perspectives and various existing definitions. The
resultant definition presented here addresses an aspect of research literature regar-
ded by the author to represent a gap in verifiable literary or lexical evidence for
shaping a holistic definition of business sustainability. The ten perspectives that
underpin the existing definitions analyzed here are regarded as those most critical
for a successful business operation. These include matters vital for business
development such as, supply chain, production, operation, stakeholder, value,
organization, strategy, success and management. Having covered all these aspects
in the new definition presented here, it could be argued that this definition is
dependable and deployable by any organization regardless of the industry in which
it operates. Arguably, there is no specific contextual factor associated with the new
definition, which may threaten its generalizability, but it focuses on defining the
term in an abstract manner, so that it could be tailored to any industry sector as
needed.

The description of key terms used in this new definition provides business policy
makers and managers clarity of definition itself to ensure a more practical and
applied focus. Examples were derived from real world management issues to make
the terms contextualized to the software industry. Citations to past applied literature
on these terms has been provided to enhance clarity and theoretical relevance of the
examples used from the real world software industry. However, the research has not
collected the viewpoints of industry precisians to analyze the practical limitations of
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trying to achieve sustainability through the terms outlined. Inclusion of real world
samples from business data and validating these through the use of data gathered
via interview with industry experts might validate the ideas presented here and
reduce the impact of this limitation. In addition to this, the research reported herein
documents a qualitative concept analysis of existing published materials to establish
the interrelationship of Business sustainability constructs. Findings reported here
provide a contribution to future development in this research field.

Whereas the new definition suits to any industry, the method used for deriving
the definition has been devised to have minimal exclusions to any aspects of
business sustainability. Having written a new definition of its kind through an
abstractive decomposition process, the contribution of this paper is positioned to be
a building block in the business sustainability research domain with a more strategic
focus. However, upcoming research is warranted in terms of developing this into a
comprehensive survey of business sustainability frameworks from different indus-
tries, which is expected to be developing a synergy between business sustainability
theory and practice.

Appendix

See Tables 1 and 2.
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A Replicated Study on Relationship Between
Code Quality and Method Comments
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Abstract Context: Recent studies empirically revealed a relationship between

source code comments and code quality. Some studies showed well-written source

code comments could be a sign of problematic methods. Other studies also show that

source code files with comments confessing a technical debt (called self-admitted

technical debt, SATD) could be fixed more times. The former studies only consid-

ered the amount of comments, and their findings might be due to a specific type of

comments, namely, SATD comments used in the latter studies. Objective: To clarify

the relationship between comments other than SATD comments and code quality.

Method: Replicate a part of the latter studies with such comments of methods on

four OSS projects. Results: At both the file-level and the method-level, the presence

of comments could be related to more code fixings even if the comments were not

SATD comments. However, SATD comments were more effective to spot fix-prone

files and methods than the non-SATD comments. Conclusions: Source code com-

ments other than SATD comments could still be a sign of problematic code. This

study demonstrates a need for further analysis on the contents of comments and its

relation to code quality.
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1 Introduction

The success of software development depends on many factors. The quality manage-

ment of source code is one of the crucial activities to the success. Software devel-

opers dedicate much effort to retain the quality of source code from a spectrum of

perspectives.

The comprehensibility of source code is essential for software developers working

for a project where they maintain and evolve the source code cooperatively. For this

purpose, the coding standards such as MISRA C [11] and Google Java Style [7] help

to read source code and to prevent from faults though they provide no guide for code

construction.

Comments in source code are useful documentation for developers and help their

comprehension for the logic, architecture, and limitations of the code nearby. In fact,

comments are widely known as effective entities [4, 14]. On the other hand, Fowler’s

book on refactoring [6] indicated that the presence of many comments is one of “code

smells.” Code smells are typical signs of poor design (poor quality parts of the code)

to be refactored. Comments themselves have no direct effect on the design, but they

often work as deodorants for smells. From a view of refactoring, comments thus

play dual roles: well-written comments increase readability of programs, but they

can also be signs of poor quality code.

Recent studies empirically revealed a relationship between source code comments

and code quality. Comments themselves are harmless to code. Nevertheless, those

studies both indicated some types of comments might be a useful sign for code qual-

ity improvement. Aman et al. focused on the relationship between the amount of

code comments and code quality [1–3]. These analyses reported that well-written

comments in a method body could be a sign of its fault-proneness. The relationship

between the content of code comments and code quality was also studied [12, 13,

18]. These analyses focused on specific comments called self-admitted technical debt
(SATD). SATD is an apparent quality risk confessed in code comments by develop-

ers. They first conducted manual examination for SATD [12, 13], and then revealed

that SATD-related changes were difficult [18].

The studies [1–3] focused on the amount of comments and did not look into the

contents of comments. The comments they analyzed contain the SATD comments,

and it has been unknown that how much the SATD comments affected their results. A

question thus arises whether the relationship between comments and code quality is

viable for comments other than SATD comments. On the other side, the studies [12,

13, 18] were conducted on a bit rough-grained units, namely, source files. Comments

usually help to understand a code fragment close to them, and a finer grained empir-

ical study at the method level can show a detailed relationship between SATD and

code quality.

In this study, we focused on a relationship between code quality and comments of

methods. We extracted methods of classes and compared fix-proneness between the

methods with comments other than SATD comments and those without any com-
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ments. We also conducted comparisons of fix-proneness between the methods with

SATD comments and the other methods.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we present the design of our exper-

iments. In Sect. 3, we show the results and their discussion. Related work is shown

in Sect. 4. We conclude the paper in Sect. 5.

2 Methodology

2.1 Self-Admitted Technical Debt

Technical debts are introduced into source code by developers. Some technical debts

are intentionally buried due to several reasons such as time pressure. A part of inten-

tional technical debts are admitted in source code comments. Such technical debts

are called Self-Admitted Technical Debt (SATD) [12]. An example of such comments

is as follows:

if (implementation == null) {

// No proper implementation
// FIXME: We should log a warning, shouldn’t we ?
implementation = new AnyLanguage(language);

}

Here, a developer used a typical SATD keyword FIXME to share anxiety for logging

option. In [18], such SATD keywords were used for specify SATDs.

2.2 Research Questions

This study aims at clarifying the relationship between comments other than SATD

comments and code quality. SATD comments were rarely found in comments, and it

was difficult to use its amount for experiments. Therefore, we decided to investigate

a relationship between the presence of comments other than SATD comments and

code quality. We used the fix-proneness to measure code quality as well as the studies

[2, 18].

The studies [2, 18] conducted at different module levels: method and class. Com-

ments usually describe a code fragment close to them, and the presence of a prob-

lematic fragment would also be signified by a comment near to it. This study thus

focused on comments of methods but compared the fix-proneness at both the file

level and the method level.
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Table 1 OSS projects analyzed in the empirical work

Project HEAD KLOC # of files # of methods # of commits

PMD 4e5e0187 90852 1048 6828 8698

SQuirreL

SQL Client

7d867694 367732 2293 17802 7340

FreeMind cc9cca40 113275 519 5631 1061

Hibernate

ORM

ef46293c 453556 3326 28460 7083

We designed our empirical research on the following two research questions:

RQ1: Are files containing comments other than SATD comments more fix-prone

than files without any comments?

RQ2: Are methods containing SATD comments more fix-prone than the other

methods? Are methods containing comments other than SATD comments

more fix-prone than methods without any comments?

2.3 Datasets

Our experiments required projects managed by a version control system because

the fix-proneness required access to change histories of files. This study was con-

ducted on four OSS projects: PMD,
1

SQuirreL SQL Client,
2

FreeMind,
3

and Hiber-

nate ORM.
4

They all ranked in the top 50 popular Java products at SourceForge.net,

are developed in Java, and their source files are maintained with Git. These projects

were used in the past studies [2, 3]. Analyses on projects used in [18] are future

work.

We selected Java files and focused on source code comments. The other files

like XML were excluded from this study. Furthermore, our experiments compared

the fix-proneness at two levels of source code, namely, file-level and method-level.

Therefore, files not having any method were also excluded to keep the same files

among experiments on the two levels.

Table 1 summarizes some statistics of project characteristics. The number of files

counts the number of Java source code files which have at least one method. Table 1

shows a variety of projects in code size and the number of methods.

1
http://pmd.sourceforge.net.

2
http://squirrel-sql.sourceforge.net.

3
http://freemind.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Main_Page.

4
http://hibernate.org/orm.

http://pmd.sourceforge.net
http://squirrel-sql.sourceforge.net
http://freemind.sourceforge.net/wiki/index.php/Main_Page
http://hibernate.org/orm
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2.4 Target Comment Types

There are various types of comments described in source code [16]. This study

includes experiments on the relationship between comments and code quality at the

method-level, and we focused on comments related to methods: member comment

and inline comment.

According to [16], member comments describe the functionality of method/field,

being located either before or in the same line as the member definition. In our case,

member comments are ones located ahead of a method. Member comments for fields

were ignored. Member comments help developers understanding a usage or a speci-

fication of the method. Although Javadoc is a typical member comment, we analyzed

member comments other than Javadoc. Because Javadoc rarely gives quality related

descriptions and often ignored [3, 13].

Inline comments are located within a method body. Inline comments often

describe code fragments nearby. Implementation decisions are also described by

inline comments [16], they were candidates for a deodorant of code smells [3]. Some-

times code comments (commented-out code) were found within a method body. The

code comments were irrelevant to our scope and ignored as well as the past studies.

2.5 Comments Extraction and Labeling

For each OSS project, we cloned the git repository. Table 1 shows HEAD sha of the

projects. We then extracted methods and comments of them. For this purpose, we

made a tool with Eclipse Java development tools (JDT).
5

We first selected target files to be analyzed. The target files were source code writ-

ten in Java. Files related to testing were excluded. The tool was applied to extract

member and inline comments from the target files in each project. The tool also

extracted method signatures and the range of method bodies. According to that infor-

mation, the extracted comments were linked to the methods and classified into mem-

ber comments, inline comments, and the others. Only the methods having member

comments or inline comments were supplied for experiments.

For analyzing a relationship between comments and code quality, we have two

options. The first one is to use the number of comment lines as well as Aman et

al. [1–3]. The other is to use the presence of comments. This study focused on SATD

comments and comments other than the SATD comments, and SATD studies [12,

13, 18] only considered the presence of SATD. Furthermore, SATD comments were

rarely found in comments and it was difficult to use its amount for experiments. In

this study, we thus decided to use the presence of SATD comments and the other

comments for simplicity.

5
http://www.eclipse.org/jdt.

http://www.eclipse.org/jdt
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Following [18], we first labeled the extracted methods as SATD or non-SATD

with keyword matching. The keywords provided online by [12, 18] were used for the

labeling. A method was labeled as SATD if any of the keywords appeared in member

or inline comments of the method. Otherwise, the method was labeled as non-SATD.

The non-SATD methods may contain comments other than SATD comments. A file

was labeled as SATD if any of its methods were SATD.

We then labeled the non-SATD methods according to the presence of comments.

A method was labeled as commented if the method has any comments. Note that

no SATD keyword appeared in these comments. A file was commented if any of its

methods were commented.

2.6 Fix-Proneness Identification

The fix-proneness were considered as a valuable measure for assessing code quality

and maturity level [2, 18]. This study thus adopted the fix-proneness as code quality.

The definition of the fix-proneness defined as follows:

# of fix commits

# of commits

For each target file, all commits related to the file were obtained from a git reposi-

tory. A commit was considered as a fix commit if any of bug-fixing-related keywords

were found in a summary or a message of the commit. We used the following key-

words shown in [18]: fixed issue #ID, bug ID, fix, defect, patch, crash, freeze, breaks,

wrong, glitch, proper. All commits related to the target file were traversed, and the

fix-proneness of the file was recorded.

The commits were then mapped to methods. We used git diff to identify

lines added, modified, and deleted of a file. Matched the lines against the range of

methods in the file, we identified methods changed by the commit. The fix-proneness

of methods was obtained from the matching results.

3 Results

3.1 Are Files Containing Comments Other Than SATD
Comments More Fix-Prone Than Files Without Any
Comments?

Figure 1 shows boxplots of the percentage of defect fixing changes between files

having and not having SATD methods for the four projects. This comparison works

as a sanity check for [18] under a slightly different definition for SATD files and target
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Fig. 1 Percentage of defect fixing changes for SATD and NSATD files

projects. All projects except for Hibernate (Fig. 1d) show that files having SATD

methods have a higher percentage of defect fixing changes. This result was consistent

to [18] somewhat where files having SATD comments were more fixed in four out

of the five projects they used.

Figure 2 shows boxplots of the percentage of defect fixing changes between files

having comments other than SATD comments and files having no comment for the

four projects. As same as the previous results, all projects but Hibernate (Fig. 2d)

show that files having comments other than SATD comments have a higher percent-

age of defect fixing changes.

Those differences were tested by Man-Whitney test [10] and quantified by the

effect size with Cliff’s delta [5] as well as [18]. All differences were statistically
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Fig. 2 Percentage of defect fixing changes for Commented (non-SATD) and non-Commented files

significant at 𝛼 = 0.05. Table 2 shows the effect-size for the four projects. Cliff’s

Delta ranges in the interval [-1, 1] and is considered negligible for ‖d‖ < 0.147,

small for 0.147 ≤ ‖d‖ < 0.33, medium for 0.33 ≤ ‖d‖ < 0.474, and large for ‖d‖ ≥

0.474. The criteria indicate that the differences between SATD and non-SATD were

medium or large for PMD, SQuirreL, and FreeMind. Only the difference on Hiber-

nate was small. The differences between commented and non-commented files were

all considered small.
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Table 2 Cliff’s Delta for SATD versus NSATD and Commented versus non-Commented files

Project SATD versus NSATD CMT versus NCMT

PMD 0.403 0.327

SQuirreL SQL Client 0.737 0.281

FreeMind 0.384 0.197

Hibernate ORM −0.308 −0.192

These observations lead the following answer for RQ1:

∙ Where the presence of SATD comments increases defect fixing changes, the pres-

ence of comments other than SATD comments also increases defect fixing changes

∙ The difference of fix-proneness between commented and non-commented files

was statistically significant but smaller than that between SATD and non-SATD

files

3.2 Are Methods Containing SATD Comments More
Fix-Prone Than the Other Methods? Are Methods
Containing Comments Other Than SATD Comments
More Fix-Prone Than Methods Without Any Comments?

Figure 3 shows boxplots of the percentage of defect fixing changes in SATD and

non-SATD files for the four projects. This comparison shows a detailed relationship

between SATD and code quality at the method level. Figure 3 shows that the fix-

proneness was higher if methods had SATD comments for PMD and SQuirreL. This

result was similar to the comparison at the file-level shown in Fig. 1. Contrastingly,

the differences of the fix-proneness were less clear for FreeMind and Hibernate.

Figure 4 shows boxplots of the percentage of defect fixing changes in commented

and non-commented methods for the four projects. As same as the results for SATD

methods, commented files have a higher percentage of defect fixing changes for PMD

and SQuirreL; the differences of the fix-proneness were less clear for Hibernate. For

FreeMind, the difference could not be observed from Fig. 4c.

Those differences were tested by Man-Whitney test and quantified by the effect

size with Cliff’s delta. Regarding SATD methods, all differences except for Hiber-

nate were statistically significant at 𝛼 = 0.05. Regarding commented methods, all

differences including Hibernate were statistically significant at 𝛼 = 0.05.

Table 3 shows the effect-size for the four projects. The criteria indicate that the

differences between SATD and NSATD were medium or large for PMD and SQuir-

reL. The difference for FreeMind was small, and that for Hibernate was negligible.

The effect sizes at the method-level were smaller than those at the file-level.
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Fig. 3 Percentage of defect fixing changes for SATD and NSATD methods

The differences between commented and non-commented files were small for

PMD and SQuirreL. The differences for FreeMind and Hibernate were negligible.

These effect sizes were smaller than those on SATD methods. The effect sizes at the

method-level were smaller than those at the file-level.

These observations lead the following answer for RQ2:

∙ Where the presence of SATD comments increases defect fixing changes at the

file-level, defect fixing changes are also increased at the method-level

∙ Where the presence of SATD comments increases defect fixing changes at the

method-level, the presence of comments other than SATD comments also increases

defect fixing changes at the method-level
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Fig. 4 Percentage of defect fixing changes for Commented and non-Commented methods

∙ The difference of fix-proneness between commented and non-commented meth-

ods was statistically significant but smaller than that between SATD and non-

SATD methods

3.3 Threats to Validity

This study leaves some threats to validity as well as the past related studies.
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Table 3 Cliff’s Delta for SATD versus NSATD and Commented versus non-Commented methods

Project SATD versus NSATD CMT versus NCMT

PMD 0.381 0.273

SQuirreL SQL Client 0.514 0.156

FreeMind 0.170 0.096

Hibernate ORM −0.03 −0.102

Regarding internal validity, we classified fix commits and SATD comments by

keyword matching. While the keyword matching is simple and scalable, it might

overlook the fix commits and SATD comments. However, this approach worked

effectively in not a few studies [8, 15, 20]. Manual classification is labor-intensive

for large projects in practice, and this is a realistic approach.

Regarding external validity, our target projects were limited in number and pro-

gramming language. Therefore, the observations in this study might not hold in other

projects using other programming language. However, the target projects were col-

lected from various application areas, and most of popular programming languages

are based on imperative manner and provide function or method constructs as a basis

of development. Therefore, those differences are not critical for the generality of our

contribution. Our future work includes experiments on such projects.

4 Related Work

Many studies focused on comments and its relation and effect to aspects of software

development.

While comments can be freely written, its main purpose is to help developers

comprehending the programs’ logic, architecture, and limitations. Tenny [17] and

Woodfield et al. [19] conducted experiments about program comprehensions, with

students and experienced programmers as their subject, respectively. In their experi-

ments, the subjects evaluated the ease of understanding some variations of a program

which were different in modular design and in commenting manner (with or without

comments.) Their experimental results showed that comments have a positive impact

on program comprehension. The results also implies that the quality of comments

also matters for program comprehension.

Steidl et al. [16] proposed a framework to evaluate the quality of comments. They

evaluated the coherence between member comments and the name of the corre-

sponding method. Their coherence evaluation presents whether the member com-

ments provide useful information about the method. They discussed the comments

written inside method bodies as well, and proposed to use short comments as indi-

cators of parts to be refactored. Moreover, they described that the existence of long

comments may infer a lack of external documents, so adding many comments was

not recommended. Lawrie et al. [9] also studied the correspondence of comments
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and code by using a natural language processing technique, for an automated quality

assessment.

Recent studies get focused on comments from the perspective of code quality.

Aman et al. conducted some empirical studies of the relationships between the

amount of comments and the fault-proneness [1, 3]. Their empirical results showed

that the presence of comments written inside method bodies (they called “inline

comments”) is correlated with the fault-proneness in the programs. Therefore, well-

written inline comments in a method body could be a sign of its fault-proneness as

indicated as code smells by Fowler et al [6]. They also showed that the amount of

comments contributed to explain the change proneness of programs [2].

The content of comments was also analyzed and related to the code quality. Potdar

and Shihab [12] used a certain type of comments to specify technical debts. They

called such commented technical debts as self-admitted technical debt (SATD). They

manually examined source code comments of OSS projects and showed detailed

statistics of SATD. Another study [13] regarding SATD classified SATD into five

debts and showed what types of debts were common among their target projects.

The relationship between SATD and code quality was examined in [18]. They used

typical SATD keywords found in the previous studies to determine SATD files. Then,

they related the presence and the introducing of SATD with defect inducing changes,

fix inducing changes, and difficulty of code changes.

Our study heavily relies on the studies focused on the relationships between com-

ments and code quality. While the studies by Aman et al. did not care about SATD,

this study analyzed the quality of code having non-SATD comments. While Wehaibi

et al. [18] considered the quality at the file-level, this study also focused on the qual-

ity at the method-level.

5 Conclusion

We replicated a study on the relationship between method comments and quality. The

results show that the presence of comments could be a sign of problem even when

the method comments did not contain SATD. We also revealed that the presence of

SATD comments could also be a sign of problem even at the method-level.

Our future work includes further analyses on the relationship from another per-

spective. Defect inducing change was one of popular quality measures in literature

including the past studies we replicated. The comparison of quality between pre-

and post- comment inducing has also remained as future work. With deeper under-

standing on comments, we can expect a system suggesting risky or smelled code at

writing comments.
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A Predictive Model for Standardized Test
Performance in Michigan Schools

William Sullivan, Joseph Marr and Gongzhu Hu

Abstract Public school officials are charged with ensuring that students receive a

strong fundamental education. One tool used to test school efficacy is the standard-

ized test. In this paper, we build a predictive model as an early warning system for

schools that may fall below the state average in building level average proficiency

in the Michigan Educational Assessment Program (MEAP). We utilize data mining

techniques to develop various decision tree models and logistic regression models,

and found that the decision tree model with entropy impurity measure accurately

predicts school performance.

Keywords Predictive modeling ⋅ Decision tree ⋅ Logistic regression ⋅ MEAP

proficiency

1 Introduction

The ability of governing bodies to hold schools and school districts accountable to

standardized test scores has been the subject of heated debate for many decades.

Michigan adopted the Michigan Educational Assessment Program (MEAP) at the

beginning of the 1969–1970 school year and administered the MEAP until 2013–

2014. It was replaced with the Michigan Student Test of Educational Progress in

2015.

The MEAP test was taken every fall by public school students in grades 3–9. The

test measured student proficiency in a number of different subjects. Due to budgetary

constraints the only two subjects, reading and mathematics, in which every student
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is tested every school year. The MEAP test scores proficiency on a four point scale in

which a score of 1 is highest and 4 is lowest. Students who score 1 or 2 are considered

proficient and students who score 3 or 4 are considered not proficient.

Michigan holds schools accountable to the building level test scores of their stu-

dents. The state tracks each schools percentage proficient and holds schools that fall

below the state average accountable by either assigning them a “priority” ranking

or by requiring “action plans” to help improve their test scores. In recent years state

funding has been tied to student test scores as a way to increase levels of proficiency.

The aim of this research is to develop a predictive model that calculates building

level proficiency scores of reading and mathematics and then predicts using different

demographic factors the likelihood a school will achieve a proficiency percentage

above the state average.

2 Related Work

The application of data mining to educational research is a relatively new endeavor.

The field of Educational Data Mining (EDM), in general, is characterized by tradi-

tional data mining techniques and the inclusion of psychometric methodology [1, 2].

Much of the EDM literature has focused on improving student learning models or

studying pedagogical support of learning software [3–5].

However, the application of classification techniques have also been applied to

education research in the form of so called “Early Warning Systems”. These sys-

tems have primarily been concerned with predicting high school drop outs. Bowers,

Sprott, and Taff reviewed 110 proposed models and suggest standardized metrics

for evaluation using latent class models [6]. Carl et al. developed a regression based

“Early Warning System” which applies to a broader set of outcomes beyond drop-

ping out of school [7]. Baradwaj and Pal focused on predicting student performance

in higher education [8]. Knowles et al. take things a step further and utilize a number

of ensemble methods including boosted tree and neural network frameworks [9].

In our study we built logit regression models and decision tree models to predict

the students’ performance in the MEAP tests.

3 Data

The data for this research comes from a number of different public sources:

(a) Michigan Student Data System (MSDS) [10]. The data include school types

(traditional or charter), delivery method (traditional or virtual), etc.

(b) Michigan School Data [11]. The data set include teach/student ratio, Free and

Reduced Lunch eligibility, and MEAP Proficiency scores by grade for all public

schools in Michigan.
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Table 1 Descriptive statistics of variables

Variable Statistic
N Mean St. dev. Min Max

No. proficient 1,541 306 266 1 1,855

Percent proficient 1,541 0.510 0.185 0.023 0.989

Crime rate (CR) 1,541 0.065 0.053 0 1.117

Violent CR 1,541 0.006 0.006 0 0.025

Share of violent crime 1,541 0.079 0.050 0 0.269

% of population HS edu-

cation or higher

1,541 87.251 6.041 67.300 99.400

Income 1,541 32,123 10,197 12,295 101,402

Free and reduced lunch

(% eligible)

1,541 0.565 0.265 0.017 1.000

Free-lunch (% eligible) 1,541 0.510 0.267 0.012 1.000

Share of free-lunch 1,541 0.879 0.082 0.496 1.000

Teacher/student ratio 1,541 16.065 5.023 4.500 169.000

Jobless rate 1,541 7.520 1.818 4.700 12.700

State average (% profi-

cient)

1,541 0.545 NA NA NA

Charter 218 NA NA 0 1

Big 4 301 NA NA 0 1

(c) Uniform Crime Report [12]. The report contains the total number of crimes

along with details in over 350 cities in Michigan, including crime rate and share

of violent crimes.

(d) American Community Survey (ACS) [13]. This survey provides information

about jobless rate, education and income data for cities in Michigan.

From these data sets, we merged building level enrollment, demographic and

income data with city level educational attainment and crime rate data to produce a

sample of over 1,500 observations. This data set was used to predict the likelihood

that a school achieves a proficiency percentage greater than the state average. The

descriptive statistics of the variables are given in Table 1. In the following we shall

describe these variables in more details.

3.1 School Proficiency Percentage

The Michigan Educational Assessment Program (MEAP) test was administered

every fall to students in grades 3 through 9 from 1970–2014. The test evaluates a

student’s knowledge of the material covered the year before. The student is scored

on a four-point scale where a score of 1 or 2 is deemed “proficient.” The state uses
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Table 2 Proficiency

comparison of sample and

population

Summary statistics N Mean

State percent

proficiency

3,159 0.545

Sample percent

proficiency

1,541 0.511

the percentage of students proficient as one of many ways to measure whether or not

a school is effective. The percentage of proficiency of the population and sample is

given in Table 2.

3.2 Crime Rate

The annual Uniform Crime Report (UCR) published by FBI provides detailed popu-

lation and crime data on more than 350 cities in Michigan for 2014. For this research,

it is apparent that when the data set is trimmed to include only schools located within

cities in which UCR data is available the proficiency percentages of the sample are

representative of the population as a whole. This results in a sample of just 1,541

observations.

Three crime rates (CR) are calculated:

CR = Ncrime∕Npopulation

Violent CR = Nviolent crime∕Npopulation

Share of Violent CR = Nviolent crime∕Ncrime

where Nx is the number of x. These measures help separate the likely correlation

between crime rate and other independent variables.

3.3 Education

The American Community Survey (ACS) is sent out to 3.5 million households each

year and with this data the United States Census Bureau creates estimates of income

and education. The estimates that were selected for the purposes of this research

are estimates of the percentage of the population within a city that is 25 years or

older and has obtained a high-school diploma or higher. The data from the ACS is

then matched to each city with UCR data available resulting in a data set with 1,541

observations.
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Table 3 Free and reduced

lunch eligibility thresholds

FRL thresholds Max income

eligible

(family of 4)

% in relation to

poverty line

Free $30,615 135

Reduced $43,568 185

3.4 Income

The Michigan Department of Education (MDE) publishes a report detailing the num-

ber of students eligible for free and reduced lunch for each school every year. Table 3

shows the free and reduced lunch eligibility for 2014.

The percentage of students eligible for free and reduced lunch is used as a proxy

for city level income data. This is appropriate because the student’s eligibility is

directly related to their family’s income.

3.5 Class Size

Class size as measured by the student-to-teacher ratio for a school was calculated

using the MDE’s annual report on educator effectiveness and student count. It is

traditionally considered an indicator of school quality. A number of schools are

excluded because their primary method of delivery is online or they offer a signifi-

cant number of online courses. Including these outliers would skew the data.

3.6 Jobless Rate

The number of people without a job has long been an economic indicator of great

importance [14]. The ACS provides estimates for the jobless rate in every city in

Michigan. The jobless rate of the city has been merged with all of the other demo-

graphic and building level information to help control for as many demographic vari-

ables as can be observed.

3.7 Charter Schools & Big 4 School Districts

A few dummy variables were created regarding the types of schools and their loca-

tions. One variable indicates whether or not a school is located in one of the “big

4” districts (Detroit, Lansing, Grand Rapids, Flint) in Michigan. Policy makers have

long used these districts as a baseline in comparison to the others. The results and
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Table 4 Sample comparison to charter schools and big-4

Summary statistics N Mean proficiency %

Charter public schools 218 37.2

Traditional public schools 1,249 53.4

Big 4 (traditional and charter) 213 29.7

Big 4 (charter only) 97 29.2

atmosphere of schools within these larger districts are considered more complex than

the rest of the state. This may provide some interesting insight into the difference

between schools that operate in an urban Michigan setting and schools that operate

in a rural area. The other dummy variable was to identify charter schools. Table 4

shows the comparison of charter schools and “big 4.”

3.8 Target Variable

State agencies often classify schools as underperforming or performing by whether

or not performance is above or below the state average. The state average for school

proficiency in our data is 54.5%. Thus, we generate a target variable called “Above

Average” which takes on the value 1 for schools whose percent proficient is equal to

or greater than 54.5% and 0 otherwise. Figure 1 provides a distribution of percentage

proficient by schools. The distribution is mostly normal. Scores to the right of the

mean (red line) are classified above average.
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Fig. 1 Distribution—percentage proficient
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Fig. 2 Work flow

MSA MAP UCR ACS

Data Sources
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Decision Tree:
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Logit Regression:
LM1
LM2
LM3

Modeling

10-fold cross Validation and Performance Analysis

4 Methodology

The overall work flow of our analysis is shown in Fig. 2. We have described the data

sources in the previous section, and shall discuss each of the remaining steps in this

section.

4.1 Data Cleaning

Before analyzing the data, the data need to be trimmed and cleaned to include only

schools operating within a city where all demographic information was available.

The summary statistics show that the statewide proficiency percentage was within

3% of the samples average proficiency percentage. This means that the sample is

representative of the population.

Prior to modeling, a filtering was applied to the data to remove observations with

extreme outliers. As an example, one observation reported a Student/Teacher Ratio

of 168, in contrast to the normal ratio approximately 17 for traditional classrooms.

We believe this observation represents a virtual classroom. In total, 51 observations

were filtered from the dataset with n = 1490.

Variable filtering was also applied. Any variable directly used to calculate our

target variable was excluded from further consideration. This step eliminated vari-
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ables Number Proficient, Percent Proficient, and State Average (% Proficient) with

12 input variables remaining.

4.2 Modeling

We employed SAS Enterprise Miner 13.2 to build and analyze our models. Two

primary model types were considered, Decision Tree and Logit Regression. Each

model type was tested with a variety of splitting rules, variable selection criteria,

and variable transformations.

4.3 Decision Trees

A decision tree is a rule-based modeling technique [15]. The basic idea is to split

the data set (node in the tree) into subsets (children nodes) based on a splitting crite-

rion on the relationship of the target variable with the input variables. The splitting

process continues for each child node until certain condition is met.

Three decision rule models are developed for our study, as listed below.

DT1: Decision Tree with Chi-Square splitting rule, no variable transformation

DT2: Decision Tree with Entropy splitting rule, no variable transformation

DT3: Decision Tree with Chi-Square splitting rule, transformed variables

4.3.1 Chi-Square Splitting

The Chi-square splitting process requires considering a number of split points for

each input variable. It is performed on each binary split. The optimal split is selected

via the logworth value. Bonferroni adjustment is applied to compare logworth to

− log(𝛼∕m) for a predetermined significance level 𝛼 and number of comparisons m.

The Chi-square splitting process is given in Algorithm 1.

We also applied tree pruning to optimize predictive power and parsimony, and

specified max tree depth and min size of tree nodes to improve the run-time perfor-

mance.

4.3.2 Entropy Splitting

Our second decision tree model (DT2) is based on Entropy splitting rules. Entropy

for a given node j is defined as
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Algorithm 1: Chi-Square Splitting SplitAttribute(t)
Input: Tree node t with variables vi’s
Input: 𝛼 significance level

Input: m number of comparisons

Output: j – the splitting variable

begin
foreach vi do

pi ← 𝜒
2
i (t)

logworthi ← − log(pi)
if logworthi > − log(𝛼∕m) then

vi is marked significant

end
end
logworthj ← maxi(logworthi) for vi marked

return j
end

H(j) = −
k∑

i=1
Pi log2 Pi

where Pi is the posterior probability of the child node i of node j. Essentially, we

are interested in pure child nodes or nodes which are as close as we can get to either

Above Average = 1 or Below Average = 0. The node being considered for split

contains both values and we want the split that maximizes child node purity. When

considering our possible splits we calculate the reduction in our impurity index (in

this case, Entropy). This calculation takes the form

H( j) −
r∑

i
Pi ∗ H(i)

where r is the number of child nodes of j. This process continues until a minimum

reduction in impurity is met. We used the default settings in SAS Enterprise Miner for

this threshold. Pruning of the candidate tree follows the same procedure as outlined

above for the Chi-square selection. Maximum tree depth was set to 6 (7 total levels).

4.3.3 Variable Transformation

Our third decision tree (DT3) includes a variable transformation node prior to the

decision tree node. The variables are transformed according to variable type, binary

and interval in our data. Binary variables do not require any transformations. Interval

variables may, however, fit our modeling process better if they are transformed. The

“Best” option in Enterprise Miner was selected that attempts multiple methods. The

two primary methods are optimal binning and a power transformation which mimics

the so-called Box-Cox power ladder to maximize normality.
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4.4 Logit Regression

Logit (or Logistic) regression models [16] are a type of general linear regression with

binary target variable. Our target variable is binary. Therefore, a nonlinear regression

model is called for. The logit regression model differs from general linear equation

in the following way. A general linear regression can be expressed as

y = 𝛽0 +
∑

(𝛽ixi) + 𝜖

where y is a continuous dependent variable and xi represents independent variables

which may be either continuous or binary. In our case the dependent variable is not

continuous and the probability of y = 1 is estimated:

P(y = 1) = 1
1 + exp(−(𝛽0 +

∑
(𝛽ixi)

The regression coefficients 𝛽i can be exponentiated to determine the odds of y for

a change in xi. The three logit regression models are listed below.

LM1: Logit model with no variable transformations

LM2: Logit model with variable selection performed by decision tree (Chi-Square)

LM3: Logit model with variables transformed and then selected based on Chi-

Square and R-Square

The process of selecting variables for an optimal logit model can be conducted

in a number of ways. We employ stepwise selection for all three logit models. The

general process is outlined in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Variable Selection for Logit Reg Models

Input: Data set D with variables vi’s
Input: 𝛼 significance level (e.g. 0.05)

Output: V – set of variables selected for the model

begin
V ← {vj} where vj has the max(R2)
foreach vi do

pi ← 𝜒
2
i (D)

if pi > 𝛼 then
V ← V ∪ {vi}

end
end
return V

end
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4.4.1 Variable Selection

Our second logit model (LM2) employs a decision tree node before the logit model

node to select candidate variables. The decision tree is “grown” via Chi-square split-

ting in the same manner outlined in Sect. 4.3.1. In this case, however, the tree is

allowed to grow until the logworth value no longer exceeds the threshold. The tree

is not pruned but instead the resulting variables are passed to the logit node for con-

sideration in the model.

Variable selection for model 3 (LM3) is conducted post variable transformation.

We employed anR2
selection method. This step consisted of comparing each variable

(including transformed versions) in a forward selection process against a minimum

R2
threshold (0.005).

4.4.2 Variable Transformation

In logit model 3 (LM3), we also include a variable transformation step before vari-

able selection. This step follows the same process outlined in Sect. 4.3.3 which was

used to transform variables prior to decision tree model DT3.

4.5 Validation

Due to the small number of observations in our dataset, partitioning the data into

training, validation, and test sets would be inappropriate. Instead, we employed k-

folds cross-validation with k set to 10. The data set is partitioned into k equal sized

random samples. One sample is held as a test set while the others are used as training

set to build the models. The process of training and testing is repeated until all k folds

have an opportunity to serve as the test set. The results are then averaged and taken

as final.

5 Experimental Results

5.1 Final Model Selection

Our model selection process mimicked a bracketed single elimination tournament.

Two brackets were formed which consisted of the decision tree models on one side

and the logit models on the other. The decision tree models were selected based

on the lowest misclassification rate while the logit models were selected based on

the lowest average squared error. Once the winning model from each bracket was

selected the overall winner was chosen based on lowest average squared error.
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Table 5 All decision trees—fit statistics

Model # Misclassification rate Ave. squared error

DT2
∗

0.140268 0.101133

DT3 0.151678 0.108770

DT1 0.159732 0.133661

∗Model selected

Table 6 Logit regression—fit statistics

Model # Misclassification rate

LM3
∗

0.107184

LM2 0.109252

LM1 0.109252

∗Model selected

The best decision tree model was the Entropy model (DT2). Table 5 summa-

rizes the misclassification rates and the average squared error for all three decision

tree models on the target variable above average proficiency. Misclassification rates

are within 2% points of one another. The range of the average squared error was

0.032528.

Among the three logit regression models, the best is LM3, the model with variable

transformation and variable selection employed. This outcome is not surprising. We

might expect the model with variables optimized via the transformation process to

be the best performer. However, the range of the average squared errors for the three

models is 0.002068. This is a much smaller range than we found in our decision tree

models that is 0.0325. Table 6 summarizes the misclassification rates for each model.

All three logit models perform relatively similar. Transformation had little effect

on performance.

The Receiver Operator Curve (ROC) chart of the decision tree models and for the

logit regression models are shown in Fig. 3a, b respectively.

The final model selected was the entropy based decision tree (DT2). Based on

average squared error, this model performed slightly better than the best logit model

(LM3). The average squared error for the decision tree model was 0.101133. The

average squared error for the logit model was 0.107184. The difference, 0.006051,

is small even when compared to the tight range of average squared error for all three

logit models. Nonetheless, the decision tree’s performance is better.

The full entropy decision tree model is shown in Fig. 4. It begins by splitting on

the percentage of students receiving free lunch. Approximately 46% of the sample is

classified at a terminal child node (node 3). This implies that the free lunch variable

is a strong predictor of school proficiency.

The next split occurs on percentage of students receiving free or reduced lunch.

Again, we see a strong prediction of school proficiency. Of the remaining schools

and those with less than 39% of students receiving free or reduced lunch, 96% scored

above average MEAP proficiency.
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Fig. 3 ROC charts of

decision trees and logit

regression

(a) ROC chart – Decision Tree Comparison

(b) ROC chart – Logit Comparison

The remainder of the 454 schools are split again by free and reduced lunch with

the poorest districts being further defined by jobless rate, share of violent crime

and overall violent crime rate. These results indicate that our model conforms to

known theoretical and empirical research on school performance. The simplicity of

the model also provides ease of explanation to policy makers and stake holders.

5.2 Model Performance

Table 7 reports fit statistics for the winning model (DT2). The ROC index of 0.92 is

well over the common threshold of 0.80 as shown in Fig. 3a. This compares favorably

with the early warning systems reviewed by Bowers et al. The majority of those

models had values below 0.75. In fairness, many of those models were attempting

to predict more complicated outcomes.
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Node 1 0 54.23%
1 45.77%

Count 1490
Free-Lunch

Node 2 0 25.73%
1 74.27%

Count 859
Free Reduced Lunch

Node 4 0 3.95%
1 96.05%

Count 405

< 0.3827

Node 5 0 45.15%
1 54.85%

Count 454
Free Reduced Lunch

Node 10 0 24.76%
1 75.22%

Count 113
Free Reduced Lunch

Node 20 0 100%
1 0%

Count 6

< 0.3881

Node 21 0 20.56%
1 79.44%

Count 107

≥ 0.3881 or missing

< 0.4577

Node 11 0 51.91%
1 48.09%

Count 341
Jobless Rate

Node 22 0 31.11%
1 68.89%

Count 45

< 5.5

Node 23 0 55.07%
1 44.93%

Count 296
Share of Violent Crime

Node 40 0 42.86%
1 57.14%

Count 98
Violent Crime Rate

Node 68 0 54.05%
1 45.95%

Count 74

< 0.0022

Node 69 0 8.33%
1 91.67%

Count 24

≥ 0.0022 or missing

< 0.0455

Node 41 0 61.11%
1 38.89%

Count 198

≥ 0.0455 or missing

≥ 5.5 or missing

≥ 0.4577 or missing

≥ 0.3827 or missing

< 0.5578 or missing

Node 3 0 93.03%
1 6.97%

Count 631

≥ 0.5578

Fig. 4 The entropy decision tree model

Table 7 DT2—fit statistics
Fit statistics Value

Misclassification rate 0.14

ROC index 0.92

Average squared error 0.10

Cumulative lift 2.10

Gain 109.84

The misclassification rate (0.14) is reasonable but further inspection via a confu-

sion matrix (Table 8) and a misclassification chart (Fig. 5) indicates that our classi-

fication of Above Average is less accurate than for schools below the mark. In other

words, we have a larger proportion of false positives than we do false negatives. This

is a concern. If a school is classified as performing above the average but in reality

they are below they may not receive the proper policy prescription.

The goal of the model is predict which schools will fall below the average. Our

accuracy in this regard is strong. Less than 10% of schools who are classified as

below average are actually above. Again, they are the schools that fall into the false

positive category that should be cause for concern.
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Table 8 Confusion matrix—DT2

n = 1490 Predicted

Below average Above average

Actual Below average 754 155

Above average 54 527

Fig. 5 Misclassification

chart—DT2
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A number of steps may help improve the accuracy of our model. First, the model

may be sensitive to the cutoff point. A large number of schools are centered around

the mean average proficiency. While this cutoff may be optimal from the state’s per-

spective, it may be not be the optimal point for classification.

We did not employ any interaction terms in any of our models. It may be beneficial

to allow, for instance, Big 4 (urban schools) to interact with Charter. Or, perhaps,

crime rate interacts with charter schools differently than public schools.

6 Conclusion

Our final model, a decision tree with entropy splitting, does an adequate job of clas-

sifying schools as either above or below the state proficiency average. The model

compares favorably with other early warning systems in the EDM literature. The

tree utilizes a number of socioeconomic variables including percentage of students

receiving free lunch, percentage of students receiving free or reduced lunch, jobless

rate, violent crime rate, and share of violent crime. The model does not employ any

school quality variables such as student-to-teacher ratio, or class size. Class size is

traditionally considered a significant factor indicative of student performance, how-

ever in recent years research suggests that the characteristics of the students in the

classroom is far more important than the number of students in the classroom [17].
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Though there is conflicting research regarding this metric, our analysis showed that

it is not as important as other Socioeconomic factors.

Additional model types should also be considered in future research. Individual

student data is often included in school performance models. The typical approach is

a multilevel model approach, one model for the student level and one for the school

level. The inclusion of student level data, along with the requisite modeling tech-

niques, may provide further improvement on classification performance.
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A Development Technique for Mobile
Applications Program

Byeondo Kang, Boram Song, Seungwon Yang and Jonseok Lee

Abstract In this paper, we present a development technique, AppSpec, for mobile
applications program. The software architecture of business logic for a mobile
application can be designed by three models including the application model, the
graphic user interface model, and feature model. In order to describe the three
models, AppSpec consists of five development phases including requirements
analysis, architecture design, navigation design, page design, and implementation
and testing. For each phase, we provide diagramming techniques to support the
three models for the requirements analysis of the application. Our development
procedure helps program developers define functional requirements and design
applications architecture through its functional flows. We applied AppSpec to
developing a mobile application program, and then presented the products of dia-
grams as the result of performing development phases of AppSpec.

1 Introduction

Applications programs running on mobile devices are becoming so popular in the
business [1]. Mobile applications are different from desktop applications because
mobile devices are resource-limited embedded systems and their application
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domain is smaller than desktop domain. A mobile platform consists of various
source codes to control a microprocessor and hardware. Mobile applications include
various software that use APIs supported by a mobile platform [2]. This paper
presents a development technique to help developers understand and define the
domain of requirements.

In Sect. 2, we introduce the popular related works for software development
process, SPEM(Software and Systems Process Engineering Meta-model) and EPF
(Eclipse Process Framework). In Sect. 3, we introduce the characteristics of mobile
applications. The software architecture of mobile applications and three models for
applications are introduced in Sect. 4. And then we present a development tech-
nique, AppSpec, in Sect. 5. We apply our method to an application example in
Sect. 6, and the compare our technique with the related works in Sect. 7. Finally we
come to a conclusion with brief summary in Sect. 8.

2 Related Works

2.1 SPEM and EPF

The Eclipse Process Framework (EPF) [3, 4] aims at producing a customizable
software process engineering framework, with exemplary process content and tools,
supporting a broad variety of project types and development styles. The Eclipse
Process Framework (EPF) is an open source project that is managed by the Eclipse
Foundation. It lies under the top-level Eclipse Technology Project. It has two goals:

• To provide an extensible framework and exemplary tools for software process
engineering—method and process authoring, library management, configuring
and publishing a process.

• To provide exemplary and extensible process content for a range of software
development and management processes supporting iterative, agile, and incre-
mental development, and applicable to a broad set of development platforms and
applications. For instance, EPF provides the OpenUP, an agile software
development process optimized for small projects.

By using EPF Composer you can create your own software development process
by structuring it in one specific way using a predefined schema. This schema is an
evolution of the SPEM 1.1 OMG specification referred to as the Unified Method
Architecture (UMA). Major parts of UMA went into the adopted revision of SPEM,
SPEM 2.0 [5]. The UMA and SPEM schemata support the organization of large
amounts of descriptions for development methods and processes. Such method
content and processes do not have to be limited to software engineering, but can
also cover other design and engineering disciplines, such as mechanical engineer-
ing, business transformation, sales cycles, and so on.
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2.2 Masam

The MASAM [6] is providing the process based on the Agile Methodology for
developing applications software operated on mobile platform. The MASAM gives
benefits of rapid development and the reuse of domain knowledge for mobile
software. The MASAM methodology is defined as EPF and was distributed to
companies for developing mobile applications.

The MASAM has advantage of the SPEM. It can define process according to the
context of the mobile company. It supports companies developing mobile appli-
cations software. Companies have to tailor MASAM’s methodology according to
their environments.

3 Characteristics of Mobile Applications

There are two kinds of traditional mobile applications: web applications and native
applications [7]. Web-based applications consist of web pages optimized for mobile
devices and can be developed by using HTML, JavaScript and CSS. They usually
run on a server, so they cannot access the mobile devices’ feature (for example, the
physical camera device). Native applications are developed for specific mobile
devices. They can access the functionalities of mobile devices, such as GPS, file
storage, databases, SMS, mail box and etc. They can be downloaded, installed, and
sold in applications store. In this paper, mobile applications refer to native mobile
applications.

Mobile devices, in particular smart phones, have been popular in our life. Mobile
applications are necessary for providing smart phone devices with functionalities
for mobile data services. Mobile devices like smart phones are resource-limited
embedded systems. And they are developed separately on different development
platforms with different operating systems such as RIM of Blackberry, Windows
Phone, iOS, Symbian, and Android [8].

Developers for mobile applications have difficulties in handling different devi-
ces, multiple operating systems and different programming languages such as Java,
Objective-C, and Visual C ++. In addition, mobile applications are developed in
small-scale, fast-paced projects to meet competitive market demand [9].

Development of mobile applications program with Android requires Java
programming language using the Android SDK which provides the tools and APIs
necessary for development [10]. An applications program is packaged as an
Android package, “apk” file. An APK file includes all the files related to a single
Android application. Figure 1 shows the Android applications architecture.
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4 Architecture of Applications Program

The mobile application installed on the mobile phone usually consists of two layers:
the graphical user interface and the business logic. Figure 2 shows the architecture
of mobile applications. The graphic user interface is for user interaction and the
business logic is the function of applications program installed the mobile phones.
The mobile applications may communicate with a server through a network.

The software architecture of business logic for a mobile application can be
designed by three models presented in [11]: the application model, the graphic user
interface model, and feature model.

An application model represents the mobile application program. The mobile
application program can be represented by the graphic user interface model and the
feature model. The graphic user interface model represents screens of mobile
phones that users interact to get data services. The screens include the buttons of
menu for functions to do the application. The functions are accomplished by
clicking the button of menu. The source code for functions is represented by the
feature model. The functions for the menu in the screen are represented by the
feature model. Figure 3 shows the relationships among three models of an
application.

Fig. 1 Android system
architecture

Fig. 2 Architecture of
mobile applications
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In our paper, the application model is described by the use-case diagram, the
mind map, and the architecture design diagram presented by AppSpec that are
explained in Sect. 5. The graphic user interface model is described by the navi-
gation design diagram and the page detail design diagram. The feature model is
source codes for the functions to perform the application.

5 Development Procedure of AppSpec

We propose a development technique, AppSpec, for mobile applications, which
includes five phases: requirements analysis, architecture design, navigation design,
page design, and implementation and testing. Figure 4 shows the entire develop-
ment cycle. This procedure is iterative between phases to support feedback. The
iterative feedback improves the product quality through recursive review and
evaluation. AppSpec is an improved version of the previous method presented
in [12, 13].

Fig. 3 Three models of an application
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5.1 Development Phases

Requirements Analysis. Developers define the goals and functions of the mobile
applications. The purpose of the requirements analysis phase is to analyze the
application domain through the viewpoint of users. Therefore, the communication
between developers and users is very important. The success or failure of a project
is dependent on the degree of understanding the user’s requirements.

In this phase, developers define the target users who will use the application.
They also analyze the contents and functions, constraints, and who is going to
provide the new content. The product of this phase is requirements specification.
The specification is described by the Use-case diagram and the Mind-Map.

Architecture Design. Developers determine the most suitable architecture
according to the result of the requirements analysis phase. Developers divide the
application domains into sub-applications. Well-defined architecture can reduce the
complexity of the system and provide the work boundaries for developers. The
product of this phase is the architecture design diagram.

Navigation Design. Developers define navigation relationships between pages
(screens of smart phones) of the mobile applications. The navigation relationship
includes the link relationship and data migration between the pages. The mobile
applications program generally consists of more than one page. Users of applica-
tions navigate the pages to retrieve some information or to accomplish what they
want to do. The product of this phase is the navigation design diagram.

Page Design. Developers design the screen layouts and functions for all of the
pages. The pages can be classified into static pages and dynamic pages according to
their functions. The function of static pages is to show their contents. The function
of dynamic pages is to accomplish tasks such as data processing or accessing
databases. The product of this phase is the page detail design diagram. Page detail
design diagram consists of the design pattern and the functional flows of each page.

Implementation and Testing. The analysis and design specifications can be
implemented in a straightforward manner by programming all of the page detail
design diagrams. The behavior of the mobile applications must be tested on the

Fig. 4 Development
procedure of AppSpec
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emulator and on the real mobile device because the applications on an emulator
may perform differently from running on a real mobile device with various hard-
ware and software versions [14].

5.2 Graphic Notations

Our method provides program developers with two main notations, the component
and the connector, for modeling diagrams in each phase of AppSpec. Components
represent the functional modules of the system while connectors represent the
interactions between components. Figure 5 shows the notations of the diagrams for
modeling applications.

Components in the diagrams are classified into the architecture component, the
page component, the passive component, the active component, the database
component, the group component, and the condition component.

Fig. 5 Graphic notations for design diagrams
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The architecture component is used to represent the structure of applications in
the architecture diagram. It is a function of an application. The page component
represents a page in the navigation design diagram. The passive component rep-
resents a static functional module. The active component represents a dynamic
module. The database component represents a data repository. The group compo-
nent can be used to combine a set of components into one group of functions. The
condition component is used to specify a condition. All of these components are
used in the page detail design diagram.

Connectors in the diagrams are classified into the general link, the indirect link,
the direct link, the data link, the DB link, and the sequence link.

The general link represents the existence of any relationships between two
components in the architecture design diagram. The indirect link and the data link
represent the transitions occurred by a user’s clicking on a button. The indirect link
does not contain a data transmission between two components. But the data link
contains a data transmission between two components. The direct link represents an
automatic page link in the program. The Database link represents a data trans-
mission between a functional module and a database. The sequence link represents
the sequence of the activation of components. The Database link and the sequence
link are used in the page detail design diagram.

5.3 Diagrams

The following five kinds of diagrams are produced after we finish all phases of
AppSpec:

• The use-case diagram
• The mind map
• The architecture design diagram
• The navigation design diagram
• The page detail design diagram.

The Use-case Diagram. Application developers must consider the kind of users
of the system to be developed. Also they define the functions that users want to do
according to their roles. The use-case diagram represents the users of the target
system and the functions to be developed within the system to give services to users.

The Mind Map. In order to derive the functions and information for the target
system, developers need to extract them from the requirements. The mind map
represents the relationships between functions and information.

The Architecture Design Diagram. The architecture of software is defined by
computational components and interactions among components. The well-defined
structure makes it easy to integrate and maintain the parts of a large application. The
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architecture design diagram shows the vertical and horizontal structure between
functions of applications and does not include the information about the detail
algorithms. This diagram is concretized in the navigation design diagram and the
page detail design diagram.

The Navigation Design Diagram. The most important characteristic of applica-
tions is the navigation feature. Because web applications consist of pages, users of
web applications have to explore pages to search for information or accomplish
what they want to do.

The navigation design diagram represents the navigation relationships among
pages. It shows the link relationships and data transformation between pages.

The Page Detail Design Diagram. The page detail design diagram represents each
web page in detail. The pages are classified into static pages or dynamic pages
according to their tasks. Some pages may include the characteristics of both.

The static pages display their contents and are described by the design patterns.
On the other hand, the dynamic pages perform some tasks and are described by the
functional flows to represent the algorithms for the tasks.

6 Application Example: An Application for Ordering
a Menu at Inverse-Auction

We applied our method to developing a mobile application that arranges a deal
between a user and a company. This application keeps the information about
companies by the category of menu. Users can order their menu through the
application and then companies can bid their prices for the menu at auction. Users
and companies can write reviews and declarations for their deals. A user in this
application is a customer who orders a menu. A company is a seller who produces
the menu. In case that a user orders a menu, companies that are interested in the
order offer their own prices to the user. Then the user chooses one of companies that
offer their prices for the menu. Users usually select a company that bids the lowest
price for the menu. Figure 6 shows the main screen of the application we want to
develop and the development environment for the application.

The first phase of the development procedure in AppSPec is the requirements
analysis. In this phase, we develop the use-case diagram and the mind map for the
application.

Figure 7 is the use-case diagram that shows the users of the application and their
interactions with the application. Users are defined by their roles. In this application,
the users are the User and the Company. The roles of the User are to verify their
information, to write articles about deal reviews and declarations for the Company,
and to make a registration of an auction with the User’s location. The roles of the
Company are to bid a price of a menu from the User at auction that is registered by
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Fig. 6 Application program development environment

Fig. 7 The use-case diagram
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the User, to verify their information, to write articles about declarations about the
User, and to keep information about regular customers or black consumers. The User
chooses one of companies that offer cheaper prices for the menu.

Figure 8 is the mind map that shows the functions and information of the
application. The mind map is extracted and defined from requirements. This
application includes the functions for login, user information, business information,
category of menu, and auction. The user information consists of user Id, password,
name, phone number, and email address. The business information about a com-
pany consists of company Id, password, company name, phone number, and email
address.

Fig. 8 The mind map

Fig. 9 The architecture
design diagram
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The second phase of AppSpec is the architecture design. The product of the
architecture design is the architecture design diagram. Figure 7 shows the archi-
tecture design diagram for the main starting page of the application. The application
includes two computational components: ‘Menu selection’ and ‘Auction registra-
tion’. The component ‘Menu selection’ is processed by the two components, List of
companies and No registered company, dealing with the menu which users ordered.
The architecture design diagram includes architecture components and general
links.

The third phase of AppSpec is the navigation design. The product of navigation
design is the navigation design diagram. Figure 10 shows the navigation design
diagram for the architecture design diagram in Fig. 9. Figure 10 represents the
navigation relationships between pages for the application by using the page
component, the direct link, the data link, and the database link. If any companies
dealing with the menu that a user orders exist, the list of companies is displayed. Or
the message for no companies is displayed. The component in this diagram is
concretized in the page detail design diagram.

After selecting a menu, the component ‘Auction registration’ is activated for
auction. If there are not companies dealing with the menu a user ordered, the
message “There are no registered companies” is given to the user. If there are
companies dealing with the menu, the list of companies show on screen.

The fourth phase of AppSpec is the page design. The product of this page is the
page detail design diagram. Figure 11 shows the page detail design diagram for
Fig. 10. Figure 11a is the screen layout of the start page of the application. This
screen includes seven image buttons and one icon. Users can choose one of buttons
for menu they selected: all food, Korean food, Chinese food, Japanese food, school
food, western food, or other food. Figure 11b represents the functional flows of the

DB for 
partners

Main

Menu Auction 
registration

Input ==
DB data

List of 
companies

There is no 
registered 
companies

Fig. 10 The navigation
design diagram
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function “Menu”. It performs the component “View the company list” or the
component “No registered companies” after it compares the menu from users with
data stored in the DB for companies.

7 Comparison with Related Works

We compare our AppSpec with EDF and MASAM in two aspects of development
process and specification method.

(a) The Design Patterns

(b) The Functional Flows

Fig. 11 The page detail design diagram, a The design patterns b The functional flows
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7.1 Development Process

EDF and MASAM are based on the SPEM. SPEM is software and systems process
engineering meta-model. The methodologies defined through SPEM have the fol-
lowing advantages:

• Clear separation of method content definitions from the development process
application of method content

• Consistent maintenance of many alternative development processes
• Many different lifecycle models
• Flexible process variability and extensibility plug-in mechanism
• Reusable process patterns of best practices for rapid process assembly
• Replaceable and reusable process components realizing the principles of

encapsulation

In order to get the advantages of SPEM above, all of the development team
members must understand the concepts of process assets such as roles, tasks, and
work product. It is not easy to define three kinds of process assets. And The
processes given from SPEM may be tailored according to project characteristics.

On the other hand, the development procedure of AppSpec consists of five
development phases and defines activities in each phases including requirements
analysis, architecture design, navigation design, page design, and implementation
and testing phase. So it is not general-purpose model, but simple and easy to apply
it to mobile applications program.

7.2 Specification Method

EDF and MASAM provide many commercial tools to support their work products.
Development teams using SPEM need to learn how to use tools for representing
work products. It may be dependent on their process model.

Because AppSpec provides five development phases and work products in each
phase including requirements analysis, architecture design, navigation design, page
design, and implementation and testing phase, development members only learn the
diagramming method in each phase. The diagrams represent the mobile applications
by three models such as the application model, the graphic user interface model,
and the feature model.
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8 Conclusions

There are popular development methodologies for software. But they are
general-purpose methodology for the business logics of data services in the real
world. So their development procedure needs to be tailored to the mobile appli-
cations program.

Mobile applications are different from desktop applications because mobile
devices are resource-limited embedded systems and their application domain is
smaller than desktop domain. So we present a development technique, AppSpec,
that is simply applicable to mobile software running on mobile devices. The
development procedure of AppSpec consists of five development phases including
requirements analysis, architecture design, navigation design, page design, and
implementation and testing phase. It supports three models such as the application
model, the graphic user interface model, and the feature model to represent the
mobile application programs. The application model is described by the use-case
diagram, the mind map, and the architecture design diagram. The graphic user
interface model is described by the navigation design diagram and the page detail
design diagram. The feature model is source codes for the functions to perform the
application.

We applied our method to an application example, and presented documents
with diagrams supported by AppSpec. AppSpec helps developers easily understand
the requirements of a mobile application, and design its architecture and functional
flows through three models. Our work in the future is to implement the graphic
editor for supporting the procedures in AppSpec.
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Interactive Mobile Applications
Development Using Adapting Component
Model

Haeng-Kon Kim and Roger Y. Lee

Abstract In the reason of the variability which characterizes the context of such
environments, it is important that mobile applications are developed so that they can
dynamically adapt their extra functional behavior, in order to optimize the expe-
rience perceived by their users. In this paper we discuss some of the problems of the
current mobile based human management applications and show how the intro-
duction of adaptive CBD (Component Based Development) model provides flex-
ible and extensible solutions to mobile applications. Mobile applications resources
become encapsulated as components, with well-defined interfaces through which all
interactions occur. Builders of components can inherit the interfaces and their
implementations, and methods (operations) can be redefined to better suit the
component. New characteristics, such as concurrency control and persistence, can
be obtained by inheriting from suitable base classes, without necessarily requiring
any changes to users of these resources. We describe the mobile applications
frameworks and adaptive component model, which we have developed, based upon
these ideas, and show, through a prototype implementation, how we have used the
model to address the problems of referential integrity and transparent component
(resource) migration. We will show the prototyping applications using our
approaches. We also give indications of future work.
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1 Introduction

Typically, mobile computing is defined as the use of distributed systems, com-
prising a mixed set of static and mobile clients [1]. More refined and componen-
tized approaches have also been proposed with new mobile development paradigms
[2]. It is widely accepted that building in safety early in the development process is
more cost-effective and results in more robust design [3]. Safety requirements result
from safety analysis—a range of techniques devoted to identifying hazards asso-
ciated with a system and techniques to eliminate or mitigate them [3, 4]. Safety
analysis is conducted throughout the whole development process from the
requirements conception phase to decommissioning. However, currently the
approaches for incorporating safety analysis into use case modeling are scarce. The
Unifying Modeling Language (UML) [5] is gaining increasing popularity and has
become de facto industry standard for modeling various systems many of which are
safety-critical. UML promotes use case driven development process [5] meaning
that use cases are the primary artifacts for establishing the desired behavior of the
system, verifying and validating it. Elicitation and integration of safety require-
ments play a paramount role in development of safety-critical systems. Hence there
is a high demand on methods for addressing safety in use case modeling. Naturally,
the development of software applications featuring such a sophisticated behavior is
not easy. It has been suggested that while researchers have made tremendous
progress in almost every aspect of mobile computing, still not enough has been
achieved in dealing with the complexity which characterizes their development [6].
We will show how making the change to a component-based Development system
can yield an extensible infrastructure that is capable of supporting existing func-
tionality and allows the seamless integration of more complex resources and ser-
vices. We aim to use proven technical solutions from the distributed
component-based Development community to show how many of the current
problems with the Web can be addressed within the proposed model. In the next
section, a critique of the current Web is presented, highlighting existing problems in
serving standard resources and the current approach for incorporating nonstandard
resources. The section entitled the mobile applications frameworks and adaptive
component model component design, its aims, component model, and system
architecture. The Illustrations section gives an example, describing how particular
Web shortcomings can be addressed within the proposed architecture. The
remaining sections describe our implementation progress, plans for further work
and concluding remarks.
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2 Related Works

2.1 Adapting Component Based Mobile Applications
Development

Mobile applications modeling expertise requires both domain knowledge and
software knowledge. Mobile Applications modeling disciplines are rapidly accu-
mulating in terms of languages, codified expertise, reference models, and automated
tools. The areas where such technologies are extensively practiced, the quality
features re neither of main concern nor adequately tackled. It is a well-known truth
that CBD is important for large and complex systems but why it is important for
mobile device applications. It tackles vital concerns such as productivity, high level
of abstraction, partitioning of the system development process from the component
development process and reusability [5]. Reusability offers a number of advantages
to a software development team. An assembly of component assembly leads to a
70% reduction in development cycle time; an 84% reduction in project cost, and a
productivity index of 26.2, compared to an industry norm of 16.9. For the devel-
opment of mass mobile examination system, CBD is a smart method, but due to its
explicit requirements such as real time, safety, reliability, minimum memory and
CPU consumption, standard component models cannot be used [5]. Rather than, a
new CBD methodology is very much needed for the development of mobile mass
examination system to deal with its specific requirements.

Mobile applications frameworks development model in this paper is based on
component based software development. One of the principles of computer science
field to solve a problem is divide and conquer i.e., divide the bigger problem into
smaller chunks. This principle fits into component based development. The aim is
to build large computer systems from small pieces called a component that has
already been built instead of building complete system from scratch. Software
companies have used the same concept to develop software in standardized
parts/components. Software components are shipped with the libraries available
with software (Fig. 1).

While compositional adaptation is restricted to the middleware and application
layers, parameter tuning also applies to lower layers, such as the operating system,
protocols, and the hardware [11]. For example, at the protocol level, the TCP
dynamically adjusts its window to avoid or recover from network congestion. Also,
at the hardware layer, adaptations could target ergonomics (e.g., adjust the display
brightness), power management (e.g., turn idle network adapters off), etc. An
adaptive system can be abstracted by a number of layers. The hardware layer, which
includes all hardware devices, is right below the operating system and protocols
layer. These layers have the common characteristic that any changes in them affect
the whole device. For example, if the display brightness or the processor speed is
adjusted, all applications using them are affected. Similarly, changes at the oper-
ating system layer also affect the whole device. For example, the Windows Mobile
operating system allows the adjustment of the storage versus the program memory
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balance. Clearly, any change in this balance affects the device, and consequently all
applications running on it. On the other hand, changes performed at the layers of
components and component-based applications have a more limited scope. For
example, it is possible to replace a component implementation, or adjust one of its
parameters, without causing any direct effect to the applications that are not using it.
At the application layer, adaptations are typically achieved with dynamic recon-
figuration (classified as changes to the software implementation, composition, or
distribution [5]). Finally, besides being limited to these layers, adaptations can also
extend beyond the boundaries of a single hosting device. This type of adaptations,
which are quoted as distribution adaptations, is of particular interest to this paper. It
is argued that users can experience great enhancements in the quality they perceive
in their software services if the used devices are capable of synergistically sharing
services and components, thus better utilizing the available resources [8].

2.2 CBD Process for Mobile Applications

CBD promises cost-effective productivity assuring a high flexibility and mainte-
nance by assembling the components as independent business processing. The
parts. The CBD environment is divided into two Features according to process
evolution level. That is, we consider the CBD process as a supply process pro-
ducing and providing the commercial components into a repository, and consume
process supporting component utilization for constructing business solutions [14,
15]. The big picture represents essential works for realizing the CBD process,

Fig. 1 CBD driven mobile applications development
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subjecting the basic principles for component reuse that is acquisition–
understanding-applying. CBD process looks different from a traditional one. The
development of components, and the composition of an application from the
components, are separated. Typically, the two process parts will be executed by
different organizations, the component manufacturer and the organization that
wants to license and reuse the manufactured components. We refer to these orga-
nizations as the component developer as reuse for component and the application
composer as reuse with component, respectively as in Fig. 2. Component devel-
opment is a traditional development process since all the usual lifecycle phases are
traversed. The main difference is that the end product is not a complete application.
This means that the product is comparatively small, which may make development
processes suited to small projects preferable. CBD has rapidly become substantial
and interesting field in business applications. Especially, since CBD is primarily
used as a way to assist in controlling the complexity and risks of large-scale system
development, providing an architecture-centric and reuse-centric approach at the
build and deployment phases of development. So now, many vendors and
researchers have tried to establish the CBD maturity by involving the following
strategies [16, 17]:

(1) Efficient building of individual components,
(2) Efficient building of development solutions of in a new domain effectively,
(3) Efficient adapting a existing solutions to new problems and efficient evolution

of sets of solutions.

But, by the lack of standardization and clearness for the CBD approach method,
we can’t expect a practice benefits in business solutions. So, we need the approach
techniques in each step for organizing and practicing the CBD process like a Fig. 3
[6].

Fig. 2 Basis techniques for mobile applications development using CBD process
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2.2.1 Component Interfaces

In an ideal situation, component interfaces would be formally specified, and a CBD
would perform formal reasoning to ensure the semantic compatibility of component
implementations with their interfaces. However, such reasoning tools are still not
widely available or widely used by practitioners, and most commercial components
do not have formally specified interfaces. A global namespace of interfaces partly
solves the problem of how a CBD will ensure consistency between the semantics of
a provided component and the semantics required of the component [18, 19].

While there may be different interfaces providing the same functionality in a
global namespace of interfaces, two interfaces with the same name are intended to
be functionally equivalent. On a fundamental level, this greatly simplifies the
problem of matching provided components to required semantics, since the problem
is reduced to name equality. Only when components do not match at the interface
level is human intervention required: Either they are truly incompatible (i.e.,
incompatible on a semantic level), or the incompatibility is only syntactic, so that
they can be matched by simple manual adaptation (for example by wrapping one of
them). Of course, mechanisms are still needed to ensure that a component correctly
implements the semantics promised by its interfaces, but this problem already
existed along-side the component matching problem.

3 Design of Interactive Mobile Applications Development
Using Adapting Component Model

The primary componentize of our research is to develop an extensible adapting
component model with interactive mobile applications development infrastructure
which is able to support a wide range of resources and services. Our model makes
extensive use of the concepts of component-orientation to achieve the necessary

Fig. 3 Illustration of using the adapting component model with interactive mobile applications
development component model
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extensibility characteristics. Within this component-Based Development frame-
work, proven concepts from the distributed component-Based Development com-
munity will be applied to the problems currently facing the AHMS. The interactions
between the system components are described in the section entitled “System
Architecture,” which is followed by a section entitled “Adapting component model
with interactive mobile applications development component properties” which
classifies and describes a collection of properties applicable to different classes of
Adapting component model with interactive mobile applications development
Component.

3.1 Interactive Mobile Applications Development Using
Adapting Component Model

In common with the current Web, the proposed adapting component model with
interactive mobile applications development component architecture consists of
three basic entity types, namely, clients, servers, and published components.

In the current Web and mobile environment, these three types correspond to
Web browsers (e.g., mosaic), Web daemons (e.g., CERN HTTPD), and docu-
mentation resources (e.g., HTML documents) respectively. Our architecture sup-
ports both client-component (client-server), and inter component (peer-to-peer)
communication.

Figure 3, illustrates the logical view of client-component interactions within the
Adapting component model with interactive mobile applications development
component architecture. A single server process is shown, managing a single
Adapting component model with interactive mobile applications development
component (although servers are capable of managing multiple components of
different types), which is being accessed via two different clients, a standard Web
browser, and a dedicated bespoke application. This diagram highlights interoper-
ability as one of the key concepts of the architecture, that is, the support for
component accessibility via different applications using multiple protocols. As
stated earlier, Adapting component model with interactive mobile applications
development components are encapsulated, meaning that they are responsible for
managing their own properties (e.g., security, persistence, concurrency control etc.)
rather than the application accessing the component. For example, in the case of
concurrency, the component manages its own access control, based upon its internal
policy, irrespective of which application method invocations originate from. The
local representation of a component, together with the available operations, may
vary depending upon the particular type of client accessing it (Fig. 4).

Although, it has been already stated that we believe CGI to be too low-level for
direct programming, CGI interfaces to remote components can be automatically
created using stub-generation tools. We have implemented a basic stub-generator,
which uses an abstract definition of the remote component, and ANSA have
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recently released a more complete tool based on CORBA IDL. Recent develop-
ments using interpreted languages within the Web, including Java and SafeTcl are
potentially very useful for developing client-side interfaces to Adapting component
model with interactive mobile applications development Components. Using such
languages, complex, architecture-neutral, front-ends dedicated to a particular
Adapting component model with interactive mobile applications development
component class can be developed, supporting rich sets of operations.

3.2 Components and Variation Points

A prototype component framework has been implemented, using the Java language
[8]. The components are defined as classes, annotated with both required and
optional metadata. Furthermore, the framework implements standardized compo-
nent containers [3], providing runtime support for dynamic adaptations and life-
cycle management. Similarly to the majority of industrial component models (e.g.,
CCM, COM and EJB), the components are considered as similar to object-oriented
classes in the sense that they are instantiated and their instances can be stateful.
Supporting dynamic compositional adaptations (i.e., through dynamic reconfigu-
rations) is a major research area itself. Kramer and Magee have detected a number
of important issues for dynamic reconfigurations, most notably the requirement for
quiescence [8]. The component framework defines a set of metadata which are
required to enable dynamic adaptations. These metadata are defined inline with the
code using annotations. The attached metadata define information such as a unique
identifier, a list of roles they implement and a list of roles they export.

The annotation-based mechanisms are used for specifying both the offered and
the required roles of components. These roles are then used to facilitate the dynamic
composition of applications. The framework achieves dynamic composition by
dynamically adding and removing bindings between components, thus enabling the
dynamic configuration and reconfiguration of component-based applications.

In this manner, the framework acts as a broker, managing the available and the
required roles. Different composition plans are formed by matching required

Fig. 4 Client-component interactions for adapting component model with interactive mobile
applications development
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services to offered ones. The actual binding of the components is achieved with the
use of reflection, which is a standard feature of Java. With the use of the annotation
mechanisms, the components expose both their required and their offered roles.
Using these metadata, the components can be connected to each other to form a
composition.

Furthermore, hierarchical composition is achieved by implementing the external
view of a component through another composition. One of the main advantages of
this framework is that it allows the dynamic planning of compositions, as opposed
to frameworks which require a predefined set of possible adaptations. While this
paper focuses on compositional adaptation, further adaptivity (e.g., at the hardware
layer) is also possible (i.e., parameter tuning) [8].

3.3 Adapting Component Model with Interactive Mobile
Applications Development

In order to construct adaptive applications, the developers specify how an appli-
cation should be composed, and when. The first part is achieved with the con-
struction of components with the use of roles and variation points. The latter also
requires a mechanism to reason on the context and to select variations. Naturally,
these two requirements separate the development phase in two parts: developing the
application logic and defining the adaptive behavior. An apparent advantage of this
approach is that the same components can be reused for the development of
additional, adaptive applications (naturally inherited from the component-oriented
approach). Furthermore, the same adaptation strategies can be reused in the context
of different applications. For example, a strategy which monitors the network
requirements of an application, as a function of its components, can be reused for
different applications as well.

Finally, because of the high variability which characterizes mobile environ-
ments, it is important that the adaptations can be decided and implemented in a
quick and efficient manner (i.e. to cope with frequent and unpredicted disconnec-
tions). The following paragraphs describe the two required phases. In addition to
client-component communication, our architecture also supports inter-component
communication, regardless of the components’ location. In effect, the architecture
may be viewed as a single distributed service, partitioned over different hosts as
illustrated in Fig. 5. Inter-component communication is used for a variety of pur-
poses, including referencing, migration, caching, and replication. In addition to
Adapting component model with interactive mobile applications development
Components, servers may contain Adapting component model with interactive
mobile applications development component stubs, or aliases, which are named
components that simply forward operation invocations to another component,
transparently to clients. One particular use of aliases is in implementation of
name-servers, since a name-server may be viewed simply as a collection of named
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components which alias other components with alternative names (server S1 in
diagram). Components may also contain stubs to other components (shown in S2 in
diagram). This feature is used in our implementation of referencing, which is
described further in the “Illustrations” section.

One method of interfacing with multiple servers is to make use of an HTTP
Gateway, which uses stub components to forward component invocations through
to the appropriate server. The gateway is transparent to clients accessing the
components; incoming requests are simply forwarded to the destination component,
which parses the request and replies accordingly. This is illustrated in Fig. 6, in
which server S1 manages a number of different types of component (illustrated by
different shapes) and server S2 manages components of a single type. As the
processing of operations is entirely the responsibility of the individual component,
the introduction of new component types is transparent to the gateway.

Based on critiques of the current mobile by ourselves and others [10], and also
our experience with distributed systems in general, we have attempted to identify
the set of properties that are required by Adapting component model with inter-
active mobile applications development Components. We have classified these
properties into three categories: core properties, common properties, and

Fig. 5 Inter-component interactions

Fig. 6 Client-component communication through gateway
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class-specific properties. In this section we shall present what we believe to be the
core properties required by all Adapting component model with interactive mobile
applications development Components and give examples of some common
properties.

Four properties have been identified as being the core requirements for adapting
component model with interactive mobile applications development components:
Naming, Sharing, Mobility, and Referencing. The implementation of these prop-
erties is divided between the components themselves and the supporting infras-
tructure, which manages the components. Each property will be considered in turn.

Naming: One of the fundamental concepts of the component-Based Develop-
ment paradigm is identity. The ability to name a component is required in order to
unambiguously communicate with and about it. Context-relative naming is an
essential feature of our environment so as to support interoperability and scalability.
As mentioned previously, different clients may use different local representations of
a remote component (URLs, client-stub components, etc.). Since it is impractical to
impose new naming conventions on existing systems, we require the ability to
translate names between system-boundaries. Furthermore, for extensibility, we need
to be able to incorporate new naming systems. Within our design, naming is pro-
vided via the component infrastructure.

3.4 Implementation of Adapting Component Model
with Interactive Mobile Applications Development

Having described our model in the previous sections, we shall now illustrate how
two of the core properties, referencing and mobility, are implemented within the
model. Our aim is to address the current problem of broken links and provide
transparent component migration.

In our model Web resources are represented as Adapting component model with
interactive mobile applications development Components and may be referenced
from some root, either directly, via Adapting component model with interactive
mobile applications development component stubs, or by being contained within
another Adapting component model with interactive mobile applications develop-
ment component (note that Adapting component model with interactive mobile
applications development component stubs are themselves Adapting component
model with interactive mobile applications development Components). This is
illustrated in Fig. 7, which shows a number of components, all of which are
reachable from some roots. Our service maintains the distributed referencing graph
and uses reference counting to detect unreferenced components. Stubs, when cre-
ated, perform an explicit bind operation on the component they refer to (thereby
incrementing the component’s reference count) and perform an unbind operation
whenever the stub is deleted (thereby decrementing the count).
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3.5 Dynamic Composition

At this point, the developer has specified a number of component implementations,
along with a set of specifications about the roles they offer and the roles they
require. Given these, the framework can plan a set of valid compositions, as
illustrated by Fig. 8.

So far, in this phase the developers have defined the set of components, along
with their offered and required roles. These artifacts however, cannot result to an
adaptive application until the framework is instructed on how and when each
composition is selected. As it has been argued already, the task of defining how the
application is adapted is a different concern, which should be kept as independent as

(Translated in English)
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using UML
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possible from the task of defining the core application logic. In this respect, it is the
responsibility of the second phase to define which composition is more suitable for
each context in an independent and reusable manner. The actual evaluation of the
utility functions takes place when relevant context changes occur. At that point, the
framework evaluates the utility as a function of the new context and properties, and
decides whether a new composition can improve on the existing one.

4 Conclusions

The Adapting component model with interactive mobile applications development
component model, presented in this paper, is intended to provide a flexible and
extensible way of building Web and mobile applications, where Web resources are
encapsulated as components with well-defined interfaces. Components inherit
desirable characteristics, redefining operations as is appropriate; users interact with
these components in a uniform manner. We have identified three categories of
component properties: core, common, and specific, and have described an imple-
mentation using the core properties which addresses what we believe to be one of
the most significant problems facing the current mobile that of referential integrity.
A key feature of our design is support for interoperability; for example, in addition
to sophisticated clients which may use the rich component inter faces that our
model provides, our implementation will also allow Adapting component model
with interactive mobile applications development Components to continue to be
accessed using existing mobile browsers.

We also describe the mobile applications frameworks and adaptive component
model, which we have developed, based upon these ideas, and show, through a
prototype implementation, how we have used the model to address the problems of
referential integrity and transparent component (resource) migration. We will show
the prototyping applications using our approaches. Indications were given on future
work.
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Development of Guiding Walking Support
Device for Visually Impaired People
with the GPS

Tsubasa Sugimoto, Shota Nakashima and Yuhki Kitazono

Abstract Nowadays, when many of the visually impaired people go out, they are

using white cane or a guide dog. However, these walking support tools must often

rely on the user’s senses and free life of the visually impaired people are not yet

guaranteed completely. Therefore, in recent years, the development of the walking

support device with electronics have been actively carried out. But it is not popular

yet in general. One of the reasons is that navigation type walking support device is

likely to be heavy equipment, hence the visually impaired people don’t use them with

ease. For such reason, we conducted development and experiment of the walking

support device that enable that they go out with ease by being equipped with sensors

to detect obstacles and omni-wheels and navigate them in this study. This device

unites the advantages of both electronic white cane and guide dog robot.

1 Introduction

1.1 Present Situation of the Visually Impaired People

Nowadays, serious aging society problem is in progress and people with some failure

are increasing. According to the survey by the Ministry of Health, Labor and Welfare

in Japan, the number of handicapped people in 2011 is 3.937 million people, it has

been increasing year by year. More than half the number of people with disabilities

are 65 years of age or more, as you see Fig. 1. 31.6 million people that is 8.2% of
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Fig. 1 Transition of age group with handicapped people (Japan)

them are visually impaired people, and it is expected to increase further in the future

due to the population aging [1].

1.2 Problems of the Conventional Walking Support Tools

When many of the visually impaired people go out, they have to use a guide dog

or a white cane. However, the use of these tools have many problems. First, we

will express the problems of when to use the guide dog. Conditions of the visually

impaired people using a guide dog are 1. To become proficient at walking training

and sense training, 2. That there is no significant gait disorder in good health, 3. To

have normal sense of equilibrium and sense of direction, 4. To have ability to hear

accurately direction of the sounds, 5. If you still have vision, regardless of the inborn

or posteriority, to have only a sense of light or to have only vision ability to recog-

nize the shape of things or that the field of view is too narrow for people to walk,

6. That personality is wholesome, 7. To have a life design to use a guide dog, 8. To

like the dog and be able to take care of the dog, 9. That person and the family wants

the use of guide dogs. that it is. The visually impaired applying all of these are rare,

and the visually impaired who can effectively use a guide dog is one out of six in the

United Kingdom. In addition, the training of a guide dog takes more than one year,

all dogs trained not become a guide dog. Furthermore, the period during which acts

as a guide dog is not only about 8 years. In fact, about 3,000 visually impaired people

in Japan need guide dog. In contrast, the number of working dogs are approximately

thousand. Second, the problems of when to use the white cane are described. Walk-

ing to the braille block or without braille block is difficult because they walk as they
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are depending on the braille block. Moreover, since they recognize the braille block

as they are swinging left and right, the trouble is sometimes caused by the contact

of the white cane. some cases develop incidents. Elderly with a visual impairment

cannot even possible to use a white cane, therefore they go out with their attendance

or many visually impaired people do not all go out. The visually impaired people

use their sense of direction to walk and it is impossible to get to a facility which is

located at a place with which the user is unacquainted, if they use these two tools. In

order to solve these problems, it is urgent need to robotize walking support tool.

1.3 Robotize Walking Support Tool

On the premise that role of the guide dog are 1. To stop in front of the step of stairs,

2. To stop at an intersection, 3. To avoid obstacles, to support the walking, 4. To

walk along the edge of the road.

In contrast, functions of the white cane is 1. To ensure the safety of the user by the

defense in front of the obstacles and danger, 2. To collect the information necessary

to walk such as steps, sidewalk and braille block, 3. Reminder to healthy subjects

who are in the same space, It is need that these functions implement and add function

solving as the problems mentioned before.

2 Related Work

Since the 1960s, even though the research of a walking assisting device has been

actively carried out, because of the problem they haven’t become common up to

now. The fundamental structure is that the ultrasonic sensor and the light sensor sup-

port environment recognition in walking by informing information such as around

obstacle detected. Initially research, these devices are that to combine the guide dog

or white cane and utilize is principle. Therefore, the guide dog and white cane was

called primarily support tools, the walking support device was called secondarily

support tools.

However, it has also been increasing things that can walk with just walking sup-

port device without the guide dog and the white cane in current study. There are

many models such as eyeglass-type, Flashlight-type, cane-type and guide dog robot

type.

The walking aid robots of current situation, there are those which guiding by

recognizing the braille block by using the image processing, avoiding the obstacle

by using a sensor such as an ultrasonic sensor and a laser range sensor and guiding by

the use of a GPS and self-location estimation technology. These electronic walking

assisting device is classified into two [2–6].

One is what is mechanized conventional guide dog or white cane, it is only to

support to walk with the senses of the users mainly.
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The other lead the user by using such as GPS and image processing, and support

for users to walk actively.

Passive support, such as in the former case, users who can use is limited and their

action range is restricted. Therefore, it is necessary to develop active walking support

robot such as the latter case. However, because a number of active walking support

robots that have been developed up to now is a large size, there is a problem that it

is difficult for users to go out with ease. Since the 1960s, even though the research

of a walking assisting device has been actively carried out, because of the problem

they haven’t become common up to now.

Chandrakant ‘CK’ Isi et al. have developed a smart white cane [7]. This is an

extension of the environment cognitive function of cane by attaching the ultrasonic

sensor to the cane. However it is very good in environment cognition, it must often

rely on the user’s senses and trouble caused by the contact of the white cane has not

been able to solve.

Furthermore, in 2011, in cooperative with Akita Seiko Co., Ltd. and Akita Prefec-

tural University, the electronic white cane is developed and commercialized. This is

what that detects obstacles in the ultrasonic sensor and inform the user by vibration.

This product is a 270 g and lightweight, because a conventional white cane is almost

the same shape, users can go out with ease. However, this is merely somewhat to

solve the problem of wielding white cane, cannot exceed the range of the walking

support functions of white cane.

Electronic walking support machine using the omni-wheel and cane have also

been developed. The guide cane developed by Johann Bordstein et al. comprises of

a long handle and “sensor head” unit that is attached at the distal end of the handle

[8]. The sensor head is mounted on a steerable but unpowered 2-wheeled steering

axle. This is a positive walking support machine which we aim, up and down the

stairs is considered to be difficult because of their weight and shape. Jian Huang et

al. Developed a walking support machine using an omni-wheel for the elderly [9].

Because this is not aimed at weight reduction, it is to support the walk to help with

a large omni-wheel.

In this study, we propose a walking assisting device which can go out easily

while performing active walking assisting and equipped with a large walking support

device and the middle of the function of the electronic white cane.

3 Proposed Method

Walking support device developed in this study is structure which implement the

wheels to the handle of the cane type. The component drawing is shown in Fig. 2.

The form which implement wheels to the cane enable such as this that users can

walk passively like they use the guide dog. Furthermore, because the device lead

users different from the conventional electric white cane, they can use in a state of

feeling secure.
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Fig. 2 The structure

diagram of the walking

assisting device

3.1 Drive Unit

3WD48mm omni-wheel robot platform by “Nexus robot” is used as driving part

of this device. This is a platform set of omni-directional movable robot using three

omni-wheels. The omni-wheel, it is a unique wheel can be generated a driving force

only in one direction by positioning a plurality of free rollers on the outer circum-

ference of the wheel. We use the omni-wheel which are 48 m in diameter. This is

relatively small as for outdoor. Therefore, users don’t even give over low step of

sidewalks. They are able to use a method of using this device by lifting it like the

white cane instead, because it is very light. To enable the move to all directions by

placing three omni-wheels every 120◦. The three omni-wheel are adopted as a drive

unit, because it is lightweight and possible omnidirectional movement and can con-

trol easily. It shows the appearance in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 3-wheel overview of

omni-wheel robot
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3.2 Input Unit

2-axis joystick that visually impaired people can input the direction and speed intu-

itively has been adopted as the input controller. If the user tilt joystick to direction

which they want to go, the device proceed to the direction. Arduino is used as a con-

trol for the microcomputer. A schematic diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 4.

Further, Fig. 5 is a schematic diagram during navigation. Analysis of the input data

from the joystick is performed as follows. We read the angle and magnitude of the

input data. Then, we set advancing to 0◦, the right 90◦, reverse 180◦, the left 270◦.

Relationship angle and the traveling direction is shown in Fig. 6.

3.3 Determination of the Motor Output

Since omni-wheels are set as Fig. 7, outputs of motors are determined to proceed a

device in the direction of the vector v. We define output ratio of each motors as M1,

M2, M3, and the input as 𝜃, formulas for the output are determined as follows.

M1 = − sin 𝜃 (1)

M2 = 0.5 sin 𝜃 −
√
3
2

cos 𝜃 (2)

Fig. 4 Schematic view of

the structure

Fig. 5 Schematic view of

the structure during

navigation mode
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Fig. 6 The angle of the

move direction

Fig. 7 Vector of the wheels

and the move direction

M3 = 0.5 sin 𝜃 +
√
3
2

cos 𝜃 (3)

Positive values are clockwise, a negative value are anti-clockwise. Thereby, the

output torque ratio of each motors when proceeding in the direction of each angle is

determined. Figure 8 is graph which is the output value of the motor when move to

each direction.

3.4 Obstacle Detection Unit

The ultrasonic sensor is equipped to detect obstacles. Three ultrasonic sensors are

fit at center, left and right of motor driving unit. It is shown in Fig. 9. If sensors fit

at right and left detect obstacles within 50 mm, the device proceed to each direction

avoiding obstacles. In addition, if sensor fit at center do it within 100 mm, it stop.

The image illustration is shown in Figs. 10 and 11.
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Fig. 8 Output ratio of each motor

Fig. 9 Illustration of

ultrasonic sensor

Fig. 10 Left of obstacle
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Fig. 11 Right of obstacle

Fig. 12 Detection for down

stairs

3.5 Stairs Sensor

The ultrasonic sensor for detection stairs is also equipped on cane. It is shown in

Fig. 12. This sensor measure the distance to ground. When you are close at down

stairs, the distance become long. This is how this device detect the down stairs.

3.6 Navigation Unit

We conduct navigation with GPS module. We conducted precision experiment of

GPS module to confirm whether it adequate to navigate. This experiment is con-

ducted by walking the outer periphery of the school while measuring longitude and

latitude. Though part of the southwest side is covered in the trees, the environment

where measure in this experiment is basically clear place. The result of experiment

is shown in Fig. 13. It shows an overlay the results with the actual map to Fig. 14.

Very precise measurement values were obtained in clear environment where there

aren’t high buildings which is obstacles. In case of the environment covered in trees,

though some errors occur, it is the range which don’t interfere. It is useful that nav-

igation with GPS module from this result of experiment. However navigation can
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Fig. 13 Result of

experiment

Fig. 14 Result of

experiment overlaid on map

be only used outdoor because GPS date can’t be obtained at all in the fully shielded

location such as in a building.

The mechanism of navigation is described. Specification of navigation is to nav-

igate the previously registered route. The user walk having GPS module to regis-

ter, the longitudes and latitudes are recorded to the SD card. As a prerequisite, this

record is performed by the sighted people. Then, the record date is compared with

the present place, the direction is determined. The registered root is reproduced by

repeating it.

3.7 The Length and the Weight

The length of the cane is 1 m, its material which is the vinyl chloride resin is used

for the lightweight. Because it is attached to the three-wheeled robot, overall height

is 1.1 m. The weight is 1294 g. This weight is much lighter than conventional guide

dog robot. This enable to go out with ease, which is one of the most important goal.
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Fig. 15 The appearance of

the completed device

Although the conventional guide dog robots cannot climb of stairs, because of this

light, this device can go up and down stairs along the railing by lifting. In addition,

because it is small compared to the guide dog robots, this can run also in the room

of the narrow passage.

3.8 Human Interface

The appearance of the completed device is shown in Fig. 15. Joystick is attached at

the tip of the cane, and the mobility is given by that the user hold on it. This device

is safety not for the user to be pulled, because this device stop if the user release the

hand from joystick. Moreover the user can know unevenness of the road surface to

feel the vibration of the machine because wheels run on ground. Thereby the user

can stand ready for unevenness of the road surface. Since the device stop physically

at step which cannot get over, it is necessarily that the user lift and get over.

4 Experiment

First, we use this device indoor to confirm impression from use of it. Even if it is

shielded the visual, this is able to move to direction wanting to go freely because the

direction is input with joystick instinctively. Detection of obstacle in right, left and
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front and avoidance can be conducted smoothly in the point avoidance obstacle. This

device don’t scare because there are security feeling that if I release the hand, it stop.

Second, we conducted experiment to confirm performance of navigation. The

outer periphery of the school was registered like as precision experiment and navi-

gation were conducted in this experiment. The device was used while shielding the

visual with eye mask.

Correct navigation was conducted in the clear place but it is conducted to meander

in the place where there is an obstacle in the over, such as trees and roof. In addition,

machine does not operate as expected in place of slope. Though there are like this

problems, we can use sense like as when sighted people lead as the navigation robot.

5 Conclusion

In this study, we proposed a new form of the walking support device which navigate,

and developed it. Peculiarity when compare this walking support device with con-

ventional electric white cane or the guide dog robot not to only use with ease like

electric white cane but to have the guidance function like the guide dog robot. Thus,

we can develop active walking support device using easy and having advantage of

both electric white cane and the guide dog robot.

This experiment was conducted in the place where obstacles is comparatively

less, and almost no traffic and traffic light. However, There are many place where is

traffic, traffic light and obstacle in environment using navigation such as in city. It

is necessary to detect traffic light and side walk by such as image data processing to

manage it. Furthermore, problem of slope is solved by being equipped with sensor

detecting inclination. In the future, we would carry out solution of these problems.
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Abstract The authors develop the user evaluation prediction models based on

conjoint analysis and neural networks for interactive evolutionary computation (IEC)

implemented by interactive genetic algorithm and interactive differential evolution.

In addition, the facial expression generation system described in this paper simulates

user evaluation based on personalized models and generates images of happy faces

and sad faces automatically as an example. IEC that can optimize its targets accord-

ing to the user’s preference and sensibility is attracting attention as an interactive

personalization method. However, IEC has the problem of user evaluation fatigue

because it requires a lot of user evaluations to search the optimum solution. There-

fore, interactive systems employing IEC are used with a user evaluation prediction

model so that they can reduce a user’s load. The novelties of this study are combina-

tion of conjoint analysis and large scale neural networks integrated with user evalu-

ation prediction models. Finally, the authors verify usability of the proposed models

by performing user evaluation experiments. As a result, the proposed models indi-

cate better prediction accuracy of user evaluation than a previous research using a

simple neural network. Also, the personalized models can simulate user evaluation

successfully.
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1 Introduction

Interactive evolutionary computation (IEC) is a technique to incorporate user evalu-

ation in the optimization processing. The followings are specific advantages of IEC:

1. Personalize applications based on user preferences.

2. Incorporate knowledge and heuristics of users to the system.

3. Aid creativity of users.

4. Provide user-friendly applications that need not special skills and knowledge.

5. Analyze user preferences by using optimized solution.

Typically, IEC is implemented by interactive genetic algorithm (IGA) or interactive

differential evolution (IDE) that overrides the fitness function to user evaluation. It

allows personalization of target contents without clarification of the user’s preference

and sensibility. We have already presented the systems using IEC to create computer

graphics contents such as motion and room layout [1–3]. In addition, IEC is applied

not only for computer graphics but also for hearing aid adjusting, web design and so

on [4–8].

On the other hand, IEC has the problem of user evaluation fatigue because it

requires a lot of user evaluations in order to search the optimum solution. Therefore,

researchers are coping with this problem as well as expanding a field of application.

We also have proposed the approaches such as the user evaluation GUI using self-

organizing maps to solve this problem [9].

As for the user evaluation prediction with a simple neural network, Ohsaki et al.

had presented the interface that displays individuals in the order of descending pre-

dicted user evaluations [10]. They employed the 3-layer neural network configured

by 18 input layer units, 10 middle layer units and 20 output layer units, and their

system predicts user evaluation dynamically using the actual user evaluation user

gave in the previous generation. They verified its usability by means of correlation

analysis that analyzes correlations between the actual user evaluation and predicted

evaluation. As a result, they reported the neural network could predict user eval-

uations significantly. Nonetheless, its average of correlation coefficients is approxi-

mately 0.3, and it can hardly be considered practical. Basically, our study is based on

their approach, and we improve the accuracy of user evaluation prediction by using

conjoint analysis and large scale neural networks.

2 Interactive Evolutionary Computation (IEC)

2.1 Interactive Genetic Algorithm (IGA)

Genetic algorithm (GA) is a heuristic search algorithm, and it bases on the Dar-

winian theory of evolution [11]. It finds the optimum solution by generating indi-

viduals that can be the optimum solution. Each individual that is in the population
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generation = 0
create initial group of individuals

fitness = USER ( current group of individuals )

user is satisfied or
generation > predefined 

maximum number of 
generations

END

i = 0

select two individuals based on fitness

perform crossover

perform mutation

insert two offspring into
new group of individuals

i = i + 2

i > predefined
maximum number of individuals

generation = 
generation + 1

yes

yes

no

no

Fig. 1 Flowchart of Interactive Genetic Algorithm (IGA)

develops through the fitness function that determines the ability to solve problems,

and crossover and mutation elevate individuals. Interactive genetic algorithm (IGA)

replaces the fitness function with the user evaluation to incorporate user preference

and knowledge.

Figure 1 shows a flowchart of IGA. The user rates the evolved individuals, and

IGA generates new individuals according to the user evaluations. The following are

specific procedures:

1. Initialization: This process generates the initial individuals. IGA creates genes

configuring an individual randomly.

2. Evaluation: This is the human task. The user rates individuals based on his/her

subjective preference. IGA uses these evaluations as the fitness values to evolve

the current individuals.

3. Selection: This process selects some highly rated individuals as parents to create

a new generation.

4. Crossover: This process transposes gene sequences of two individuals.

5. Mutation: This is a way to change a part of gene in an individual randomly with

a fixed probability. It is a useful way to prevent the initial convergence.

Our system iterates these operations (2–5) until the number of iterations exceeds the

predefined constant.
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2.2 Interactive Differential Evolution (IDE)

Storn et al. proposed Differential Evolution (DE) that is a population-based descent

method for numerical optimization [12]. DE has some formats expressed as DE/Base/

Num/Cross, and we employed DE/Rand/1/Bin. The following are specific descrip-

tions:

∙ Base: The selection method of a base vector.

– Rand: Select a vector from a parent group of individuals randomly.

∙ Num: The number of difference vectors.

∙ Cross: The crossover method of a target vector and trial vector.

– Bin: Use the binomial crossover that performs a crossover with a fixed proba-

bility.

The user evaluates individuals in Interactive Differential Evolution (IDE) as with

IGA. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the conceptual diagram and flow chart of IDE. The

user selects the target vector or trial vector, and he/she repeats it until the number

of evaluated target vectors exceeds the predefined number of individuals to obtain

a next generation. IDE reduces the burden of user evaluation because it needs not

parallel comparison of all individuals.

Target
vector

Parameter
vector 1

Parameter
vector 2

Base
vector

Difference
vector

Mutant
vector

Trial
vector

Target
vector

Target vector or Trial vector

Population
(individuals)

Parent

Child

Xi Xp1 Xp2
-

+

crossover

w(Xp1-Xp2)

Xb

Xm = Xb + w(Xp1-Xp2)

Xi Xi
new

Xi or Xi
new

Paired comparison
(user evaluation)

Fig. 2 Conceptual diagram of Interactive Differential Evolution (IDE)
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Fig. 3 Flow chart of

Interactive Differential

Evolution (IDE)

Overwrite target vector Xi

Cross Xi with Xm and get trial vector Xi
new

Make mutant vector Xm = Xb + w(Xp1-Xp2)

Select parameter vectors Xp1, Xp2 and base vector Xb

Choose Xi or Xi
new

Select target vector Xi

Initialization

Next individual

Next generation

3 System for Experiment

3.1 Overview

Figure 4 illustrates the schematic diagram of our system for experiment. It consists of

the server that performs IEC, conjoint analysis and user evaluation prediction using

neural networks and web browser to display individuals and to obtain actual user

evaluations.

First of all, the system conduct conjoint analysis in order to grasp general user

evaluation characteristics (step (a) in Fig. 4). This preprocess provides a simple linear

regression model that can estimate user evaluation roughly. We will describe the

details of conjoint analysis in Sect. 4.1.

User(s) Browser Server

Run conjoint analysis
Show conjoint cards

Evaluate cards
Get conjoint model

Update individuals
Show individuals

Evaluate individuals

Init IGA / IDE / NNs

Update NNs

IEC Loop

Get learned NNs
Run GA / DE

Get optimized 
individuals

(a)

(b)

(c) (d)

(e)

Fig. 4 Schematic diagram of the system for experiment. a–e correspond with the symbols in the

following figures
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User evaluation GUI for IGA User evaluation GUI for IDE

Fig. 5 User interface for IGA and IDE

Next, the system executes IEC. As mentioned in Sect. 2, optimized individuals are

obtained by repeated proposal of individuals (step (b) in Fig. 4) and user evaluation

(step (c) in Fig. 4). In this study, the user creates images of happy faces and sad faces

as an example. In addition, the system trains the neural networks in background (step

(d) in Fig. 4). We prepare the 3-layer neural network (3NN), 4-layer neural network

(4NN), 5-layer neural network (5NN) and pre-trained neural networks that use the

training data based on conjoint analysis. The details will be described in Sect. 4.2.

Finally, the system simulates user evaluation based on the trained models (step

(e) in Fig. 4) and generates images of happy faces and sad faces automatically. We

will describe this result in Sect. 5.

3.2 User Evaluation GUI

Figure 5 shows the web based user interface for IGA and IDE. The browser receives

rendered images (individuals) from the server via WebSocket and returns user eval-

uation values. User evaluation GUI for IGA provides 10 individuals in a generation,

and the user grades the individuals within a range of 0–9 according to their sensi-

bility. Similarly, GUI for IDE displays 10 pairs in a generation, and the user selects

individuals one by one from the pairs.

3.3 Gene Expression

We use the action units (AUs) implemented by Ekman et al. in order to generate

individuals [13]. In particular, our system treats the common AUs listed in Table 1

and Fig. 6 as with Adria et al. [14]. Each AU has the gene index, and each gene

element takes the value of 0 (inactive) or 1 (active).
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Fig. 6 Action Units (AUs)

to generate individuals

AU1 AU2

AU4

AU5

AU6

AU7

AU9

AU10
AU12

AU17

AU20

AU26 AU25
AU15

Table 1 Gene index and descriptions of Action Units (AUs)

Gene index AU Description

0 1 Inner brow raiser

1 2 Outer brow raiser

2 4 Brow lowerer

3 5 Upper lid raiser

4 6 Cheek raiser

5 7 Lid tightener

6 9 Nose wrinkler

7 10 Upper lip raiser

8 12 Lip corner puller

9 15 Lip corner depressor

10 17 Chin raiser

11 20 Lip stretcher

12 25 Lips part

13 26 Jaw drop

4 User Evaluation Prediction Models

4.1 Conjoint Analysis

Conjoint analysis is an experimental design method that users evaluate some ren-

dering and the system comprehends the importance of each element. Also, con-

joint analysis uses conjoint cards that enable integrated evaluation of several factors

instead of individual evaluation of separated item. We implemented conjoint cards

illustrated in Fig. 7 using 4 features and 2 categories (See Table 2).

The conjoint analysis is calculated by multiple regression analysis. In multiple

regression analysis, the relationship between an objective variable (the average score

among conjoint cards) and an explanatory variable is represented by the model equa-
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Conjoint Card 4
Gene=01010000100000

Conjoint Card 5
Gene=10000100100000

Conjoint Card 6
Gene=10010000010000

Conjoint Card 7
Gene=01000100010000

Conjoint Card 0
Gene=10010000100011

Conjoint Card 1
Gene=01000100100011

Conjoint Card 2
Gene=01010000010011

Conjoint Card 3
Gene=10000100010011

Fig. 7 Conjoint cards the system uses to construct conjoint model

Table 2 Features and categories used in the conjoint analysis. A number means corresponding

gene index

Feature Category I (active) Category II (inactive)

Eyebrow 1 (AU2) 0 (AU1)

Eyelid 3 (AU5) 5 (AU7)

Lip corner 8 (AU12) 9 (AU15)

Mouth 12 or 13 (AU25 or 26) 12 and 13 (AU25 and 26)

tion. We predict the objective variable using the model equation of multiple regres-

sion analysis expressed below:

ŷ = a +
∑

i
bixi (1)

where ŷ is an objective variable, x is an explanatory variable, a is a regression con-

stant, and b is a partial regression coefficient. As indicated on Table 2, we used the

state of eyebrow, eyelid, lip corner, and mouth as explanatory variables. Note that we

need to conduct conjoint analysis before the IEC process to set the linear regression

model (conjoint model) that estimates user evaluation.

4.2 Neural Networks

As shown in Fig. 8, user evaluation prediction models using the neural networks use

the genes generated by the IEC module as input vectors (x) and adopt actual user

evaluations as desired outputs (d). Accordingly, the number of input layer units is
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Conjoint analysis
(supervised learning)

Stacked Autoencoder
(unsupervised learning)

Genes

User 
evaluations

Pre-training

IGA / IDE User

Model averaging

Conjoint model

3NN

4NN

5NN

User evaluation models

Gene User evaluation

Genes

Personalize

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Desired outputInput vector

y1

w1

z1
w2

w3

w4

y2

w1

z2
w2

w3

w4

y3

w1

z3
w2

w3

w4

x1

x2

x3

d1

d2

d3

e1

e2

e3

x4

Fig. 8 Left Combination of conjoint analysis and large scale neural networks. Right Feedforward

neural network. x is input (gene), w is weight, y =
∑

i wixi, z = softmax(y), e is error function and

d is desired output (user evaluation)

the same as number of gene length, and the number of output layer units is equal to

the number of individuals in a task of user evaluation.

Our system trains 3-layer, 4-layer and 5-layer feedforward neural network. We

defined the number of middle layer units used in those networks empirically. Differ-

entials of the error function are calculated by the back propagation, and the feedfor-

ward neural network uses the momentum stochastic gradient descent:

wt+1 = wt − 𝜖∇E + 𝜇𝛥wt−1
(2)

where w is weight, t is time, 𝜖 is learning rate, ∇E is gradient of the error function,

𝜇 is parameter controlling the rate of addition and 𝛥wt−1
is a correction amount of

the previous weight. In addition, we employed the rectified liner function (unit) as an

activation function and the drop out method that avoids the overfitting of feedforward

neural network.

Table 3 indicates configurations of the neural networks we adopted. Note that

we used the stacked autoencoder in 5-layer neural network to cope with the van-

ishing gradient problem. The stacked autoencoder takes a neural network apart and

performs unsupervised learning applying autoencoder recursively. This method is

known to provide good initial weights to a multilayer neural network.

Pre-trained 3NN, 4NN, and 5NN described in the Table 3 perform supervised

learning using desired outputs obtained from the conjoint model. In this pre train-

ing, our system generates random genes and evaluates the genes based on the con-

joint model in order to prepare desired outputs. The pre-trained neural networks are

expected to learn general user evaluation.

Finally, we employ model averaging. It is an effective method used in machine

learning typically and is known to improve prediction accuracy by means of an aver-

age of output values of multiple models. In this study, we use the conjoint model and

3NN model for the model averaging.
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5 User Evaluation Experiment

5.1 Experiment 1

In this experiment, 6 subjects create images of happy faces and sad faces interac-

tively using IEC. They also arrange the conjoint cards illustrated in Fig. 7 so that

the conjoint card that would match a given concept has a high score. For example,

in the case of happy faces, users may arrange the conjoint card numbers such as

1 > 4 > 0 > 5 > 2 > 6 > 3 > 7.

We use 10 generations and 10 individuals (10 pairs for IDE) the user should eval-

uates in IEC. In addition, our system simultaneously performs the 3-layer neural

network configured by 10 middle layer units (3NN_conventional) Ohsaki et al. had

presented and our models described in Sect. 4 in order to compare their prediction

accuracy.

The upper side of Fig. 9 shows the average of correlation coefficients between the

predictive user evaluation and actual user evaluation in IGA. The average of correla-

tion coefficients of the model averaging, conjoint model and 3NN were 0.4–0.6, and

they indicated relevance. On the other hand, the average of correlation coefficients

of 3NN_conventional was 0.2, and it could not show adequate relevance.

The lower side of Fig. 9 shows the average of accuracy rate in IDE. Unlike IGA

that obtains scores from the user, IDE gets selection results because the user chooses

an individual from a displayed pair. Therefore, we observed the accuracy rate indi-

cating the degree of matching between the predictive user evaluation and actual user

evaluation. As a result, the model averaging and pre-trained 5NN indicated 0.6 on

average, and other models except conjoint model had 0.4–0.5.
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Fig. 9 Result of experiment 1. Conjoint model in IGA, 3NN and their model averaging indicate

better prediction accuracy of user evaluation than a previous research (3NN_conventional)
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Table 4 Rank based on prediction accuracy of user evaluation

Rank IGA-Happy IGA-Sad IDE-Happy IDE-Sad

1 Conjoint Model averaging 5NN pre-trained Model averaging

2 Model averaging Conjoint Model averaging 5NN pre-trained

3 3NN 3NN 4NN 3NN

4 3NN pre-trained 3NN pre-trained 5NN 4NN pre-trained

5 3NN conventional 4NN 3NN 4NN

6 4NN 3NN conventional 3NN conventional 5NN

7 5NN 4NN pre-trained 4NN pre-trained 3NN conventional

8 4NN pre-trained 5NN 3NN pre-trained Conjoint

9 5NN pre-trained 5NN pre-trained Conjoint 3NN pre-trained

Table 4 explains the rank based on prediction accuracy of user evaluation.

Although there is room for improvement on 4NN and 5NN used in IGA, the model

averaging, conjoint model and 3NN indicated better prediction accuracy than 3NN_

conventional. Besides, pre-trained 5NN is considered to be a valid model in IDE.

5.2 Experiment 2

As illustrated in Fig. 10, our system generates images of happy faces and sad faces

automatically integrating the personalized models of multiple users. Specifically,

it integrates trained 3NNs saved in the experiment 1 using model averaging. The

IECUser A

Evaluation
model A

IECUser B

Evaluation
model B

IECUser C

Evaluation
model C

Model
averaging

EC
(GA/DE)

Simulated user
(Fitness function)

Personalized
image

General
image

(e)

Fig. 10 Integration of personalized models. The system integrates trained 3NNs saved in the exper-

iment 1 using model averaging
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GA / Happy GA / Sad

DE / Happy DE / Sad

Fig. 11 Result of experiment 2. The integrated model based on personalized models can simulate

user evaluation using GA and DE and reproduce the images of happy faces and sad faces success-

fully

system replaces the fitness function of GA and DE with the integrated model and

optimizes individuals by simulating the user evaluation.

Figure 11 demonstrates the results of this experiment. As a result, we were able

to confirm that even the 3NN could simulate the user evaluation practically in this

experimental condition. This means that we can obtain the images of general happy

faces and sad faces automatically if we can save personalized 3NNs during IEC.

Model averaging based on personalized models can be also used as a model for pre-

training as with the conjoint model. The system can propose adequate individuals to

the user by using these models and reduce the fatigue of user evaluation. In addition,

there is a possibility that psychiatrists can refer the personalized model in order to

inspect personality of an IEC user.

6 Conclusions

The novelties of this study are combination of conjoint analysis and large scale neural

networks explained in Fig. 8 and Table 3 and integration of user evaluation prediction

models illustrated in Fig. 10. As shown in Fig. 9 and Table 4, the proposed models,

especially conjoint model, 3NN and their model averaging indicate better prediction

accuracy of user evaluation than a previous research using a simple neural network

(3NN_conventional). Also, Fig. 11 describes the personalized models can simulate

user evaluation successfully. Therefore, this paper is being expected to contribute

to the study that reduces a user’s load by simulating user’s sensitivity in IEC. As a

future work, we plan to improve the prediction accuracy of user evaluation in large

scale neural networks so that we can deal with a more complex target.
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Emotional Video Scene Retrieval Using
Multilayer Convolutional Network

Hiroki Nomiya, Shota Sakaue, Mitsuaki Maeda and Teruhisa Hochin

Abstract In order to retrieve impressive scene from a video database, a scene

retrieval method based on facial expression recognition (FER) is proposed. The pro-

posed method will be useful to retrieve interesting scenes from lifelog videos. When

an impressive event occurs, a certain facial expression will be observed in a per-

son in the video. It is, therefore, important for the impressive scene retrieval to pre-

cisely recognize the facial expression of the person. In this paper, we try to construct

accurate FER models by introducing a learning framework on the basis of multilayer

convolutional network using a number of facial features defined as the positional rela-

tions between some facial feature points. The effectiveness of the proposed method

is evaluated through an experiment to retrieve emotional scenes from a lifelog video

database.

1 Introduction

Owing to recent development of multimedia recording devices such as video cameras

and smart phones, people can easily record their daily lives as video data. Since

various services to post and view the videos on the Internet are available for free,

we can find and/or provide a number of interesting videos at any time. However,

some people have a large amount of private video data which cannot be accessed

by general public. It will be difficult to retrieve interesting scenes from such private

video databases.

In order to solve this issue, we propose a video scene retrieval method to find some

impressive scenes from a video database. The proposed method does not require the

video database to be public. It thus can be used for private video databases such
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as lifelog video databases [1]. The proposed method detects the impressive scenes

using facial expression recognition (FER). This is because a certain facial expression

will be observed in a person in the video when an impressive event occurs. The

performance of the video scene retrieval is thus largely dependent on the accuracy

of FER.

FER has been applied to video scene detection [2, 3]. Most of existing FER tech-

niques manually define their own facial features and discriminate facial expression

using them. The facial feature is one of the core elements in the FER and dominates

the recognition performance. It is, however, not easy to manually select good facial

features because a variety of very subtle and complex movements of several facial

parts will be observed in the appearance of a facial expression.

There is an impressive video scene retrieval method on the basis of an FER

method which tries to solve this problem by introducing evolutionary facial fea-

ture creation [4]. In this method, useful facial features are generated by combining

several arithmetic operations for the positions of facial feature points using genetic

programming. This method has an advantage that the facial features are automati-

cally generated. However, it is generally difficult to generate complex facial feature

because there are almost infinite combinations of facial features.

The FER technique in the proposed method also utilizes the positional rela-

tion between some facial features. Since generating facial features is quite difficult

because of the combination problem, the proposed method predefines a number of

facial features and selects some useful facial features by introducing a feature selec-

tion method. In order to enhance the FER accuracy, we introduce a learning frame-

work on the basis of multilayer convolutional network. Convolutional network is

widely used for such as image recognition and speech recognition [5] and currently

known as a component of deep learning [6].

The performance of the proposed method is evaluated through an experiment to

retrieve emotional scenes from a lifelog video database. We focus on the retrieval

of the video scenes with smiles because some interesting events will occur in such

scenes and many people will want to retrieve them. The retrieval accuracy of the

proposed method is compared with that of the aforementioned retrieval method [4].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 shows the facial

features. Section 3 explains the feature selection method. Section 4 describes the FER

method using the facial features. Section 5 introduces the method to detect emotional

scenes on the basis of the result of the FER. Section 6 evaluates the performance

of the proposed method through an experiment. Section 7 give some consideration

about the experimental result. Finally, Sect. 8 concludes this paper.

2 Facial Feature

The proposed method uses a number of facial features computed on the basis of

positional relation of several salient points on a face called facial feature points.
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2.1 Facial Feature Points

We use 59 facial feature points as shown in Fig. 1. They consist of salient points on

left and right eyebrows (10 points), left and right eyes (22 points), a nose (9 points),

a mouth (14 points), and left and right nasolabial folds (4 points). They are obtained

by using a publicly available software called Luxand FaceSDK (version 4.0) [8].

2.2 Facial Features

The feature value used in the proposed method is computed as the cosine of the angle

(cos 𝜃) between two line segments formed by three facial feature points pi, pj, and pk
as shown in Fig. 2 [9]. Figure 3 shows an example of the facial feature when pj and

pk are the end points of the mouth and pi is the center point of the left eye.

Fig. 1 Facial feature points

denoted by white squares

(this facial image is from

Cohn-Kanade AU-Coded

Facial Expression Database

[7])

Fig. 2 A facial feature

Fig. 3 An example of a

facial feature
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The facial feature value fi,j,k computed from pi, pj, and pk is defined as Eq. (1).

fi,j,k =
XjiXki + YjiYki

√
X2
ji + Y2

ji

√

X2
ki + Y2

ki

(1)

Here, Xji, Xki, Yji, and Yki are defined as Eq. (2).

Xji = xj − xi, Xki = xk − xi
Yji = yj − yi, Yki = yk − yi

(2)

where xa and ya are the x- and y-coordinates of the facial feature point pa (a ∈
{i, j, k}), respectively.

3 Feature Selection

A total of 97527 possible facial features can be defined from 59 facial feature points.
1

Therefore, using all the possible facial features leads to high computational cost. In

addition, there are a lot of useless or redundant facial features. For the purpose of

efficient FER, we introduce feature selection to select a small number of useful facial

features.

The feature selection is performed on the basis of the usefulness of each facial

feature. The usefulness is defined as the variance ratio of the between-class variance

to the within-class variance. Equation (3) shows the usefulness Zi of the ith facial

feature.
2

Zi =
VB
i

VW
i

(3)

Here, VB
i and VW

i are the ith between-class variance and within-class variance,

respectively. They are computed from the facial feature values of training samples.

VB
i and VW

i are defined by Eqs. (4) and (5), respectively.

VB
i =

C∑

j=1

Nj

N
(𝜇j,i − 𝜇j)2 (4)

1
One point which is a common end point of two line segments (i.e., pi shown in Fig. 2) can be

selected from 59 facial feature points. Then, two points can be selected from remaining 58 facial

feature points. The number of possible facial features is thus 59 × 58C2 = 97527.

2
For example, the 1st facial feature corresponds to f1,2,3 and the 2nd one is f1,2,4. The 97527th facial

feature is f57,58,59.
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VW
i = 1

N

C∑

j=1

Nj∑

k=1
(𝜙i,j,k − 𝜇j,i)2 (5)

In the above equations, C is the number of facial expressions and corresponds

to the number of classes in classification problem. The number of training samples

belonging to the ith class is denoted by Ni. The total number of training samples is

denoted by N (i.e.,

∑C
i=1 Ni = N). 𝜙i,j,k is the ith facial feature value of the kth sample

belonging to the jth class. 𝜇j,i is the mean value of the ith facial feature values of all

the samples belonging to the jth class. 𝜇i is the mean value of the mean values of the

ith facial feature (i.e., 𝜇i =
1
C

∑C
j=1 𝜇j,i).

A larger between-class variance makes the classification problem easier since this

indicates that the centroid of each class is distant from each other. On the other hand,

a smaller within-class variance is more effective since the samples belonging to the

same class are close to each other. Therefore, the facial feature having high usefulness

value will be useful to discriminate facial expressions.

4 Facial Expression Recognition

The proposed FER model is constructed based on multilayer convolutional network

using the selected facial features. Considering the tradeoff between accuracy and

efficiency, we use two layers. The convolutional network for a single layer consists

of convolution and pooling.

Similar to the image recognition using convolutional network, we represent the

facial feature values of M2
selected facial features as an M ×M matrix. The M2

selected facial feature means the top M2
facial features of the usefulness. The adja-

cent facial features (i.e., the nth selected facial feature and the (n + 1)th one) are

sometimes similar to each other (for example, one is calculated from the facial fea-

ture points p1, p2, and p3 while the other is calculated from the ones p1, p2, and p4).

We represent the selected facial features as a matrix so that diverse facial features

are used in the convolution and pooling steps since we believe that the diversity of

facial features contributes to higher recognition accuracy.

At the first layer, the convolution operation yields a total of L1 convolution matri-

ces having the same size as F in accordance with Eq. (6).

K1(i, j, k, l) =
S∑

a=1

S∑

b=1
w1(a, b, l)F(i, j + a, k + b) (6)

(1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ M, 1 ≤ k ≤ M, 1 ≤ l ≤ L1)

Here, K1(i, j, k, l) is the (j, k) entry of the lth convolution matrix produced for the

ith training sample. w1(a, b, l) is the (a, b) entry of the lth weight matrix. A weight

matrix is an S × S matrix and S is the patch size. Each entry of the weight matrix is
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initialized by a random value generated based on a normal distribution (we experi-

mentally set the mean value to 0 and the standard deviation to 0.1). F(i, j, k) is the

(j ×M + k)th (selected) facial feature value of the ith training sample. Note that the

subscripts of K, L and w mean the layer number.

After the convolution operation, a pooling operation is applied to the convolution

matrices. As a result of the pooling operation, a total of L1 pooling matrices are

produced according to Eq. (7).

P1(i, j, k, l) =
1
T2

T∑

a=1

T∑

b=1
K′
1(i, (j − 1)T + a, (k − 1)T + b, l) (7)

(

1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ M
T
, 1 ≤ k ≤ M

T
, 1 ≤ l ≤ L1

)

where, K′
1 is defined as Eq. (8).

K′
1(i, j, k, l) = RL(K1(i, j, k, l) + 𝛽1(l)) (8)

In the above equation, 𝛽1 is an L1-dimensional bias vector. We initialize the bias

vector such that the values of all the entries are 0.1. The function RL is called ReLU

(rectified linear unit) function and defined as RL(x) = max{0, x}. Note that the sub-

scripts of P and 𝛽 mean the layer number, and that the size of each pooling matrix is

M
T
× M

T
.

At the second layer, the convolution operation produces a total of L2 convolution

matrices using the pooling result of the first layer as defined in Eq. (9).

K2(i, j, k, l) =
S∑

a=1

S∑

b=1

L1∑

c=1
w2(a, b, c, l)P1(i, j + a, k + b, c) (9)

(

1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ M
T
, 1 ≤ k ≤ M

T
, 1 ≤ l ≤ L2

)

where, w2(a, b, c, l) is the (a, b) entry of the weight matrix defined for the cth pooling

matrix generated in the first layer and for the lth convolution matrix generated in the

second layer. We initialize w2 by the same way as used to initialize w1. Then, the

pooling operation is performed according to Eq. (10).

P2(i, j, k, l) =
1
T2

T∑

a=1

T∑

b=1
K′
2(i, (j − 1)T + a, (k − 1)T + b, l) (10)

(

1 ≤ i ≤ N, 1 ≤ j ≤ M
T2 , 1 ≤ k ≤ M

T2 , 1 ≤ l ≤ L2
)

where, K′
2 is defined as Eq. (11).
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K′
2(i, j, k, l) = RL(K2(i, j, k, l) + 𝛽2(l)) (11)

Note that weight vector 𝛽2 is L2-dimensional. We initialize 𝛽2 using the same way

as in the initialization of 𝛽1.

The output (i.e., a set of pooling matrices) of the second layer is passed to a fully-

connected layer. The layer consists of U units and their output values are represented

as an N × U matrix 𝛬 defined as Eq. (12).

𝛬 = RL(P̄2w𝛬
+ 𝛽

𝛬
) (12)

Here, P̄2 is a matrix defined by converting P2 into a matrix whose number of rows

is N and that of columns is ( M
T2 ×

M
T2 × L2).3 w

𝛬
is a weight matrix whose number

of rows is (
M
T2 ×

M
T2 × L2) and that of columns is U. 𝛽

𝛬
is an N × U bias matrix that

each row is the same U-dimensional bias vector. When x is a matrix, RL(x) = X such

that Xij = max{0, xij}, where Xij and xij are the (i, j) entries of X and x, respectively.

Note that we initialize w
𝛬

and the bias vector for 𝛽
𝛬

using the same way as used to

initialize w1 and 𝛽1, respectively.

Using the outputs of all units often leads to overfitting. We therefore introduce

“dropout” to prevent overfitting [10]. By introducing dropout, several units are

dropped at random during training phase. We experimentally set the rate of dropout

to 0.5. This means that the outputs of a half of units are ignored when 𝛬 is computed.

Finally, the readout layer is constructed based on the outputs of the fully-connected

layer. The output Q of the readout layer is defined as Eq. (13).

Q = SM(𝛬wQ + 𝛽Q) (13)

In the above equation, SM is the softmax function defined by Eq. (14).

SM(𝜒) =
⎛
⎜
⎜
⎜
⎝

e𝜒11
∑C

i=1 e
𝜒1i

… e𝜒1C
∑C

i=1 e
𝜒1i

⋮ ⋱ ⋮
e𝜒N1

∑C
i=1 e

𝜒Ni
… e𝜒NC

∑C
i=1 e

𝜒Ni

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎟
⎠

(14)

where, 𝜒 is an N × C matrix and 𝜒ij is the (i, j) entry of 𝜒 . wQ is a U × C weight

matrix. 𝛽Q is an N × C bias matrix that each row is the same C-dimensional bias

vector. Note that we initialize wQ and the bias vector for 𝛽Q using the same way as

used to initialize w1 and 𝛽1, respectively.

The output of the readout layer Q is represented as an N × C matrix. It indicates

the possibility of each facial expression for each training sample. For example, the

(i, j) entry ofQ corresponds to the possibility that the person in the ith training sample

expresses the jth facial expression. Therefore, the proposed FER model can predict

the facial expression (i.e., class label) of the training examples by Eq. (15).

3
The (i, 1) entry of P̄2 is P2(i, 1, 1, 1), and the (i, 2) entry of it is P2(i, 1, 1, 2), and so on. The (i, M

T2 ×
M
T2 × L2) entry of P̄2 is P2(i,

M
T2 ,

M
T2 ,L2).
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q(i) = argmax
j

Q(i, j) (15)

where, q(i) is the predicted class label for the ith training sample and Q(i, j) is the

(i, j) entry of Q.

The goal for the construction of the FER model is to optimize the parameters such

as weights and biases. To do this, we use Adam algorithm [11]. It is the algorithm

for first-order gradient-based optimization of stochastic objective functions. We use

the cross entropy as the objective function.

After the training (i.e., the optimization of the parameters), the recognition of the

facial expression of unseen samples (test samples) can be performed. This is done

simply by replacing the facial feature values of training samples in F (see Eq. (6))

with those of test samples.

5 Emotional Scene Detection

The emotional scenes are detected from a video according to the predicted class

label for each frame image. The class label is predicted by the FER model described

in Sect. 4. The emotional scenes with a certain facial expression are determined by

using the frame images having the corresponding class labels. We make use of the

emotional scene detection method proposed in [4].

At the first step of the emotional scene detection, each frame image having the

corresponding class label is regarded as a single emotional scene. Then, neighbor-

ing emotional scenes are integrated into a single emotional scene. The integration

process is repeated until no more emotional scenes can be integrated. The resulting

scenes are output as the emotional scenes of the facial expression.

The algorithm of the emotional scene detection is shown in Algorithm 1. Since

the emotional scene detection algorithm can find the emotional scenes for a single

facial expression, it is required to perform the emotional scene detection C times

when there are C kinds of facial expressions in a video.

6 Experiment

6.1 Experimental Settings

6.1.1 Data Set

As the data set to evaluate the proposed method, we prepared six lifelog video clips

by six subjects termed A, B, C, D, E, and F. All the subjects are male university

students.
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Algorithm 1 Emotional scene detection.

Notations:
∙ Ec

i : The i-th emotional scene in which the facial

expression c appears.

∙ first(Ec
i ): Frame number of the beginning frame in Ec

i .

∙ last(Ec
i ): Frame number of the ending frame in Ec

i .

∙ length(Ec
i ): Length of Ec

i . It is equivalent to

last(Ec
i ) − first(Ec

i ) − 1.

∙ #int(Ec
i ): Number of emotional scenes integrated into

Ec
i .

∙ #nonemo(Ec
i ): Number of nonemotional frames in Ec

i .

Note that a nonemotional frame means that the facial

expression appears in that frame is different from c.

∙ dist(Ec
i ,E

c
j ): The distance between Ec

i and Ec
j (i < j).

It is equivalent to first(Ec
j ) − last(Ec

i ) − 1.

Initialize:
For each frame image having the class label c, perform the following initialization according

to Equation (16):

first(Ec
i ) = last(Ec

i ) = ci, #int(Ec
i ) = 0,

#nonemo(Ec
i ) = 0, length(Ec

i ) = 1, (1 ≤ i ≤ Mc) (16)
where, ci is the frame number of the i-th emotional frame in the video. Mc is the number

of emotional frames. An emotional frame is the frame having the class label c. That is, each

emotional scene consists of a single emotional frame.

Procedure:
1: Find i∗ in accordance with Equation (17):

i∗ = argmin
i

dist(Ec
i ,E

c
i+1)

s.t. dist(Ec
i ,E

c
i+1) ≤

length(Ec
i ) − #nonemo(Ec

i )
#int(Ec

i ) + 1

∧ dist(Ec
i ,E

c
i+1) ≤

length(Ec
i+1) − #nonemo(Ec

i+1)
#int(Ec

i+1) + 1
(17)

2: If there is no i∗ that satisfies Equation (17), finish the procedure and output current emotional

scenes. Otherwise, proceed to step 3.

3: Integrate Ec
i∗+1 into Ec

i∗ by updating Ec
i∗ as follows:

last(Ec
i∗ ) ← last(Ec

i∗+1),#int(E
c
i∗ ) ← #int(Ec

i∗ ) + 1,

#nonemo(Ec
i∗ ) ← #nonemo(Ec

i∗ ) + first(Ec
i∗+1)

−last(Ec
i∗ ) − 1

Note that length(Ec
i∗ ) is also updated due to the update of last(Ec

i∗ ).
4: Delete Ec

i∗+1 and renumber the subscripts of Ec
i so that the emotional scenes become

Ec
i ,… ,Ec

Mc−1
.

5: Mc ← Mc − 1 and return to step 1.
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Table 1 Number of samples
Data set #Samples

A 1585

B 2004

C 1616

D 1361

E 1730

F 1436

These video clips contain the scenes of playing cards recorded by web cameras. A

single web camera recorded a single subject’s frontal face. This experimental setting

is due to the limitation of FaceSDK that it can detect the facial feature points of a

single frontal face. While card games are suitable for stably recording frontal faces,

a player of most of card games tries to keep a poker face. We thus chose the card

games such as Hearts in which the players could clearly express the emotion.

The size of each video is 640 × 480 pixels and the frame rate is 30 frames per

second. Considering the high frame rate, we selected frames from each video after

every 10 frames in order to reduce the computational cost. The number of samples

(i.e., frames) in each video clip is shown in Table 1. Note that the videos recorded

are not shown in this paper because of privacy reasons.

The facial expressions observed in most of the emotional scenes in the video

clips were smiles. Thus, we set the value of C (described in Sect. 3) to 2 intending

to detect the emotional scenes with smiles, that is, to discriminate smiles and other

facial expressions. The ratio of the emotional frames to all the frames varies from

16.6% to 29.6%. A subject is smiling in 24.6% of the frames in the video clip on

average.

A two-fold cross validation was used in this experiment by dividing each video

clip into the first and second halves. The one was used for the training and the other

was used for the test.

6.1.2 Parameter Settings

In the process of the construction of the FER model, several parameters are required

for training multilayer convolutional network. We experimentally determined the

values of these parameters. The value of each parameter is shown in Table 2.

As described in Sect. 4, we used Adam algorithm for the parameter optimization.

This is an iterative algorithm and the number of iterations should be determined. We

set the value of iterations to 700 considering the result of a preliminary experiment.

In Adam algorithm, there are four parameters to be experimentally determined

[11]. The exponential decay rates 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 are set to 0.9 and 0.999, respectively.

Note that they have no relation to 𝛽1 and 𝛽2 described in Sect. 4. The learning rate 𝛼

and the constant for stability 𝜖 are set to 10−4 and 10−8, respectively.
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Table 2 Parameters for FER
Parameter Value

M 12

S 5

L1 32

T 2

L2 64

U 1024

6.2 Experimental Result

The recall, precision, and F-measure of the emotional scene detection are computed

for the evaluation of the accuracy of the proposed method. The recall, precision, and

F-measure are defined by Eqs. (18), (19), and (20), respectively.

recall = |T ∩ T̂|
|T|

(18)

precision = |T ∩ T̂|
|T̂|

(19)

F−measure =
2 ⋅ recall ⋅ precision
recall + precision

(20)

where, T is the correct set of emotional frames. One of the authors determined

whether each frame was emotional or not prior to the experiment. T̂ is the set of

emotional frames detected by the proposed method.

We compared the scene detection accuracy of the proposed method with that of

an existing method based on an evolutionary facial feature creation [4]. The number

of facial features to be selected was set to six for the existing method because it

was reported in [4] that six facial features were sufficient for this method. The recall,

precision, and F-measure of the proposed method and the existing method are shown

in Fig. 4.

7 Consideration

The proposed method outperformed the existing method for four subjects out of six

ones in F-measure. In particular, Subject D’s F-measure is improved well due to the

large improvement in recall. The facial expression of Subject D is relatively weak

compared with the other subjects. This makes the detection of his smile more difficult

and leads to lower recall in the emotional scene retrieval. There are some people
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Fig. 4 Emotional scene detection accuracy (recall, precision, and F-measure)

who rarely express strong facial expressions. This result indicates that the proposed

method could be suitable for them.

On the other hand, the F-measure of the proposed method for Subjects E and F is

lower than that of the existing method. In the proposed method, there are many para-

meters to be experimentally determined as shown in Table 2, while the number of

parameters in the existing method is relatively small. The accuracy for these subjects

may be ameliorated by improving the parameter settings.

8 Conclusion

An emotional video scene retrieval method was proposed in this paper. The detec-

tion of emotional scenes is performed on the basis of FER. In order to accurately

discriminate the facial expressions, we proposed an FER model constructed using

several useful facial features and multilayer convolutional network.

The effectiveness of the proposed method was evaluated through an emotional

scene detection experiment using some lifelog video clips. The detection accuracy

of the proposed method was compared with an existing method. The detection accu-

racy (F-measure) of the proposed method for two-thirds of the subjects was higher

than that of the existing method. The experimental result showed that the proposed

method could be effective for the case that accurately detecting emotional scenes

was relatively difficult due to weak facial expressions.
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Since there are many parameters to be optimized in the proposed method, devel-

oping an effective parameter tuning method is required for the improvement of accu-

racy. This is included in the future work. In the experiment, we focus on only smiles.

Evaluating the proposed method using a data set containing a wide variety of facial

expressions is also the future work.
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Proactive Approach for the Prevention
of DDoS Attacks in Cloud Computing
Environments

Badr Alshehry and William Allen

Abstract Contemporary security systems attempt to provide protection against
distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks; however, they mostly use a variety of
computing and hardware resources for load distribution and request delays. As a
result, ordinary users and website visitors experience timeouts, captchas, and
low-speed connections. In this paper, we propose a highly inventive multilayer
system for protection against DDoS in the cloud that utilizes Threat Intelligence
techniques and a proactive approach to detect traffic behavior anomalies. The first
layer of the model analyzes the source IP address in the header of incoming traffic
packets and the second layer analyzes the speed of requests and calculates the
threshold of the attack speed. If an attack remains undetected, the incoming traffic
packets are analyzed against the behavior patterns in the third layer. The fourth
layer reduces the traffic load by dispatching the traffic to the proxy, if required, and
the fifth layer establishes the need for port hopping between the proxy and the target
website if the attack targets a specific web-application. A series of experiments were
performed and the results demonstrate that this multilayer approach can detect and
mitigate DDoS attacks from a variety of known and unknown sources.

Keywords Distributed denial-of-service attacks ⋅ Cloud computing ⋅ Proxy
firewall ⋅ Threat intelligence ⋅ Computer security

1 Introduction

Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) attacks have become highly complicated and
have enormous destructive potential. During Q2 of 2015 the most powerful attack
occurred at a speed of 250 Gb/s, followed by an attack at 149 Gb/s during Q3 of the
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same year. The total number of DDoS attacks increased by 180% compared to the
previous year [1]. Most complex attacks imitate ordinary HTTP traffic generated by
botnets [2]. Attackers load scripts into infected botnet agents, which perform
actions similar to those of ordinary users when they browse websites, but at high
speed. The larger the botnet, the heavier the load it can produce on a target server.
The destructive impact of a DDoS attack is that it significantly delays business
processes [3, 4]. E-shops, news agencies, stockbrokers, banks, and many other
types of businesses are very sensitive to stable continuous operation. Any, even
short, interruption in the availability of their systems may lead to significant losses
or even wide-scale disruption of the business.

In response to the threats described above, we realized the necessity of new
technology for DDoS prevention. Our multilayer system implements both proactive
preventive methods based on behavioral analysis, and threat intelligence, which in
combination, provide proven attack prevention.

The main hypothesis of our research is that a highly effective system for DDoS
protection in the cloud can be developed by taking into account the growing nature
of the risk landscape.

Threat intelligence is a rapidly growing, though relatively young field of cyber
security. Security vendors and independent researchers define this term as a com-
plex process described by some common properties. We analyzed several defini-
tions [5–9] and then combined them to form our own definition to highlight the
most important properties and features of threat intelligence:

Threat Intelligence (TI) is a process to gather knowledge, aggregated from reliable
sources, cross-correlated for accuracy. It must be timely, complete, assessed for relevancy,
evaluated, and interpreted to create actionable data about known or unknown security
threats that can be used to effectively respond to those threats

The key benefits of using threat intelligence to prevent DDoS attacks are:

1. Protection of target websites from botnets (by implementing a botnet IP data-
base and checking the incoming IPs against it), and DDoS attacks (by utilizing
our five-layer system).

2. Decreasing the system load by blocking threats outside the target website
perimeter (layer 2 determines the speed, layer 4 decreases the speed by the
dispatcher and proxies).

3. Reducing system outages and cost of threats elimination and recovery (this is
the general effect provided by our five-layer system: effective prevention of
DDoS will eliminate system outages).

4. Automation of protection process from continuously growing threats (as men-
tioned above, we automate the prevention process by scripts used in our
five-layer system).

5. Reduction of time needed to respond to new threats (because we use a proactive
approach in our multilayer model, we are not required to wait until vendors
identify new attack samples and update their signature bases).
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Threat intelligence is a reliable modern technology to effectively protect against
DDoS attacks and other threats taking into account the exponential growth of their
complexity and intensity.

2 Background and Related Work

Cho et al. [10] proposed a DDoS prevention system based on the combination of a
packet-filtering method with a double firewall. The first firewall analyzes the router
path, whereas the second classifies data packets as being either normal or abnormal.

Botnets remain a highly destructive threat to cyber security. Graham et al. [11]
attempted to detect botnet traffic within an abstracted virtualized infrastructure, such
as that available from cloud service providers. They created an environment based
on a Xen hypervisor, using Open vSwitch to export NetFlow Version 9. They
obtained experimental evidence of how flow export is able to capture network
traffic parameters for identifying the presence of a command-and-control botnet
within a virtualized infrastructure. The conceptual framework they describe pre-
sents a non-intrusive detection approach for a botnet protection system for cloud
service providers.

Karim et al. [12] reviewed methods of botnet detection and presented a method
to classify botnet detection techniques. Their work highlights aspects pertaining to
the analysis of these techniques with qualitative research design. The authors define
possible future ways of improving the techniques of botnet detection and identify
persistent research problems that remain open.

The evolution of DDoS attacks and their place in modern hybrid attacks and
threats have been described in detail [13]. The nature of a DDoS attack, its effect on
cloud computing, and problems that need to be considered while selecting defense
mechanisms for DDoS were described in detail [14]. The authors’ recommendation
is to choose a functional, transpicuous, lightweight, and precise solution to prevent
DDoS attacks, without any specific details.

The detection of DDoS attacks with the aid of correlation analysis formed the
basis of research by Xiao et al. [15]. Their approach is based on a nearest-neighbors
traffic classification with correlation analysis. It improves the classification accuracy
by exploiting the correlation information of training data and reduces the overhead
resulting from the density of training data.

Approaches to combatting both known and unknown DDoS attacks considering
the real-time environment were described [16]. A method based on an artificial
neural network (ANN) was used to detect attacks based on their specific patterns
and characteristic features, thereby enabling these attacks to be distinguished from
ordinary traffic.
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3 Research Objectives and Methodology

3.1 Research Objectives

Let us define the aims and objectives of our research.

3.1.1 Defining Threat Intelligence and Its Scope

Our definition differs from other existing definitions, because in it we highlight all
major properties of threat intelligence as a process to obtain knowledge. Most
existing definitions describe threat intelligence as either a process or knowledge.
However, it is neither knowledge nor simply a process; instead, it is a process to
obtain actionable knowledge about both known and unknown threats. In our def-
inition, we combine such mandatory properties as reliable sources, accuracy,
completeness, relevancy, evaluation, interpretation, and being actionable.

3.1.2 Proposing an Innovative Method to Prevent DDoS Attacks
in the Cloud Environment

Our method is different from existing methods, because we use a complex multi-
layer system, which combines several techniques developed by us into an integrated
system. In particular, we use our own enhanced method of IP traceback, own
method of threat intelligence, own method of traffic dispatching, and own method
of port hopping. The joint operation and interaction of these methods make our
system unique and highly effective.

3.1.3 Introducing New Proactive Approach to Defend Threats Related
to DDoS Attack

According to 2015 reports of major vendors [1], threats related to DDoS attacks
have been increasing significantly. Moreover, almost no new types of attacks are
invented. Instead, hackers improve old existing methods and add more power to
them, for example, by using an amplification method. Their main aim is to exhaust
system resources and overload the communication channels. That is why we can
state that threats of DDoS attacks are critical today and can be expected to be of
great importance in subsequent years as well.
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3.1.4 Designing a Multilayer System for DDoS Prevention
in the Cloud Using Threat Intelligence Techniques

Threat intelligence techniques are used by many existing solutions. In addition, IP
traceback, port hopping, and many other techniques are used to prevent DDoS
attacks. Yet, there is no effective solution in the world capable of really protecting
against a DDoS attack. However, in the 21st century, many servers on the Internet
can be shut down with a single command using SYN flooding. Other servers can be
taken offline by DNS amplification requests or other very simple types of DDoS
attacks. Our system is designed to provide a complex and integrated solution that
uses the power of the best techniques, which were reinvented by us to solve existing
problems and eliminate existing bottlenecks.

3.1.5 Introducing an Improved Method of IP Traceback

We named our method iDPM (improved Deterministic Packet Marking). It
improves standard methods of the DPM type by using two octets of the options
field, which allows us to store information about the route and IP address of the
packet in full, without splitting it into two or more parts, as other methods do. Our
method allows us to restore the full route on the victim’s side and to protect it from
packet loss by using the options field to repeat each IP address in two or more
packets.

3.1.6 Introducing Our Own Simple and Effective Port-Hopping
Method

Our port-hopping method uses unique formulas to calculate the port number.
Moreover, we use a traffic dispatcher and proxy server(s) to add additional security
to this method, because only the IP address of the dispatcher is visible from an
external network. A malicious user would have to break both the dispatcher and
proxy and would have to know the formulas to be able to spoof the port number and
connect to the target website directly.

3.1.7 Experimental Confirmation of the Effectiveness of Our Method

We test and confirm the effectiveness of our method compared to other popular
techniques, including IP traceback, port hopping, and entropy-based anomaly
detection.
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3.2 Methodology

The concept of our work is based on combining several protection methods and
adding a proactive approach with Threat Intelligence. We establish five protection
layers for all incoming traffic. The logic of these steps is detailed below. The logic
diagram is shown in Fig. 1.

3.2.1 Layer 1

At the first layer, we analyze the IP sources. If we find that a large amount of
anomalous traffic started from some range of IPs, we check these IP addresses to
determine whether they belong to Botnet IPs.

Packet-forwarding techniques such as NAT and encapsulation may be used on
the way of Internet traffic. Such techniques obfuscate the real origin of packets. We
analyzed the originating IP address using our traceback method, which we devel-
oped by analyzing existing IP traceback methods, selected the most appropriate
approach based on deterministic packet marking, and improved it.

Our method improves the approach followed previously [17–30] and represents
improved deterministic packet marking (iDPM) as having the best relation between
effectiveness and ease of implementation.

Usually, the field identification (16 bits), fragment offset (16 bits including
flags), DSCP (6 bits), ECN (2 bits), and even TTL (8 bits) are used in different
packet marking methods. As a result, the limitation of the size of these fields does
not allow the full IP to be stored in one packet; thus, it is fragmented. In our
method, we propose to use the Options field for our needs. It consists of 32 bits,
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Fig. 1 Logic diagram of DDoS prevention method
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which are necessary to store the full length of an IP address. Moreover, the IP
header may have a variable number of options. If octet 20 is busy with real options,
we may use the next octet. The maximum size of the header is 480 bits, of which
only the first 160 bits (octets 0-16) are mandatory. Thus, we have 320 bits left for
the Options field, which theoretically may be used to store up to 10 IPs. We use
only one word (32 bits) from these 10 available to store one IP address without
fragmentation.

Our aim is to trace the full route of the packets. For this purpose, we need to
record the originating IP of the local computer (it may be in the format of a local
network, e.g., 192.168.1.1) and the IPs of all routers through which the traffic
passes. This approach allows us to trace the source IP even if NAT or proxies are
used.

It is not a trivial task to detect traffic coming from botnets, because a good attack
copies the user-agent of a genuine browser and imitates other signs of normal
behavior. However, we can point out some initial indicators that would greatly help
to reduce the power of an attack at the first two layers. These indicators include
several variables (SUSP, SINGLE, PROXY, TOR) that we define and use in our
method.

Traffic is considered suspicious (SUSP = TRUE) when a non-standard
user-agent is detected. We allow search and stats bots, crawlers and validators as
well as all standard browsers including mobile ones, but all others trigger this
variable to TRUE, indicating the potential need for blocking. SINGLE = TRUE in
case of a large number of requests from a single source. PROXY = TRUE indicates
that the usage of a proxy server is detected. TOR = TRUE signifies the usage of
Tor is detected by exit nodes or by checking the TorDNSEL value.

3.2.2 Layer 2

The second layer analyzes the speed of requests. If it is found that the rate at which
inbound traffic is higher than a speed value, which is calculated below as a value of
S (3), we can form blocking rules and pass them to the firewall. Otherwise, we
simply pass the traffic to layer 3.

We capture the traffic by using any server tool that records the incoming traffic
packets for 1 ms and counts the number of bits in the captured data. Then we
multiply it by 1000 to obtain the number of bits per second.

The statistics of website visits may be taken from web analytics software such as
Alexa, Google Analytics, and AWStats. We need unique visitors and the peak
number of monthly visitors. Then we represent the numbers in the form of (1):

P=

Range½a1 − b1� peak1
Range½a2 − b2� peak2

. . . . . .
Range½an − bn� peakn

0
B@

1
CA, ð1Þ
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where a range of monthly visitors (e.g., a1-b1) corresponds to the peak value of
monthly visitors for the last three months for this range (e.g., peak1). This infor-
mation is useful to determine the possible attack speed threshold.

Assume the number of visitors for a day is Ui, where i is the day, d is the number
of days (30), A is the number of visitors required to trigger an attack, then we
multiply the corresponding number obtained from (1) by M to allow an excess
number of visitors before we trigger an attack (the value of M is defined by
experiments):

A=P
∑d

i=1 Ui

d

" #" #
*M. ð2Þ

The exact numbers in (1) may vary for different studies, but it does not affect the
general formulas for A and S. This means the formulas we developed in this study
will be universal for any other types of websites.

Once we know the number of visitors triggering the attack, we can calculate the
speed of attack S:

S=
A

86400
* sizeof ðpacketÞ ð3Þ

where S is the rate at which we can consider traffic to be malicious in regard to
DDoS attack activity.

3.2.3 Layer 3

Traditionally, Threat Intelligence is associated with the number of feeds received
from many different sources. Special dedicated staff analyze these feeds for rele-
vancy and all other properties. Although we also use feeds, our TI system is more
complex in that it represents a combination of five modules. The TI architecture is
shown in Fig. 2.

1. Behavioral Patterns. In our system, the criteria are specific to DDoS attacks and
are provided by the target website we protect.

2. Application Data protects against ADDoS (Application DDoS) attacks.
3. Botnet IPs by third-party services.
4. DDoS signatures by third-party services.
5. Reputation Management (RM). We have identified our method of RM by cal-

culating the reputation for each packet using the values of variables SUSP,
SINGLE, PROXY, TOR, S, and the speed received from the previous layer.

We next define the formulas for attack detection A at a given time t–A(t).
Assume:
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P pages per visit,
T time on site,
V new visitors,
B bounce rate,
RN response time of a target website page,
N number of target website pages
RT reputation based on traffic variables
RP value of Reputation Management
A1 attack detection for method 1 (behavior patterns),
A2 attack detection for method 2 (application data)
A3 attack detection for method 5 (reputation management)

Then—

A1ðtÞ=

1, jPt → 0
0, jPt →∞
1, jTt → 0
0, jTt →∞
1,Vt →∞
0, jVt → 0
1, jBt →∞
0, jBt → 0

8>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>:

ð4Þ

A2ðtÞ=
0, ∑N

i=1 RNi

N

� �
t
→ 0

���
1, ∑N

i=1 RNi

N

� �
t
→∞

���
8<
: ð5Þ
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Fig. 2 Threat intelligence architecture
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RTðtÞ=
0, jspeed < S
1, jðPROXY =1ORTOR=1ÞANDSUSP=1
1, jspeed > S AND ðPROXY =1ORTOR=1Þ
1, jspeed > S AND SUSP=1

8>><
>>: ð6Þ

RPðtÞ= RTðtÞ
1 ð̸ ∑N

i=1 RNi

N

� �
t
*SÞ

*100% ð7Þ

A3ðtÞ= 0, jRPðtÞ<100%
1, jRPðtÞ≥ 100%

�
ð8Þ

AðtÞ=A1ðtÞANDA2ðtÞANDA3ðtÞ ð9Þ

In the result, if A(t) = 1, we have an active attack at the given time, otherwise
there is no attack.

3.2.4 Layer 4

The fourth layer dispatches the traffic to the proxy server to reduce traffic load, if
necessary.

3.2.5 Layer 5

This is the last protection layer of our methodology and it strengthens our method
by adding the port hopping technique. Our designed pseudo-random algorithm for
changing port numbers resides in the fifth layer. This algorithm is known only to
the proxy and target website.

PortðtÞ= ðPRND0⊕ tÞmod 65535, ð10Þ

where PRND0 is the pseudo-random number generator, synchronized between the
proxy and the target website, t is the current time and 65535 is the greatest possible
port number.

4 Experiments

In the course of our study we conducted practical experiments to verify our
assumptions and methods of attack detection and prevention. The aim of the
experiment is to prove that our developed method to prevent DDoS attacks in the
cloud is effective, accurate, and has strong advantages compared to other methods.
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We tested source IP detection for different scenarios (with real and spoofed source
IP) for layer 1, and then calculated the speed for layer 2 for low speed, normal
speed, and high speed attacks. Figure 3 displays the charts for different speed, and
Table 1 lists the values for the corresponding speed.

Then we calculated the values of A1 for behavioral patterns, A2 for application
data, A3 for reputation management, and the resulting A indicating the attack at
layer 3.

After that we divided the speed by Dispatcher at layer 4, as shown in Fig. 4.
Then we checked the generation of port numbers for the port hopping method at
layer 5. We ran the script generating the port numbers using our method, and we
confirmed the numbers were random and different each time.

Lastly, we ran experiments using the overall method that resulted in the gen-
eration of firewall blocking rules. Table 2 contains the results of launching attacks
from 1, 2, and 5 of our 5 VM clients.

Fig. 3 Source IP detection at different traffic speeds

Table 1 Values of speed

Seq no. of
run

Low
speed

Normal
speed

High speed (fewer
IPs)

High speed (more
IPs)

1 1,5 25,5 15,3 231,6
2 2,8 28,3 12,8 227,8
3 5,7 49,1 25,1 235,2
4 3,2 28,6 19,5 351,2
5 5,7 65,1 23,2 256,3
6 3,2 56,4 21,3 223,6
7 0,9 35,6 28,3 136,6
8 2,8 25,3 18,4 187,4
9 4,3 74,2 15,2 236,9
10 3,2 64,2 17,9 167,4
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Fig. 4 Speed before and after processing by the dispatcher at layer 4

Table 2 Experimental results for overall method

IPs of attack Number of
IPs detected

Number of
IPs blocked

False
positive
rate, %

VM6 192.168.0.141 1 1 0
VM6 192.168.0.141 VM7 192.168.0.138 2 2 0
VM6 192.168.0.141 VM7 192.168.0.138 VM8
192.168.0.139 VM9 192.168.0.143 VM10
192.168.0.144

5 5 0

Table 3 Comparison of methods

Our
method

Method
1a [31]

Method 2b

[32, 33]
Method
3c [34]

Usage of multiple technologies yes no no no
Number of technologies used 6 1 1 1
Requiring of user’s actions no yes no no
False positive rate 0% 50% 50% 30%
Average Response time (ms) of
target on low load

0.346 0.564 0.287 0.334

Average Response time (ms) of
target on high load

0.513 0.974 0.816 0.806

Dependence on signatures no no no no
Ability to detect unknown threats yes yes yes yes
Practical implementation yes yes/no yes yes
Overall System excellent good good good
aIP traceback
bPort hopping
cEntropy-based anomaly detection
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Thus, the result is confirmed, and the attack is successfully detected and blocked.
Furthermore, we compared our method to other popular methods used for DDoS
protection. These results are presented in Table 3 and shown in Fig. 5.

Thus, all experiments were successful and we met the expected results. Our main
hypothesis is confirmed, and the attacks we successfully detected and blocked.

In addition, we compared our method to other popular methods used for DDoS
protection.

For example, Fig. 5 below shows the response time in milliseconds for different
methods using a high traffic load:

5 Conclusions

The hypothesis of our research is that a highly effective DDoS protection system for
the cloud can be developed taking into account the growing nature of the risk
landscape. Our study and the set of experiments we carried out showed that existing
methods have shortcomings and they could not positively confirm this hypothesis.
At the same time, our proposed method introduced enhancements to existing
techniques such as IP traceback, port hopping, and reputation management.
Moreover, we introduced a completely new definition and methods for threat
intelligence and the results of our experiments confirmed that the definition occu-
pies a central part of our protection method and allows complex DDoS attacks to be
prevented proactively without human intervention. Thus, we confirmed our main
hypothesis and we showed that our method produces 0% false positives, a minimal
response time on target with and without load, the ability to detect unknown threats,
and a high level of practical implementation.

We would like to suggest possible follow-up studies in response to our research,
related to different combinations of DDoS protection techniques in one complex
multilayer system such as ours.

Fig. 5 Response time for different methods
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There are many possible ways to incorporate existing or newly developed
methods into one system, a variety of possible protocols to achieve their interaction,
and their potential enhancements.

Modern threats dictate the overestimation of the potential consequences of a
successful attack and require us to always be a step ahead of malicious attackers.
This in turn requires new complex methods to be used instead of a single tech-
nology. No standalone technology today would stop a powerful DDoS reflection
attack over 500 Gb/s. The only way to be victorious over cybercriminals is to
combine the efforts of scientists and security vendors to produce all-in-one solutions
that would proactively mitigate attacks of any given type.
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Practical Uses of Memory Storage Extension

Shuichi Oikawa

Abstract Memory storage technologies are emerging. Battery backed NV-DIMMs

are becoming widely available, and the general availability of next generation non-

volatile (NV) memory is also considered to be close. While memory storage provides

much higher performance than the current block storage devices, such as SSDs and

HDDs, its capacity tends to be limited. Such a limitation makes it difficult to adapt

memory storage for mass storage; thus, its uses have been limited. Memory storage

extension, which we call MSX, is an operating system mechanism that has a file sys-

tem directly access memory storage and also that virtually extends the capacity of

memory storage to that of block storage; thus, MSX effectively utilizes the high per-

formance of memory storage by having a file system directly access memory storage

through the synchronous memory interface, and also provides the large capacity by

employing block storage as backing storage. MSX was implemented in the Linux

operating system kernel. This paper discusses the several practical uses of MSX in

cloud computing and also in the fundamental operating system architecture.

1 Introduction

Memory storage technologies are emerging. Battery backed NV-DIMMs are becom-

ing widely available, and the general availability of next generation non-volatile

(NV) memory devices, such as MRAM, PCM (phase change memory), and ReRAM,

is also considered to be close. Memory storage are byte addressable; thus, it is called

memory storage. It provides persistency since it is storage. It also provides much

higher performance than block storage. Since their byte addressability enables them

to be accessed as memory, we call them memory storage. While its performance is

much higher than block storage, its capacity tends to be limited. Its capacity limita-

tion narrows the areas where memory storage can fit.
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Memory Storage Extension, which we call MSX, is an operating system

mechanism that has a file system directly access memory storage and also that vir-

tually extends the capacity of memory storage to that of block storage [10]. A tech-

nique to combine block storage with another faster block storage, which is typically

an SSD, for higher access performance is broadly recognized to be useful and is

widely utilized [5, 6, 12]. Faster block storage is used as cache and stores frequently

accessed data. Such a use of SSDs as cache improves the overall time to access data.

Its open source implementation is available [3], and also the current Linux kernel

includes several implementations, such as dm-cache and bcache. The existing tech-

nique implements its mechanism as a software layer in the block device driver frame-

work, that combines two block storage devices. Memory storage can fit in such a

software layer by having it emulate block storage. The use of the block device driver

framework, however, sacrifices the performance advantage of memory storage for

the compatibility with block storage.

MSX takes a very much different approach from the combined devices described

above in the following three ways. First, MSX combines memory storage and block

storage, and it make use of the byte addressable feature of memory storage by expos-

ing it rather than sacrificing it under the interface of block storage. While MSX

is implemented in the Linux kernel, it does not use the device mapper mecha-

nism because of its overheads and its use of the block storage interface. Second,

MSX makes use of synchronous access when data is available on memory storage.

When data needs to be retrieved from block storage, asynchronous access is used.

Such adaptive use of synchronous and asynchronous access significantly reduces

the access cost in total. MSX extended the DAX interface, and implements its own

functions for the direct and synchronous access to memory storage. Third, MSX is

an architecture that has a file system directly access memory storage. A file sys-

tem does not employ a device driver to access memory storage since processors can

access memory storage directly, and such direct access enables a file system to use

its knowledge for more efficient access. MSX’s involvement of a file system takes

the memory management one step further towards the single-level store [2, 13].

MSX was implemented in the Linux kernel. It was implemented by extending

the DAX interface, which was introduced in Linux 4.0 as an interface to support

memory storage [1]. DAX can access only memory storage, so that its capacity is

limited to that of memory storage. MSX extends the capacity of memory storage

by employing a block storage device as a backing store; thus, the capacity enabled

by MSX is that of block storage. Thus, the implementation of MSX generalized

the interface to memory storage by providing the abstraction of virtualized memory

storage.

This paper discusses the four practical uses of MSX. First, two of MSX’s uses

in cloud computing are described. MSX accelerates the file access performance

of Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) approximately 4.12x faster, and MSX

enables the quick system rejuvenation that is 10x faster than the existing method.

Next, two applications of MSX in the fundamental OS architecture are described.

MSX can accelerate the journaling mechanism by its direct access to memory

storage. And, MSX takes the memory management one step further towards the
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single-level store by involving memory storage in the hierarchy of memory and

storage.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the background

of the work. Section 3 describes the detailed design and implementation of MSX.

Section 4 discusses the practical uses of MSX. Section 5 describes the related work.

Section 6 summarizes the paper.

2 Background

It is important to understand the high software overhead to access block storage since

long access times of block storage have hidden such overhead. Short access times

of memory storage, however, change the rule. Therefore, this section describes the

background of this work. It includes the overview of the block device driver layer of

the operating system (OS) kernel and the existing method to combine block storage

devices [8].

2.1 Block Device Driver Layer and Its Execution Overhead

The current storage devices, such as SSDs and HDDs, are block devices, and they are

not byte addressable; thus, CPUs cannot directly access the data on these devices. A

certain size of data, which is typically multiples of 512 byte, needs to be transferred

between memory and a block device for CPUs to access the data on the device. Such

a unit to transfer data is called a block.

The OS kernel employs a file system to store data in a block device. A file system

is constructed on a block device, and files are stored in it. In order to read the data

in a file, the data first needs to be read from a block device to memory. If the data on

memory was modified, it is written back to a block device. A memory region used

to store the data of a block device is called a page cache. Therefore, CPUs access

a page cache on behalf of a block device. Figure 1 depicts the hierarchy of CPUs,

a file system, page cache, a block device driver, and a block device as the existing

architecture to interact with block devices.

Since HDDs are orders of magnitude slower than memory to access data on them,

various techniques were devised to amortize the slow access time. The asynchronous

access command processing is one of commonly used techniques. Its basic idea is

that a CPU executes another process while a device processes a command. In Fig. 1,

the I/O request queueing mechanism in a block device driver provides the asynchro-

nous access command processing. Figure 2 depicts how it works. Process 1 issues a

system call to access data on a block device. The kernel processes the system call

and issues an access command to the corresponding device. The kernel then looks for

the next process to execute and perform context switching to Process 2. Meanwhile,

the device processes the command, and sends an interrupt to notify its completion.
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Fig. 1 The existing operating system architecture to interact with block devices

Fig. 2 The asynchronous access command processing and process context switches

The kernel handles the interrupt, processes command completion, and performs con-

text switching back to Process 1. Tproc2 is a time left for Process 2 to run. Because

HDDs are slow and thus their command processing time is long, Tproc2 is long enough

for Process 2 to proceed its execution.

The I/O request queueing mechanism that implements the asynchronous access

command processing has been a right choice for block devices. While it poses high

processing cost, the cost pays off by creating additional processing times made avail-

able for other processes. Such a justification, which stands for the I/O request queue-

ing mechanism and the asynchronous access command processing, is no longer true

when storage becomes much faster. Figure 3 shows the comparison of the execu-

tion costs for read with and without I/O request queueing on a ramdisk device. The

measurements were performed on the Linux kernel, and they counted the number

of executed instructions. Because the storage device used for the measurements is

a ramdisk, its access cost is basically negligible; thus, the results reflect purely the

software costs to access storage. The results unveil the significant overhead of the

I/O request queueing mechanism that has been hidden in the long access latency

of block storage devices. Therefore, high performance memory storage and slower

block storage have to be managed differently.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of the execution costs for read with and without I/O request queueing on a

ramdisk device

2.2 The Existing Method to Combine Block Storage Devices
and Its Problems to Be Used with Memory Storage

The existing method combines block storage with another faster block storage, which

is typically an SSD, for higher access performance [5, 6, 12]. It utilizes faster block

storage as cache and store frequently accessed data in it in order to improve the

average time to access data. Its open source implementation is widely available [3],

and the current Linux kernel includes several implementations, such as dm-cache

and bcache.

The implementations of the existing method in the Linux kernel employ the

device mapper as the software layer to constitutes a single storage device. The device

mapper provides the mechanism to transfer (or map) access requests for the consti-

tuted device to underlying devices. The policy part defines how it maps requests.

There can be multiple policy implementations, and some of them combines block

storage with faster storage as cache. When an SSD is used as cache storage by com-

bining it with a HDD, it is straightforward that the combined storage provides the

block storage interface and is accessed asynchronously since both of them are block

storage. As its extension, it is possible for memory storage to emulate block storage

and to have the device mapper to combine block storage with memory storage.

The use of the device mapper requires memory storage to emulate block storage

since the device mapper can interact only with the block storage interface. While

such emulation enables the reuse of the device mapper, it causes significant software

overhead. The device mapper is basically a block device driver; thus, it receives

access requests from the upper generic block device driver framework. It then trans-

fers the received requests to another block storage device. The transferred requests
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are processed again by the generic block device driver framework, and the target

block storage device receives them [15]. Therefore, processing in the generic block

device driver framework occurs multiple times, and such multiple times processing

causes a software overhead that can be hidden in the long access latency of block

storage devices but can be significant for high performance memory storage.

3 MSX: Memory Storage Extension

This section describes MSX, Memory Storage Extension, which enables file systems

to directly and synchronously access memory storage without employing a device

driver [10]. MSX was developed with the two goals, (1) introduction of memory stor-

age in the file system layer to provide the capacity of block storage, and (2) provision

of efficient use of memory storage by direct and synchronous access to memory stor-

age. In order to achieve these goals, the MSX interface was designed in a way that the

file system layer takes control of memory storage. They led a design that the file sys-

tem layer access memory storage directly. This design is distinguished for efficiently

utilizing memory storage since its management can make use of the rich information

of files. If memory storage is managed indirectly through the block device interface,

such knowledge cannot be used, and its management becomes inefficient.

The overview architecture of MSX is depicted in Fig. 4. MSX resides within the

file system layer, and controls the access to both memory storage and block stor-

age. It accesses memory storage directly and synchronously while it accesses block

storage indirectly and asynchronously through a block storage device driver. The

direct and synchronous path to memory storage is shown by (a) of the figure, and

the indirect and asynchronously path to block storage is shown by (c) of the figure.

The primary storage remains block storage, and memory storage work as the cache

of block storage. MSX is responsible to manage the consistency and transparency of

data by transferring data between memory storage and block storage appropriately,

which shown by (b) of the figure.

There are several advantages of having the file system layer manage memory stor-

age directly. One is that it enables the MSX interface to utilize the rich information

Fig. 4 The design overview

of MSX, which enables file

systems to directly access

memory storage without

interposing a device driver
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of files. Block storage device drivers receive only block numbers. While a sequence

of block numbers constitutes a file, there is no way for block storage device drivers

to know what are the following block numbers, what kind of a file it is, how often it

is accessed, and so on. They are the information only available in file systems. Such

information can be used to enable intelligent operations that improve the efficiency

of cache management on memory storage in order to accelerate access performance.

Sharing memory storage among multiple storage devices is also an advantage of

MSX. While it is common to use multiple block storage devices, it is inefficient to

dedicate a portion of memory storage to a specific block storage device. MSX can

efficiently utilize memory storage to cache data of multiple block storage devices.

MSX disables the page cache. When the MSX interface is enabled, a file system

assumes that data is or will be available in memory storage. Since memory storage

is byte addressable and processors can access on it directly, there is no need to use

the page cache. Disabling the page cache is implemented since the MSX is imple-

mented by extending the DAX mechanism [1]. DAX was introduced in Linux 4.0

as an interface to support memory storage. Since memory storage can be accessed

directly, there is no need of the page cache. DAX can access only memory storage

while MSX extends the capacity of memory storage by employing a block storage

device as a backing store. Thus, the implementation of MSX generalized the inter-

face to memory storage by providing the abstraction of virtualized memory storage.

4 Practical Uses of MSX

This section describes the practical uses of MSX. First, two of MSX’s uses in cloud

computing are described, high performance file access and quick system rejuvena-

tion. Next, MSX’s applications in the fundamental OS architecture are described, file

system journaling acceleration and single-level store. While the measurement results

that are shown below include the results measured by using our previous implemen-

tation [9], MSX is its refactored implementation giving more control to file systems

and thus provides the same or better performance.

4.1 High Performance File Access for Cloud Computing

Computing is an act of transforming data to another; thus, file access performance

is an important factor to achieve faster computation. Of course, cloud computing is

not an exception since it is widely utilized as a basis of big data computing.

Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) was first implemented as a file service

for Hadoop [14], it is widely used by the other data processing systems. Such exam-

ples include HBase, Storm, SPARK, and Tez. HDFS provides its clients with high

performance file access by placing the clients’ computation near data and access-

ing files through sequential I/O. When the clients’ computation is performed on the
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same server node where the files they access reside, it can access files the most effi-

ciently. HDFS provides the short circuit read feature in order to accelerate read per-

formance for local clients. It enables clients executing locally to directly read data

files by receiving their file descriptors from the corresponding data service nodes;

thus, there is no need for clients to communicate with data service nodes through

RPCs.

The short circuit read feature best suits MSX since memory storage can work

as a large read-ahead buffer. Since MSX is implemented in the file system layer, it

can make use of the knowledge available in the layer. Read-ahead is an example of

such use of the knowledge. MSX can read ahead the exact data of a file which is

currently read, and such exact read-ahead is not possible in the device driver layer.

Although not implemented yet, it is possible for HDFS’s client to read data directly

from memory storage without copying data to the buffer allocated in the client by

having MSX allocate a specific region on memory storage for HDFS. MSX provides

the dedicated buffer for HDFS on memory storage, and maps the buffer in the address

space of the client. In this way, since MSX feeds data as HDFS consumes it, MSX

reads data from block storage in parallel with the client’s computation.

We measured the HDFS read performance with the short circuit read feature

enabled by using the Hadoop TestDFSIO [8]. While TestDFSIO is a simple bench-

mark program, it is written in the Java language within the same framework as the

other Hadoop applications; thus, it consults the service nodes of HDFS for its exe-

cution. Figure 5 shows the result. For reading from 100MB to 1GB file sizes, it per-

forms approximately 3.66x to 4.40x faster than the SSD. On average, MSX makes

TestDFSIO perform 4.12x faster than the SSD.

Fig. 5 Read performance of Hadoop HDFS Test DFSIO with short circuit read
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4.2 Quick System Rejuvenation for Higher Reliability

MSX enables the zero copy checkpoint and restart, and one of its application is the

quick system rejuvenation. The system reliability is becoming important more and

more in cloud computing as it is utilized more widely as utility. The rejuvenation is

a technique to increase system reliability, and the quick system rejuvenation enables

it at mostly the constant cost. The constant cost of the quick system rejuvenation is a

huge advantage in comparison with the existing rejuvenation method, of which cost

heavily depends of the system memory size.

The quick system rejuvenation combines the image based kernel restart and the

zero copy checkpoint/restart [7]. The image based kernel restart is a technique to

shorten the time to reboot the kernel by restoring the kernel image. The zero copy

checkpoint/restart is a technique specifically enabled by MSX. The checkpoint of

a user process saves the process memory pages in a file, and the restart restores

them from a file. Since MSX can make the memory pages a part of a file instantly,

there is no (zero) copy involved in creating a checkpoint file. Thus, the zero copy

checkpoint/restart significantly accelerates the process of checkpoint/restart of user

processes.

Figure 6 shows the comparison of system rejuvenation costs that cumulate the

costs of kernel restart and the zero copy checkpoint/restart of user processes. The

zero copy checkpoint is 8x to 10x faster than the exiting checkpoint, and the zero

copy restart is 28x to 36x faster the existing one. The significant advantage of the

zero copy checkpoint/restart is that its cost does not go up rapidly as the memory

size of a user process increases. While the memory size of a user process signif-

icantly impacts the existing checkpoint/restart, it impacts much less the zero copy

checkpoint/restart. The image based kernel restart is 10x faster than the ordinal

Fig. 6 System rejuvenation costs that cumulate the costs of kernel restart and zero copy check-

point/restart of user processes
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kernel reboot. The quick system rejuvenation, which combines the image based ker-

nel restart and the zero copy checkpoint/restart, is 10x faster than the combination

of the ordinal kernel reboot and the existing checkpoint/restart.

4.3 Journaling Acceleration

MSX can accelerate the journaling mechanism of file systems by its direct access

memory storage. The journaling is a mechanism to guarantee the consistency of

written data. It is known as write ahead logging (WAL) for database management

systems. The journaling writes data twice, first in the journal and second in the desti-

nation place. If writing in the journal is aborted by a failure, the data the destination

place remains consistent. If writing in the destination place is aborted by a failure, the

correct data in the journal can repair it. Writing in the journal is also called logging.

Logging is performed ahead of writing; thus, it is called write ahead logging. There

can be various implementations of the journaling. For example, the Ext4 file system

of the Linux kernel provides the three journal modes, journal, ordered, writeback.

The journal mode first logs metadata and data into the journal, and then write them

in place. The ordered mode first writes data, second logs metadata, and then write

it in place. The writeback mode does not guarantee the order of metadata and data

writes as the other two do. The ordered mode is used by default.

There are the two significant cost of the journaling. One is a latency to complete

writing, and the other is the amount of data to be written. Logging must be completed

and it must ensure the log becomes persistent before writing in the destination place.

In other words, writing in the destination place must wait for the completion of log-

ging. Each log tends to be small data, and writing small data in block storage is a

typical inefficient operation; thus, it causes a long latency to complete writing. The

journaling must write data twice, first in the journal and second in the destination

place; thus, the cost of writing data simply doubles.

MSX can significantly reduce these two costs by the two features, synchronous

write and write redirection. Synchronous write solves the latency problem. MSX can

synchronously write data in memory storage through the memory access interface.

It is possible since MSX places memory storage under its direct control and does

not employ a device driver to access it. Direct and synchronous write of the log

data in memory storage can dramatically shorten the time to wait for the completion

of logging. Write redirection solves the problem of writing data twice. Since the

capacity of memory storage is limited and smaller than that of block storage, dirty

data in memory storage is eventually written back to block storage. MSX controls

write back of data in memory storage to block storage. Write redirection enables data

in memory storage to be written at multiple places in block storage. By using write

redirection, it is possible to associated the logged data with the destination place.

When the data associated by write redirection is written back to block storage, it is

written back both in the journal and the destination place; thus, there is no need to

write data twice.
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4.4 Single-Level Store

MSX can be considered as an implementation of the single-level store [2]. The

single-level store is the memory mapping model that objects represent data storage

and that objects are accessed through the memory interface [13]. From the point of

view of the single-level store, memory and disk storage are distinct parts of computer

systems since memory is byte addressable while disk storage is block addressable;

thus, processors cannot access disk storage directly, and data on disk storage must

be brought to memory in order for processors to access it. Files are the abstraction

of disk storage, and file systems manage disk storage to provide storage spaces with

users as files. Data in files is access through the file API, which is designed to deal

with block addressable disk storage.

Modern operating system design blurs the distinction between memory and disk

storage by making memory to be cache of disk storage [11]. Memory was used to

buffer I/O to disk storage in order to accelerate I/O by merging small requests to

larger ones even before the above work. Memory used for such buffering is, how-

ever, separated from memory allocated for processes. In order for a process to access

data on disk storage, data on disk storage is first transferred to buffer memory, and

then the data in the buffer memory is copied to the process memory; thus, the buffer

memory and the process memory are distinct from each other, and the buffer mem-

ory could not be used as the process memory. Making memory to be cache of disk

storage removes such distinction and integrates the management of buffer memory

and process memory. The integration enables cache memory of disk storage to be

used as both buffer memory and process memory.

MSX takes the memory management one step further towards the single-level

store by involving non-volatile memory storage in the hierarchy of memory and stor-

age. Processors can access data on memory storage directly since memory storage

is byte addressable. When all of storage is memory storage, processors can access

all data objects on memory storage; thus, memory storage realizes the single-level

store. In this way, a file system on memory storage serves a protection and name ser-

vice. A file system servers a protection service since it allows only users, who have

the appropriate rights, to access the data. A file system serves a name service since it

provides the location of data from the name of the data, which is a file path name of

the file system. Once a user process obtains the location of data on memory storage,

it is directly accessed through the memory interface. The written data on memory

storage is persistent unlike the data written on DRAM cache memory, which is not

persistent until it is written to persistent block storage. MSX employs block storage

to extend the capacity of memory storage. Such extension of the capacity is encap-

sulated under the interface of a file system, and only the view of memory storage can

be exported to user processes. Therefore, MSX can work as the single-level storage.
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5 Related Work

Combining block storage with another for higher access performance is a technique

that existed before SSDs become widely available and popular. DCD [4] proposed a

method that first stores data sequentially in cache storage, so that it can make use of

higher performance sequential access; thus, the write performance can be improved.

As SSDs emerged, their performance, which is much higher than HDDs, stimulated

the research and development of various techniques that cache data in SSDs [3, 5,

6, 12]. SSDs and HDDs are block storage, and all of the above existing methods

combine block storage devices with the other ones, and the combined devices provide

the interface of block storage.

The device mapper of the Linux kernel is the generic software layer that combines

multiple storage devices to constitutes a single storage device. The device mapper

allows multiple policies; thus, using a storage device as cache is one of its usages.

When the device mapper combines memory storage with block storage, the resulting

device is block storage. Since it combines multiple block storage devices, it requires

a memory storage device driver that provide the block storage interface. The use of

the block storage interface sacrifices the nature of memory storage, and becomes

the source of the significant software overhead since the generic block device driver

framework is invoked multiple times to process a single request [15].

MSX is very much different from the combined devices described above in the

following three ways. First, MSX combines memory storage and block storage, and

it make use of the byte addressable feature of memory storage by exposing it rather

than sacrificing it under the interface of block storage. While MSX was implemented

in the Linux kernel, it does not use the device mapper mechanism because of its

overheads and its use of the block storage interface. Second, MSX makes use of

synchronous access when data is available on memory storage. When data needs to

be retrieved from block storage, asynchronous access is used. Such adaptive use of

synchronous and asynchronous access significantly reduces the access cost in total.

MSX extended the DAX interface, and implements its own functions for the direct

and synchronous access to memory storage. Third, MSX is an architecture that

have a file system directly access memory storage. A file system does not employ a

device driver to access memory storage since processors can access memory storage

directly, and such direct access enables a file system to use its knowledge for more

efficient access. MSX’s involvement of a file system takes the memory management

one step further towards the single-level store.

6 Summary

Memory storage technologies are emerging. Battery backed NV-DIMMs are becom-

ing widely available, and the general availability of next generation non-volatile

(NV) memory is also considered to be close. While memory storage provides much
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higher performance than the current block storage devices, such as SSDs and HDDs,

its capacities tend to be limited. Such limitation makes it difficult to adapt memory

storage for mass storage; thus, its uses have been limited. MSX is an architecture that

have a file system directly access memory storage and also that virtually extends the

capacity of memory storage to that of block storage; thus, MSX effectively utilizes

the high performance of memory storage by having a file system directly access

memory storage through the synchronous memory interface, and also provides the

large capacity by employing block storage as backing storage. MSX was imple-

mented in the Linux kernel.

This paper discussed the four practical uses of MSX. First, two of MSX’s uses

in cloud computing were described, high performance file access and quick system

rejuvenation. Next, MSX’s applications in the fundamental OS architecture were

described, file system journaling acceleration and single-level store. These practical

uses ensure that MSX can be a basis of not only specific uses but broader applica-

tions.
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How to Build a High Quality Mobile
Applications Based on Improved Process
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Abstract Mobile application development process can be tremendously rewarding
for aspiring software creators. But without proper planning and resource allocation,
it can also be extremely difficult. In fact, development teams often overcompensate
in the early stages by devoting a great deal of time to ideation and design while
forgetting to put an equally important amount of effort into back-end operations,
including key stages of the process such as maintenance and support. By in the
context of mobile applications development project, the applications quality can be
explained as following. A project manager must estimate quality while a project is
in procedure. The undisclosed matrixes collected individually by a software engi-
neer are integrated in order to determine the project level. Although it is possible to
measure various quality elements with merely the collected data, it is also required
to integrate the data in order to determine the mobile applications project level. The
key task during the project is to measure errors and defects, even though many
quality measurements can be collected. The matrix drawn from these measurements
offers the standard of the effectiveness of quality warranty and the control activity
of individual and group software. In this paper, we identify defects to produce
reliable mobile software and analyze the relationship among different defects
among mobile applications. Another goal of this paper is to design a defect trigger
based on the findings. So when we archive resembling project, we can forecast
defect and prepare to solve defect by using defect trigger.
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1 Introduction

The concept of mobile software quality cannot be defined easily. Software has
various quality-related characteristics. Moreover, there are various international
standards for quality. In reality, however, quality management is often limited to the
level of resolving defects after they occurred. Therefore, the defect density of a
delivered product, that is, the number of defects or the size of defect column are
used in defining the quality of a software, which has become an industry standard
today. Therefore, a defect, or a software defect can be defined as the cause that
makes a software work differently from its intended function according to the
customers’ needs and requirements.

The most important goal of software engineering is to develop products of high
quality. To achieve this goal, the software engineer must apply efficient methods
with cutting-edge tools throughout the software process. Moreover, the software
engineer needs to confirm whether a quality product has been produced. The quality
of the system, application, and the product was used to describe the requirement
analysis, design, coding and test stages. An excellent software engineer evaluates
the test case developed through analysis, design, source codes, and their docu-
mentation. To achieve the required quality level, the engineer must use technical
measures to evaluate the quality, which relies on objective methods rather than
subjective methods.

In the context of a project, quality can be explained as following. A project
manager must estimate quality while a project is in procedure. The undisclosed
matrixes collected individually by a software engineer are integrated in order to
determine the project level. Although it is possible to measure various quality
elements with merely the collected data, it is also required to integrate the data in
order to determine the project level. The key task during the project is to measure
errors and defects, even though many quality measurements can be collected. The
matrix drawn from these measurements offers the standard of the effectiveness of
quality warranty and the control activity of individual and group software.

In this paper, we identify defects to produce reliable mobile software and ana-
lyze the relationship among different defects among mobile applications. Another
goal of this paper is to design a defect trigger based on the findings. So when we
archive resembling project, we can forecast defect and prepare to solve defect by
using defect trigger [1].

2 Related Work

2.1 Process Concepts

Process is what people do, using procedures, methods, tools, and equipment, to
transform raw material (input) into a product (output) that is of value to customers.
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A software organization, for example, uses its resources (people, and material) to
add value to its inputs (customer needs) in order to produce outputs (software
products).

Process is a sequence of steps performed for a given purpose. Software Process
is a set of activities, methods, practices, and transformations that people use to
develop and maintain software and the associated products. Processes exist at
various levels, and serve general or specific goals. At the organization level, pro-
cesses interact broadly with the environment or seek organization-wide goals; at the
tactical and operational levels, processes serve specific project or functional goals;
at the individual level, processes accomplish specific tasks. The process manage-
ment premise is that the quality of the product (e.g. a software system) is largely
governed by the quality of the process used to develop and maintain it. Process
context is an organizations as systems with strategic, technical, structural, cultural,
and managerial components; relation of process to other components of organiza-
tional systems; people, process, and technology as three quality leverage points;
relating process and product; relating to external forces; process levels; formal and
informal processes.

2.2 Process Definition

Process definition consists of adding and organizing information to a process model
to ensure it can be enacted. A process is defined when it has documentation
detailing what is done, who does it, the materials needed to do it, and what is
produced. A software process definition establishes a plan for applying tools,
methods, and people to the task of software development. Process definition
activities are product planning, process familiarization, customer identification,
interviewing, analysis, model construction, verification and validation. Components
of software definition document will consist of information about work product,
activity, and agent viewpoints. That is, the document identifies work products to be
produced, activities, and the agents involved in producing the work products.
Related terms and concepts are as followings; process design, process management
principles, life-cycle-models, descriptive modeling, prescriptive modeling, organi-
zational process asset, perspective viewpoint, process asset, process model, process
guide. Software processes have been categorized and structured in different ways.
Two major process breakdowns are described below [2].

2.3 Mobile Applications Defect

A mobile applications defect is an important diagnostic type representing the
process and product. Since a defect is closely related to the quality of software,
defect data is more important than a man-month estimation in several ways.
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Furthermore, defect data is indispensable for project management. Large-scale
projects may include several thousands of defects. These defects may be found in
each stage of the project by many people. During the process, it often happens that
the person that identifies and reports a defect is not the same person who corrects
the defects. Usually, in managing a project, efforts will be made to remove most or
all of the defects identified before the final delivery of the software. However, this
will make it impossible to report and resolve a defect in a systematic manner. The
use of an unofficial mechanism in removing defects may make people forget about
the defect that was discovered. As a result, the defect may remain unresolved, or
additional man-month may be required later. Therefore it is a basic requirement to
record and trace the defects until they are solved. For this procedure, we will need
information such as the symptom of the defect, position of the suspected defect, the
discoverer, the remover and so on. Since a defect can be found in the work product
of a project, it may have a negative effect on achieving the goal of project. The
information on defects includes the number of defects that are identified through
various defect detection activities. Therefore, all defects that are discovered in the
requirement examination, design examination, code examination, unit test, and
other stage are recorded. The distribution data of the number of defects found in
different stages of the project are used in creating the Process Capability Baseline.
Several explanations are also recorded in the PDB(Process Data Base) input item,
which includes explanation on estimation and risk management.

2.4 Impact of Defect

By recording the identified defects, it is possible to focus on analyzing the number
of defects, the defect ratio in the initial state and other issues of the project. Such
defect traceability is one of the best implementation guidelines for project
management.

The analysis is made based on the types required for making use of the defect
data. In this case, additional measures must be taken besides merely recording
defects. For example, in order to understand the software process level, it is nec-
essary to distinguish defects detected during test activity and those discovered after
shipping. This kind of analysis becomes possible if the stages in which the defects
were discovered are differentiated in order to make the base line to record the
location and percentage of the defects and to compare predicted defects and actually
identified defects.

One of the goals of such organizing is to improve quality and productivity
through the continuous enhancement in process. Such approaches to improve
quality and productivity include studies on the efficiency of defect elimination in
various stages and on the possibility of additional improvement.

The DRE (Defect Removal Efficiency) of the defect detection stage is the ratio of
the number of defects discovered at a stage against the total number of defects that
appears when the stage is being processed. The more effective the DRE, the lower
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the possibility of undetected defects. This shows that increasing the DRE(Defect
Removal Efficiency) is a method to improve productivity. It is necessary to identify
the location of the detected defect and the time the defect is inserted. In other words,
it is crucial to understand the information of the stage in which the defect was
inserted regarding each recorded defect [3].

2.5 Mobile Development Process Spiral [4]

The complexity of the human side in human computer interaction makes it almost
impossible to create a mobile app with few usability problems at the first trial.
Combining the spiral model development process and the steps to assess the
development is a novel approach which may reduce the number of usability
problems in mobile apps. Each iteration of the spiral model has four parts namely
requirements definition and analysis, design, implementation and testing and
planning the next iteration. With the progress in this spiral, more usability details
will appear. Usability assessments, in the spiral model, are iterative and use a
reference in time to compare the results and amend and improve the metrics. In the
following sections, we present the spiral mobile development process and the main
activities in each phase incorporating the usability metric development and
assessment.

The steps of developing the metrics and assessments are integrated as follows:
First iteration:

1. Determine requirements: The phase starts by collecting system requirements
and identifying all users, tasks and contexts in which the application will be
used. Then, defining and prioritising the attributes of usability and identifying a
metric to measure each attribute; specifying an ideal and acceptable value for
each metric;

2. Design: The first iteration of the design will be at the level of developing and
sketching a low fidelity prototype of the app interface;

3. Test: Upon development of the prototype, the developers will use different
usability techniques to measure the actual value of each attribute and calculate
the rating of each attribute;

4. Plan next iteration

Second Iteration:

1. Determine requirements: in this phase, the developing team will have a better
idea of what the usability requirements are for the system although the design
requirements will not be complete. In that respect, step 1 will be repeated and
the developers will collect more data and app requirements and explore whether
there are more potential users, tasks and contexts in which the application
will be used. Then, the attributes of usability are redefined and prioritised.
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As a result, developers alter the metrics to accommodate the added requirements
and specify an ideal and acceptable value for each metric;

2. Design: at that level, developers start to develop a high fidelity prototype
focusing on the interface.

3. Test: Upon development of the prototype, using the usability techniques the
actual value of each attribute will be measured and the rating of each attribute
will be calculated and compared with the previous iteration results.

4. Plan next iteration

Third Ieration:

1. Determine requirements: In this iteration, most of the design requirements are
becoming more clear and by using the earlier iteration results, developers can
identify and prioritise the attributes of usability, define a metric to measure each
attribute and specify an ideal and acceptable value for each metric;

2. Design: here the whole system is developed and the alpha version is realized.
3. Test: Upon development of the alpha version, the developing team use usability

techniques and measure the actual value of each attribute, calculate the rating of
each attribute and compare rating with the previous iteration.

4. Plan next iteration

Fourth Iteration:

1. Determine requirements: In this phase, the results of the previous iteration are
used to identify and prioritise the attributes of usability and define a metric to
measure each attribute and specify an ideal and acceptable value for each metric;

2. Design: with the results, the Beta version is developed and released to be
evaluated

3. Test: Again using the usability techniques we measure the actual value of each
attribute, calculate the rating of each attribute and compare the rating with the
previous iteration.

4. Plan next iteration

Fifth Iteration:

1. Determine requirements: the results of the previous iteration are used to
identify and prioritise the attributes of usability and define a metric to measure
each attribute and specify an ideal and acceptable value for each metric;

2. Design: final product is developed
3. Test: a usability assessment is done using the measure of the actual value of

each attribute, calculate the rating of each attribute and compare the rating with
the previous phase. An alteration to the final product is done based on the results
and released to the product

4. Plan a final report of the results is issued

Our novel spiral mobile development process makes an expensive use of
usability techniques. Therefore, the following section lists the most commonly used
and recommends a few of them. The Usability literature offers numerous techniques
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to be used for different project characteristics and for different usability purposes.
However, we have chosen the ones that can be applied with moderate usability
training and the choice will be based on the application and the context of use.
Table 1 summarizes these techniques and structures them according to the Usable
Spiral Mobile Development Process iterations and phases and where they can be
applied (Fig. 1) [4].

2.6 Mobile Applications Defect Tree Analysis

The Mobile Applications Defect Tree analysis builds a graphical model of the
sequential and concurrent combinations of events that can lead to a hazardous event
or system state. Using a well-developed defect tree, it is possible to observe the
consequences of a sequence of interrelated failures that occur in different system
components. Real-time logic (RTL) builds a system model by specifying events and

Table 1 Mobile applications questionnaire structure in requirements analysis stage

Life cycle Detailed
category

Question purpose

Requirement
analysis

Completeness Questions asking whether the algorithm is defined to satisfy
validity of requirement

Correctness Questions examining whether requirement is embodied by
function

Quality
attribute

Questions about items related to quality attribute to confirm
whether requirement is satisfied

Traceability Questions to confirm consistency of requirement
Etc. Questions for other items that do not belong in the detailed

category

Fig. 1 Mobile development process spiral
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corresponding actions. The event-action model can be analyzed using logic oper-
ations to test safety assertions about system components and their timing. Petri net
models can be used to determine the defects that are most hazardous. If a risk is
identified and analyzed, the requirement for safety can be specified on the software.
In other words, the specification can include a list of undesired events and antici-
pated system responses. This is related with the software’s role of managing
undesired events. Although software reliability and its safety are closely
inter-related, it is important to understand the subtle difference between them. For
determining software reliability, statistical analysis is used to calculate the proba-
bility of a software defect occurrence. However, the occurrence of a defect does not
necessarily lead to a danger or disaster. Mobile Applications safety may be mea-
sured by the extent that a failure actually results in a disaster.

In other words, a failure is not evaluated in a vacant or isolated state but within
the entire computer-base system [5, 6].

3 How to Apply Improved Process for Quality Mobile
Applications

This chapter will develop a questionnaire to identify defects that occur during actual
projects of companies. Therefore, the structure and contents of the questionnaire to
detect the defect and analyze the result are presented in this chapter. Furthermore a
defect trigger based on the analyzed result is provided. As for the domain of the
project, digital systems were selected and 21 projects of four companies were
chosen as target companies [7].

3.1 Collecting Defect Data

The operational activities of measurement begin with collecting data. The proce-
dures that are defined for collecting and retaining data need to be integrated into the
software processes and be made operational. Collecting data is more than mere
measurements. It consists of implementing plans, sustaining the research work, and
the resulting measurement activities. Documenting procedures involves:

Identifying the responsible persons and organizations
Specifying where, when, and how measurements will be conducted
Defining procedures to be used for recording and reporting results

The requirements help to ensure that the assessment output is self-consistent and
that it provides evidence to substantiate the ratings. The assessment shall be con-
ducted following a documented process that meets the assessment purpose. The
assessment process shall contain at minimum activities such as planning, data
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collection, data validation, process rating, and reporting. The training and assess-
ment of the ISO Guide 62 and TR 15504, part 6 supported the reliability of the
assessment. Furthermore, the people who rated the maturity questionnaire have
been screened in order to confirm the reliability of the assessment.

The certified assessors who conducted assessments of the concerned company
with SPICE (ISO TR 15504, ver.3.3, 1998) also rated the SEI maturity
questionnaires.

The project portfolio assessed is in the following table.

3.2 Questionnaire to Detect Defects

A defect detection questionnaire was made to identify defects in the ongoing project
of a company. Another purpose is to discover defects and analyze the causes
between each defect. Questions that must be examined in the questionnaire were
divided as below by classifying defects that exist in each life cycle into a detailed
category. The structure of the questionnaire for each life cycle is as follows
(Table 2).

To detect defects, five detailed categories were made for the questionnaire at the
requirement analysis stage. Detailed categories for defect detection at the require-
ment analysis stage reflect customers’ requirements and confirm how the require-
ments are satisfied. The requirements are classified in order to confirm consistency.
Therefore, the detailed category consists of completeness, correctness, quality
attribute, and traceability. For other items, an investigation was made in order to

Table 2 Mobile applications questionnaire structure in design stage

Life
cycle

Detailed
category

Question purpose

Design Structure Questions asking whether the structure in the design phase is
clear, and whether integration and examination are easy

Data Questions asking whether data is initialized to precisely define
relation between modules (components)

Correctness Questions asking whether designing is carried out to satisfy
requirement

Standard and
traceability

Questions asking whether a standard process is used and
whether the requirement stage is traceable during design

Logic Questions asking whether there is no logical error

Interface Questions asking whether interface is precisely defined
Clearness Questions to ask whether consistency exists in product present

in the design phase and is clearly expressed
Robustness Questions asking whether processing in an exceptional situation

is considered
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confirm whether the specification was based on the planned form and schedule that
support the four-detailed category. Each detailed category is shown in Table 3.

The structure of the Defect detection questionnaire in the design stage is shown
in Table 4. The purpose of developing a detailed category is to confirm that cus-
tomer’s requirement in the design stage is well reflected, which is a prerequisite for
the requirement to be correctly reflected in the implementation stage. Therefore the
detailed categories were divided according to how clearly the module specification
in the design stage was defined both internally and externally. The category is
composed of structure, data, correctness, standard, traceability, logic, interface,
clearness and robustness.

The questionnaire structure in the coding stage is presented in Table 5. Classi-
fication of a detailed category confirms how the requirement is implemented reli-
ably as a function in the implementation stage after it has gone through design
stage.

When an error was identified by analyzing the relations between code interior
and exterior, the detailed category was classified based on standards confirming
how this error was detected and resolved.

The questionnaire structure in the test stage is presented in Table 6. The purpose
of the detailed category of the questionnaire is to confirm that the test is imple-
mented on schedule, and under the planned environment and standard. Another

Table 3 Mobile applications questionnaire structure in coding stage

Life
cycle

Detailed
category

Question purpose

Coding Method Question asking whether the function is completely realized in
implementation

Static
relation

Question asking whether error exists in the internal contents of code

Dynamic
relation

Question asking whether error is detected within connection of
outside device and the relevant file is managed

Table 4 Mobile Applications Questionnaire Structure in Test Stage

Life
cycle

Details Category Question purpose

Test Test plan Questions asking whether test environment and objectives are
planned by schedule

Correctness and
completeness

Questions asking whether guidelines and standard are clearly
defined for a precise and perfect test implementation

Standard and
traceability

Questions asking whether test is being implemented based on
requirements

Regression test Questions asking whether change and version of code are
differentiated and are modified

Resources and
schedule

Questions asking whether responsibilities and roles are
assigned based on a scheduled resource allocation
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purpose is to confirm whether the test result satisfies customers’ requirements and
whether correct responsibilities and roles are assigned based on a planned resource
allocation.

The actual questionnaire includes 17 requirements, 28 designs, 11 items for
coding and 26 tests. The surveyed person is required to answer the questions asking
whether the function works correctly with “Yes” or “No”. Even when the response
is “Yes”, a problem may occur later even if the function or standard asked exist.

Therefore, such cases were classified as a defect, and the ratio of the defect of the
relevant question against total defects for each question item was calculated.

3.3 Mobile Applications Data Analysis of Questionnaire
to Detect Defects

Among the question items in the defect detection questionnaire, there were items to
which developers commonly replied that there was a defect. These items were
classified separately. When these question items are classified according to life
cycle and category, they are as follows. The analysis of the questionnaire in which
defects existed in the requirement analysis stage is as follows. Each company was

Table 5 Mobile applications detected defects in requirements analysis stage

Category Question contents

Completeness 1. Is the written requirement described correctly in detail?
2. Was the basic algorithm defined to satisfy functional requirements?
3. Does software requirement specification include all the requirements of the
customer and system?
4. Was mutual confirmation of conformability with other requirements made?

Correctness 1. Is a consistent delivery of a specified error message possible?

Table 6 Mobile applications defects detected in design stage

Category Question contents

Data 1. Did you explain the content that was omitted in description of system data?
2. Was all the data defined properly and was initialized?

Correctness 1. Are reliability and performance requirements specified?
2. Did undefined or unnecessary data structure exist?
3. Did you consider all constraint items?
4. Can you analyze to decide required productivity, response time, and
correctness?
Can you implement this in design?
5. Can you verify in design stage?

Logic 1. Is there missing or incomplete logic?
Interface 1. Are all interfaces defined clearly?
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found to conduct design and implementation stages by specifying extracted
requirements. However, it has been discovered that even if the requirements change
and are functionalized, the task to check whether the intended functions are satisfied
seemed insufficient. According to the question results, most companies were found
to reuse the extracted requirements without modification. Therefore, methods to
extract the customer’s requirement and to confirm whether there are additional
changes in the requirement and to confirm whether the requirements are met are
required.

Defects detected in the requirement stage are more important than defects
detected in other development stages.

The defect ratio was 35% against the total, of which 25% was for completeness,
and 10% for correctness. Although defects were also identified in the design,
implementation and examination stages, it has been found out that that defects in
the requirement stage were responsible for the defects in the following stages.
Therefore, predicting defects and finding a solution in the initial stage of a project
would have a positive effect in terms of schedule, cost, and quality of the project.

The contents of the defect detection questionnaire in the design stage are as
follows. The design stage is a stage to systemize the extracted requirements so that
they are functionalized in the system.

From analyzing the questionnaire answers, it is possible to say that a defect
existed in the base structure for using the data in the design stage. Furthermore, in
order to predict the mutual relationship among modules, it is necessary to clearly
define the interface. The defect ratio in the design stage was 25% against the total
defects according to the analysis. Among this 25%, 10% was for correctness, 5% for
data, 5% for logic, and 5% for interface. The questionnaire for defects detected in
the design stage is shown in Table 7.

Defects in the coding stage were mainly functional errors that happen in a code.
However, as the products near delivery to customers as each stage are processed
after the coding stage, the companies analyzed the stages after coding in detail and
prepared alternatives. However, defects that resulted from the defects in the
requirement analysis and the design stage took up a large portion among defects in
the coding stage (Table 8).

The defect ratio in the coding stage was 15% out of total defects, among which
5% was for method, 5% for static relation, and 5% for dynamic relation [8, 9].

Table 7 Mobile applications defects items detected in coding stage

Category Question contents

Method 1. Is function associated with outside spec processed correctly?
2. Is the code re-useable by calling external reusability component or library
function?
3. Can you make one procedure by summarizing recursive code block?

Static relation 1. Is code documented in comment form for easy management?
Dynamic
relation

1. Is the existence of a file confirmed before accessing the file?
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The defect detection questionnaire in the coding stage is presented in Table 9.
In the test stage, defects were not applied with the tolerance limit and output

standard of the defect during testing.
The resource and human resource allocation and role assignment in planning the

test were not satisfactory.
According to the analysis, the defect ratio in the test stage was 25% out of total

defects, among which 10% was for completeness and correctness, 5% for standard
and traceability, 5% for revolution examination, and 5% for resources and schedule
[10–12].

3.3.1 Mobile Applications Hierarchical Decision-Making Structure

The decision-making structure and graded items in each stage are as below (Fig. 2).
The defect cause rating scale structure is divided into four stages (requirement

analysis, design, coding, test), and each stage has been further categorized in detail.
The rating scale is divided into six dimensions: Very Low (VL), Low (L),

Normal (N), High (H), Very High (VH), Extra High (EH). This means that, among
the six dimensions, priority increases as it nears EH, and the priority decreases
when as it approaches VL.

Table 8 Table of defect removal efficiency in mobile applications

Number (%) of defect found at
relevant S/W development step (E)

Number (%) of defect found at next
S/W development step (D)

Requirement 10 3
Design 15 3
Coding 5 1

Table 9 Size based software
metrics in mobile applications

Last project The present project

SL0C 40,000 120,620
Project cost 400,282,000 1,500,000,000
Effort (Man-Month) 55.2 381.6
Defect number 400 810
Project people 11 50

Defect cause RATING of requirement analysis step

Completeness(a11)
EH

Traceability(a14)
N

Correctness(a12)
VH

Quality Attribute(a13)
N

Etc.(a15)
VL

Fig. 2 Cause rating scale of defect in requirement analysis stage
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In the case of Fig. 3, at the requirement analysis stage, a rating scale was made
based on the weight of each item analyzed in 3.3. The result showed that the
completeness item had the most defects.

Therefore, completeness and correctness were found out to be greater causes of
defect than quality attribute and traceability.

It has been identified that the defect cause in the design stage of Fig. 4 was
correctness and completeness. The defect cause in coding stage of Fig. 5 was
method, and the defect cause in test stage of Fig. 6 was correctness and com-
pleteness, standard and traceability.

3.4 Mobile Applications Defect Trigger

There are many tools today that are used to define the relations among cost,
schedule, and quality. Among them, those that focus on the relations among defects
are quality models COCOMOII and COQUALMO, which are under extension and

Defect cause RATING of design phase

Structure(b11)
VL

Data(b12)
N

Standard and
Traceability(b14)

VL

Interface(b16)
N

Robustness(b18)
VL

Clearness(b17)
VL

Logic(b15)
N

Completeness and
Correctness(b13)

VH

Fig. 3 Cause rating scale of defect in design stage

Defect cause RATING of coding step

Method(c11)

VH

Static relation(c12)

L

Dynamic relation(c13)

N

Fig. 4 Defect cause rating scale in coding stage

Defect cause RATING of test step

Test plan(d11)
VL

Correctness and
Completeness (d12)

EH

Standard and 
Traceability(d13)

VH

Resource and 
Schedule(d15)

N

Regression 
test(d14)

L

Fig. 5 Defect cause rating scale in test stage
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further development at present. Among the two, especially COQUALMO focuses
on detecting and removing defects [13, 14].

A defect detection questionnaire was developed to ask questions of companies in
order to analyze defects. Therefore, the defects of each development stage were
detected, and the result was analyzed. Also, in order to prevent a defect, a defect
trigger based on the analysis of detected defects is presented.

The defect trigger distinguishes the different causes of defects and finds the
relation between defects, thereby revealing the cause of a defect. Therefore, defect
data must be used to complete a defect trigger. By using a defect trigger in a similar
project, it is possible to identify the relation between defects and predict possible
defects, which ultimately will be a useful tool for defect prevention.

In the previous Sect. 3.4, in order to design the defect trigger, the triggers items
of each development stage were presented according to a detailed category
explained in Sect. 3.1. The structure of the defect trigger is as follows.

By using a defect trigger, it is possible to analyze the causes of defects in all
previous stages (requirement analysis, design, coding and test stage).

According to the result of the analysis, identified the relation between defects
and software defect process.

The trigger about the relation between defects is as follows (Fig. 7).
Mobile applications defect of data category in the design stage is attributable to

the fact that the definition of the data content were not analyzed in detail in the
requirement analysis stage. In addition, as for defects involving correctness and
logic category, the error could not be passed on correctly, since the data contents
were lacking. The causes of defects in the correctness category are related to
completeness in the requirement analysis stage, and those in the logic category were
found to be related to the correctness category.

Because the conformability between requirements was not confirmed suffi-
ciently, the interface category could not be clearly defined. Therefore, it has been

Requirement analysis Design Coding

1.Completeness

4.Ttraceability

2.Correctness

3. Quality attribute

5. Etc

1.Structure 1.Method

2.Data
2. Static relationship

3. Correctness and
Completeness

3.Dynamic 
relationship4. Standard and 

Traceability

6.Interface

8. Robustness

Test

1. Test Plan

2. Correctness and
Completeness

3. Standard and
Traceability

5. Resource and Schedule

4. Regression test

7. Clarity

5.Logic

Fig. 6 Mobile applications structure of defect trigger
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analyzed that the completeness category of in the requirement stage to be the causes
of these defects.

The defects in the coding stage were caused by data in the design stage and
interfacing problems. The reason is that there is no detailed explanation about the
repetition codes and the relationship with external specification, and that the dis-
tinction of inter-relationships through interfacing is lacking. The causes of defect in
the dynamic relation category were found to be the inaccuracy in the design stage
due to insufficient consideration of restriction.

The defect causes of correctness and completeness category in the test stage
were due to insufficient consideration of documentation and constraint.

Therefore, the defect causes of the correctness and completeness category at the
coding stage were attributable to faults in the static and dynamic relation category.
The defect causes of the standard and traceability category resulted from faults in
the static relation category at the test stage, due to lacking documentation.

In conclusion, by removing defects in the completeness and correctness category
at the requirement stage, the defects of data, correctness, logic and interface can be
prevented at the design stage. In this regard, when expressing a causal relationship
in the trigger in a picture, it is as follows (Figs. 8, 9, 10 and 11) [15, 13].

Fig. 7 Association trigger between defects

MethodData

Requirement analysis Design Coding

Completeness

Correctness

Fig. 8 Mobile applications defect Trigger-1 of details category
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4 Effectiveness Analysis of Mobile Applications Defect
Trigger

We analyzed aspect that defect removal is achieved efficiently to analyze effec-
tiveness of defect trigger.

Also, we present effectiveness of introduction through if productivity improves
because defect of whole project is reduced through defect trigger.

4.1 Defect Removal Efficiency Analysis on Mobile
Applications

Purpose of Defect Trigger design improves quality of product and heighten
productivity.

Therefore, when we applied Defect Trigger in actuality project, we wish to apply
defect exclusion efficiency (Defect Removal Efficiency). To measure ability of
defect control activity.

After apply Defect Trigger, defect exclusion efficiency analysis investigated
defect number found at relevant S/W development step and defect number found at

MethodInterface

Requirement analysis Design Coding

Completeness

Correctness

Fig. 9 Mobile applications defect Trigger-2 of details category

Design

Completeness
Correctness and 
Completeness

Requirement analysisFig. 10 Defect Trigger-3 of
detailed category

Coding

Static relationship

Test

Correctness and 

Completeness

Standard and

Traceability

Fig. 11 Defect Trigger-4 of
detailed category
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next time step in terms of request analysis, design and coding stage. Production of
defect exclusion efficiency is as following. DRE = E(E + D).

E = Number of defect found at relevant S/W development step (e.g.: Number of
defect found at request analysis step).

D = Number of defect found at next S/W development step (e.g.: Defect number
that defect found at design step is responsible for defect of request analysis step).

Ideal value of DRE is 1, and this displays that any defect does not happen to S/W
[16].

5 Conclusions

In the context of this project, quality can be explained as following. A project
manager must estimate quality while a project is in procedure. The undisclosed
matrixes collected individually by a software engineer are integrated in order to
determine the project level. Although it is possible to measure various quality
elements with merely the collected data, it is also required to integrate the data in
order to determine the project level. The key task during the project is to measure
errors and defects, even though many quality measurements can be collected. The
matrix drawn from these measurements offers the standard of the effectiveness of
quality warranty and the control activity of individual and group software. In this
paper, we identify defects to produce reliable mobile software and analyze the
relationship among different defects among mobile applications. Another goal of
this paper is to design a defect trigger based on the findings. So when we archive
resembling project, we can forecast defect and prepare to solve defect by using
defect trigger. In implementing a similar project, using such triggers will help
produce a more reliable result in terms of cost, quality, and schedule of the entire
project by predicting the stages where defects occur and the contents of the defects.
In order to make this possible, further study is required on how this can be used to
enhance the COQUALMO defect reduction estimates by using the trigger infor-
mation. The direction of further study should be to develop a defect trigger
framework by providing detailed items of the defects, and to develop a system that
is capable of predicting defects by inputting major items on the mobile applications
and clouding computing.
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A New Hybrid Discrete Firefly Algorithm
for Solving the Traveling Salesman Problem

Abdulqader M. Mohsen and Wedad Al-Sorori

Abstract Firefly algorithm is a new meta-heuristic inspired by a natural phenom-

enon of fireflies’ flashing light. Firefly algorithm has been successfully applied to

solve several optimization problems. However, It still suffers from some drawbacks

such as easily getting stuck at local optima and slow speed of convergence. This

paper proposes a new hybrid variant of discrete firefly algorithm, called HDFA, to

solve traveling salesman problem (TSP). In the proposed improvement, the balance

between intensification and diversification is achieved by utilizing the local search

procedures, 2-opt and 3-opt, to improve searching performance and speed up the con-

vergence. In addition, the genetic algorithm operators, crossover and mutation, are

added to allow performance of both local and global search respectively. The valid-

ity of HDFA is verified by comparative experiments using eighteen TSP benchmark

instances from TSBLIB and compared to some well-known algorithms. Results in

the conducted experiments show that HDFA has significantly better performance

than the performance of compared algorithms for all instances in terms of solution

quality.

1 Introduction

The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is an optimization problem that was proposed

in the early 1930 s by Karl Menger, and later was promoted by Hassler Whitney and

Merrill Flood. Given a set of cities and the cost of traveling between each possible

pairs, TSP aims to find the best possible route to visit all cities and return to the start-

ing point with minimum traveling cost. The total number of possible routes covering

all n cities can be given as a set of feasible solutions equal to (n − 1)!∕2 [1].
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In 1972, Karp proved that TSP is an NP-hard problem (NP stands for nonde-

terministic polynomial time). TSP was used as a benchmark for many optimization

problems to find out the optimal solutions with minimum cost [2]. All known exact

methods for TSP such as dynamic programming are time consuming and require an

exponentially increasing amount of time; which takes an order of O(n22n) [3]. This

motivated researchers to develop various meta-heuristic algorithms [4].

Firefly Algorithm (FA) is a swarm based meta-heuristic algorithm introduced by

yang in 2008. FA was inspired by tropical fireflies’ communication system in which

fireflies using flashing light to attract mating partners. Like other swarm based meta-

heuristic algorithms, FA was initially developed to solve continuous optimization

problems then transferred to solve different optimization problems from different

fields. FA success attracted researchers’ attention to make more improvements on

the basic FA structure which resulted in introducing several variants as shown in

surveys [5, 6]. Most of these variants went to hybridize FA with other techniques.

Hybridization of FA with other algorithms may increase the chances of finding good

quality solutions compared with the original FA. For solving the continuous opti-

mization problems, FA was hybridized with different methods such as Rampriya et

al. [7], Farahani et al. [8], Abdullah et al. [9], Rajini and David [10], and Yang and

Deb [11]. For combinatorial problems, FA also looks to be a promising algorithm

for solving problems from this category such as scheduling and TSP. Thus, different

methods were hybridized with FA to improve its performance.

To solve TSP, FA was adapted and hybridized with different methods. For exam-

ple, an evolutionary discrete firefly algorithm (EDFA) was introduced, by Jati and

Suyanto [12], in which mutation and selection operations were incorporated with

FA. EDFA suffered from the drawback of trapping in local optima in some of its

instances. Then Saraei et al. gained good results somewhat by integrating greedy

approach with FA but it took long time to obtain the optimality [13]. Zhou introduced

a multi-population FA with k-opt algorithm, called MDFA, [14, 15]. He proved that

MDFA outperformed the previous FA variant named EDFA in terms of convergence

rate and solution accuracy. In spite of using small-scale data sets to prove its superior-

ity, MDFA still suffers from trapping in local optima. Motivated by this, we proposed

a new discrete FA variant to solve TSP in such a way that FA was hybridized with

two genetic operators i.e. mutation and crossover and two local search procedures i.e.

2-opt and 3-opt. The crossover and mutation operators were incorporated to strike a

good trade-off between diversification and intensification and therefore to overcome

the FA limitations of stagnation and getting stuck in the local optima. Meanwhile,

2-opt and 3-opt were added to speed up the convergence.

In addition to this section, this paper was organized as follows. Section 2 provides

an overview for the paper key concepts such as the basic FA, Discrete FA variant and

crossover and mutation operators. Section 3 presents the proposed algorithm, HDFA,

in details. Section 4 shows and discusses the experimental results. Section 5 draws

the conclusions and summarizes some possible future works.
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2 Preliminaries

In the following subsections, we briefly describe paper’s key concepts i.e. the firefly

algorithm, FA discrete variant, crossover and mutation operators.

2.1 Firefly Algorithm

A new swarm based meta-heuristic algorithm called firefly algorithm was proposed

by Xin-She Yang [16, 17]. FA was inspired by the fireflies’ communication system

using the flashing light. It exploits the inverse-square law for light intensity in which

the intensity I is inversely proportional to the square of the distance from the light

source taking into account the intensity reduction due to the medium absorption.

Basic FA flow can be summarized as the following steps:

Step1. (Population Initialization): Generate initial population of fireflies ran-

domly considering all values from the possible range of values to ensure a wide

variety of solutions.

Step 2. (Evaluating Fireflies): Calculate the light intensity I for each firefly in the

population and evaluate that firefly according to the fitness function. Light intensity

I(xi) of firefly i at position xi is proportional to the value of its fitness function I(xi) ∝
f (xi), light intensity varies according to Eq. 1:

I = I0 exp− 𝛾r2, (1)

where I0 indicates the source of light intensity, whilst 𝛾 represents the fixed light

absorption coefficient.

Step 3. (Population Updating): Generate a new brighter firefly for each firefly in

the population according to the attractiveness between them. The attractiveness is

proportional to the light intensity and is defined as shown in Eq. 2:

𝛽 = 𝛽0 exp− 𝛾r2, (2)

where 𝛽0 is the attractiveness at distance r = 0. The movement from firefly i toward

firefly j can be computed as shown in Eq. 3:

xt+1i = xti + 𝛽0 exp− 𝛾r2ij(x
t
j − xti ) + 𝛼𝜖

t
i , (3)

where 𝛼 is a randomization parameter, 𝜖
t
i is a vector of random numbers at iteration

t and 𝛾 is the light absorption coefficient. The Cartesian Distance between the two

fireflies i and j at positions xi and xj is denoted by rij. This distance is calculated

according to Eq. 4:

dij =∥ xi − xj ∥=

√
√
√
√

k=N∑

k=1
(xik − xkj)2, (4)
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where 𝛼0 is an initial randomness factor that is reduced gradually to ensure the proper

algorithm convergence.

Step 4. (Find the Current Best Firefly): Determine the current best firefly among

all fireflies in the population at iteration t.
Step 5. (Termination Criterion Checking): Repeat steps 2, 3 and 4 until the

required number of iterations or the optimal solution is reached.

Return the global best firefly x∗ among all fireflies in the population.

2.2 Discrete Firefly Algorithm for TSP

FA was adapted to solve TSP where each firefly is represented as a permutation of all

cities in the tour. To represent the fireflie’s movement, Zhou et al. adapted FA with

the k-opt move [15] in which the distance between two fireflies i and j was calculated

using the Hamming Distance (HD).

The same movement idea was also used with improved bat algorithm (IBA) [18].

As such, each firefly i will move from one position xi − 1 to a new position xi at

iteration t according to Eqs. 5 or 6:

xti = 2 − opt(xti − 1), (5)

xti = 3 − opt(xti − 1), (6)

This movement is controlled by the light intensity value of the fireflies. The light

intensity I is computed using Eq. 7:

Ii = random(1, rij), rij = HD(xti , x
∗) (7)

where Ii is the light intensity of the firefly i that will be randomly selected from 1 to

rij. rij is the Hamming Distance between firefly i and the best firefly in the population

j. According to the light intensity value, each firefly will perform either short or long

move using 2-opt and 3-opt local search procedures respectively as shown in Eqs. 5

and 6.

2.3 Crossover Operator

Crossover operator is used by genetic algorithm to recombine two solutions to get

a better solution. Thus, it is an effective operation to exploit the solutions of search

space for local search. In the literature, different types of crossover operators were

introduced in [19]. One of which is the partially matched crossover (PMX) that is

widely used for problems with permutation representation such as TSP. In PMX, two

solutions from the population are selected as parents and then two crossover points

are chosen randomly from the two selected solutions. The part of solutions between
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the two crossover points gives a matching selection, called swab, which affects cross

through position-by-position exchange operations. For example, given the following

two parents:

P1: 1 2 3 ∣ 4 5 6 7 ∣ 8 9

P2: 4 5 2 ∣ 1 8 7 6 ∣ 9 3

Then the two generated offspring when applying PMX crossover are:

O1: 4 2 3 ∣ 1 8 7 6∣ 5 9

O2: 1 8 2 ∣4 5 6 7 ∣ 9 3

The step by step process of PMX crossover is illuminated in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: PMX crossover algorithm for TSP problem

1 Select the start crossover point cp1 randomly in the range [0 , num_of _cities − 1];

2 cp2 =(cp1 + current_lightintensity)%(number_of _cities − 1);
3 parent1=x*;

4 parent2=xi;
5 Copy the swab, i.e., the region between cp1 and cp2, from parent1 into the first offspring;

6 for each index i in the swab do
7 if parent2[i] ≠ offspring[i] then
8 add parent2[i] to the set Elements;

9 for each item e in Elements do
10 Find index i of e in parent2;

11 Find the item e’ in parent1 in index i;

12 Find e’ in parent2 and its index k;

13 if index k in parent2 is in the swab then
14 e=e’;

15 go to 10;

16 else
17 offspring[j]= e;

18 Fill all the remaining positions of the first offspring from parent2.

19 Analogously, go to 5 to create second child using parent1=xi and parent2=x*;

2.4 Mutation Operator

Mutation operator is also used by genetic algorithm to maintain the diversity of

the population and prevent the solutions in the next generation from converging to

local minima. In mutation, each solution in the population may modified to produce

new solution with a given probability of mutating. Adding mutation operator to FA

may cause the fireflies positions to be different from their parent positions and thus

explore new areas in the search space. The interchanging mutation (IM) was com-

monly used for problems with permutation representation such as TSP. To explore

new possible solutions, IM is applied for TSP by selecting two positions of two cities

randomly, in the tour, for exchange to produce new different solution. The main steps

of IM are shown in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2: Algorithmic steps of interchanging mutation operator for TSP

problem

1 begin
2 Step1: For solution Xi, select two cities, m1 and m2, in the solution at random;

3 Step2: Swap Xi(m1) and Xi(m2);
4 Step3: Return new mutated solution X

′

i ;

5 end

3 Hybrid Discrete Firefly Algorithm for TSP (HDFA)

In this section, a new hybrid discrete FA, called HDFA, is introduced. The main pur-

pose of HDFA is to overcome the shortcomings of firefly algorithm mentioned above

by adding components from other algorithms. Two local search procedures i.e., 2-

opt and 3-opt are introduced to speed up the convergence. In addition, crossover and

mutation operators of genetic algorithm are combined to achieve a balance between

diversification and intensification. Thus, HDFA can maintain the diversity of the

population and alleviates the occurrence of premature convergence. HDFA has 8

steps summarized as follows.

Step 1. Parameters Initialization: Initialize HDFA parameters to control its per-

formance. These parameters are the light intensity (brightness), population size,

crossover rate and the mutation rate.

Step 2. Population Initialization: Generate initial population of fireflies randomly

considering all values from the possible range of values to ensure a wide variety of

solutions.

Step 3. Computing the Light Intensity: Calculate the light intensity for each fire-

fly in the population by firstly determining its HD from the current global best solu-

tion and then by choosing its light intensity Ii as a random number in the range

between 1 and HD according to Eq. 8:

Ii = rand[1,HD(xti , x
∗)] (8)

Step 4. Crossover: Apply the crossover operator between the global best firefly

position x∗ and the current firefly position xi. After crossing, the fitness of current

firefly position xi is compared with the positions of the two offspring produced by

crossover to select the best one as the new firefly position x′i .
Step 5. Local Search: For each firefly i, create a new better firefly position

x′i by moving it toward the brightest one j according to their light intensity and

the attractiveness between them. In this step, if the light intensity is small, i.e.,

Ii ≤ number_of _cities∕2, apply 2-opt procedure; otherwise, apply 3-opt procedure.

Calculate the fitness function of the new firefly accordingly.
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Step 6. Mutation: To increase the diversity, apply the mutation operator for each

firefly in the population with a probability equals to a predefined mutation rate. In

this process, if a random number in the range [0, 1] is less than the mutation rate, the

algorithm alters the firefly position xi by exchanging the content of two bits, in that

firefly, selected randomly and keeps the other bits unchanged. Calculate the fitness

function of the new firefly accordingly.

Step 7. Finding the global best solution: Determine the current global best firefly

among all fireflies in the population at iteration t.
Step 8. Termination Criterion Checking: If optimal solution or the maximum

number of iterations is reached, return the global best firefly; otherwise, repeat steps

3–7. The pseudocode and the steps of HDFA are presented in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3: Hybrid Discrete Firefly Algorithm(HDFA)

1 begin
2 Input:objective function f (x);
3 Output: the best solution x∗;

4 t=0;

5 Initialize the population p : X = x1, x2, ...., xn ;

6 for i = 1 to No_of_fireflies do /* For each firefly in p */
7 Calculate the objective function f (xi) for firefly position xi of firefly i;
8 Light intensity Ii at xi is determined by f (xi);
9 Find the current best firefly x∗

10 end
11 while termination criterion not reached do
12 for i=1 to No_of_fireflies do
13 crossover(xi,x∗)
14 for j=1 to No_of_fireflies do
15 if Ii>Ij then
16 Compute the attractiveness According to Eq. 8;

17 Move firefly i from position xi toward position xj;
18 According to Eqs. 5 and 6;

19 end
20 end
21 if rand < mutation_rate then
22 Mutate(xi)
23 end
24 end
25 Evaluate the current firefly position xi;
26 Find the current best position x∗ among all fireflies;

27 t=t+1 ; /* t is the iteration number */
28 end
29 Output the best tour x∗ from all fireflies in the population;

30 end
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4 Experimental Results

Two different experiments were conducted to evaluate the proposed algorithm,

HDFA, using different symmetric TSP standard instances, with different length

obtained from TSPLIB (http://comopt.ifi.uni-heidelberg.de/software/TSPLIB95/).

All of them were run over Intel core-i5 machine. Experimental results for each tested

TSP instance were compared with the optimal values in TSPLIB as well as in the

literature according to the best, average, percentage deviation of best solution and

the percentage deviation of the average solution. The results for each instance were

collected after running both experiments ten times. HDFA was initialized with a

population of 50 fireflies, 100 maximum number of iterations, 1.0 crossover rate and

0.5 mutation rate.

In the first experiment, three firefly variants with different strategies were devel-

oped to evaluate the proposed firefly algorithm. The first one is called FA-opt in

which the standard discrete firefly algorithm was hybridized with 2-opt and 3-opt, the

second one is called FA-opt-xover in which the crossover was added to FA-opt, and

the third one is called by HDFA in which the mutation was added to FA-opt-xover.

These variants were evaluated and compared using 12 symmetric TSP instances.

With respect to the best solution, it can be seen from Table 1 that both FA-opt-

xover and FA-opt attained similar results to the optimal solution in the following

instances (eil51, berlin52, St70, Eil76, kroA100, kroB100, kroC100 and kroe100).

However, FA-opt-xover outperformed FA-opt in three instances (pr136, krob200 and

pr439). In terms of the average solution, FA-opt-xover outperformed FA-opt in five

of the tested instances and gained identical results with three instances. The rea-

son behind that is referred to the adoption of crossover operator which exploits the

detected promising solutions to speed up the learning capability of the algorithm.

Compared to FA-opt-xover with respect to the best solution, HDFA achieved as the

optimal solution for all instances whereas FA-opt-xover failed to obtain such solu-

tions in three instances (pr136, pr299 and pr439). In terms of finding the average

solution over the ten runs, both algorithms, FA-opt-xover and HDFA, were iden-

tical only in one instance (berlin52). HDFA significantly achieved better solutions

than FA-opt-xover for the remaining 11 instances, in ten of which HDFA gained the

optimal solution. This superiority of HDFA may be because the introduction of the

mutation operator maintains the diversity of algorithm’s population, explores new

possible regions of the search space and prevents the algorithm from being trapped

into local optima.

The performance of HDFA is significantly better than the other variants, FA-opt

and FA-opt-xover. It was superior in terms of solution quality with a percentage

deviation of best solution PDbest of 0.000%, 0.103% and 0.071% for HDFA, FA-

opt and FA-opt-xover respectively. In a similar vein, HDFA is superior in terms of

solution quality with a percentage deviation of the average solution PDavg of 0.003%,

0.338% and 0.249% respectively.

http://comopt.ifi.uni-heidelberg.de/software/TSPLIB95/
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In the second experiment, HDFA, was compared with a well-known discrete

bat algorithms (DBA) [20] and discrete firefly algorithm DFA [21] using 18 sym-

metric TSP instances. Table 2 shows the comparison of HDFA to DBA and DFA

with respect to the best and average solution. It could be seen that HDFA outper-

formed DBA and DFA in terms of the ability of reaching the optimum solution in

all instances with respect to the best found solution. In terms of average solution,

HDFA reached the optimum solution in most of the instances (eil51, berlin52, st70,

eil76, eil101, kroA100, kroB100, kroC100, krod100, kroe100, pr107, pr124, pr136,

pr144, pr152 and pr264). For the remaining two instances, pr299 and pr439, HDFA

was able to obtain close to optimum solution.

The performance of HDFA is competitive when compared to other existing meta-

heuristic algorithms such as DBA and DFA. HDFA is superior in terms of solution

quality with a percentage deviation of best solution PDbest of 0.000%, 0.004% and

0.727% for HDFA, DBA and DFA respectively. In the same vein, HDFA is superior

in terms of solution quality with a percentage deviation of the average solution PDavg
of 0.002%, 0.113% and 2.212% respectively.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a new variant of FA called hybrid discrete firefly algorithm, HDFA,

was proposed to solve TSP. In HDFA the local search procedures, 2-opt and 3-opt,

were used to speed up the convergence, the crossover operator was used to help

FA to exploit the current search region efficiently and mutation operator was used to

increase the diversity of the fireflies in the population. The experimental study proved

that HDFA outperformed the performance of both DBA and DFA in terms of find-

ing the optimal/sub-optimal solution(s) in the most of tested TSP instances. Over-

all, HDFA is a promising one and has demonstrated a great performance. Results

emphasis strongly that HDFA can be used to solve large-scale TSP instances and,

consequently, solve more complex optimization problems in the real world applica-

tions.
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Empowering MOOCs Through Course
Certifying Agency Framework

Yeong-tae Song, Yuanqiong Wang and Yongik Yoon

Abstract The arrival of Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) was hailed by
many learners around the globe. More universities are willing to offer their top
notch professor’s courses as MOOC. However, when utilizing the knowledge from
MOOCs, learners need to go through a number of hurdles—getting course com-
pletion certification (MS Global Learning Consortum: An example of LIP acces-
sibility information, IMS Global Learning Consortium Inc., 2001, [10]) from
various providers, get recognition of the knowledge level of a MOOC in the related
domain, and make it searchable for various purposes. In this paper, we propose a
MOOC course certifying agency framework, which merges learners’ profiles from
various MOOC providers so consolidated profiles are available in one place.
Standards such as IMS LIP and Dublin Core (Feigenbaum and Prud’Hommeaux in
SPARQL by example: a tutorial, Cambridge Semantics, 2011, [5]) are adopted and
expanded to describe relate MOOC course profiles, learner profiles, learning goals,
and related skill sets. It enables matching of qualified learner profiles for a job
position and/or to identify a set of related MOOC course profiles for some learning
goal. The potential employers look for a matching skill set from converged learner
profiles through the agency. Each skill for the position goes through a mapping
procedure with a corresponding MOOC course profile. After mapping skills to
corresponding MOOCs, the framework searches for the converged profiles. The
result is the list of learners who match or almost match a given job description.
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1 Introduction

The introduction of Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) enables vast amount of
openly-accessible knowledge sets from many traditional universities. Since its
introduction, more than 4200 openly-accessible and college-level courses (from 500
+ Universities) have emerged from course providers such as Coursera, Udacity,
and edX [18].

MOOCs are beginning to become highly visible and endorsed by many major
top-tier universities. The American Council on Education (ACE), an organization
that advises college presidents on policy, has gone so far as to endorse five MOOCs
from Coursera for credit and is currently reviewing more from Udacity [1, 32]. No
longer are MOOCs plagued by the stigma that they no longer offer the quality of
education provided by typical university classroom settings.

However, despite the increase in course quality now being seen in MOOCs,
these courses offer knowledge in a vast variety of formats and learning pedagogies
[3]. Learning material pertinent to a learner’s professional development often
resides in a variety of locations and is highly disorganized. With learners no longer
engaging in traditional learning pedagogies and the weight of accomplishments in
the e-learning community no longer easily discerned, several problems have
emerged that our approach aims to solve:

• Learners desire to retrieve available courses relevant to their own learning goals
potentially in a proper sequence to best achieve their learning goals from a
distributed set of MOOC providers and their courses

• There is no way currently to track learners’ accumulation of knowledge from
different MOOC providers under a single authoritative agency who will facili-
tate management of this information

• There is lack of agreement among MOOC providers on the approaches or
standards to facilitate managing this information

Udacity, Coursera, and edX now claim over 24 million students by EdSur-
geNews (https://www.edsurge.com/news/2015-09-08-udacity-coursera-and-edx-
now-claim-over-24-million-students). Without solving the above problems, the
knowledge to be gained from completion of these courses represents viable skill
sets that may go completely unrecognized once these learners enter the job market.
Therefore, having access to a knowledge base of their skill sets could benefit both
employers and the students themselves.

Ideally, a MOOC learner should be able to retrieve courses from a variety of
MOOC providers where they present a certifiable proof upon successful completion
of the course so that the knowledge gained from the MOOC course can be mapped
to some kind of skill set that can be recognized by a potential employer or any other
entity of interest.

Our approach aims to build a framework that will allow for learners to easily
retrieve courses relevant to their specific learning goals in a proper sequence that
best suits their learning preferences. The information about successfully completed
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courses from all MOOC providers will be tracked by an over-arching authority and
be searchable by employers looking for employees to fill available job descriptions
that require the skill sets may be satisfied by the completed courses.

The rest of the paper will discuss the components of this framework listed as
follows:

Section 2 discusses related work and applicable standards for learner profile and
course profile, Sect. 3. illustrates learner profile model, Sect. 4 illustrates course
profile model, Sect. 5 describes all the constituent components in the proposedmodel,
Sect. 6 briefly describes typical scenarios, and finally Sect. 7 provides conclusions.

2 Relevant Works

MOOC is an educational delivery method that is gaining acceptance in academic
circles as an alternative to the traditional instructor led, classroom delivery method.
These online courses typically involve videos of lectures combined with interactive
assessments [30] while encouraging student collaboration and use of social net-
working applications. MOOCs combine the connectivity of social networking with
the facilitation of an expert in an online, resource rich, environment [15]. The focus
on the connectivity of these courses necessitates their scalability and in this case
massive truly means massive with enrollments reaching the thousands in a single
offering [19]. One important benefit of these courses is that, while they are many
times taught by world renowned professors and at highly esteemed institutions, they
are typically free of charge. This can be especially beneficial for learners who are
lack of funding resources while trying to improve their skill sets to advance their
careers. For example, Garrido [8] reported that MOOC has been used for profes-
sional development in Colombia, the Philippines, and South Africa. Like any recent
innovation, MOOCs are evolving rapidly to suit the needs of both providers and
students. As such, MOOC’s final form and value has yet to be determined, but the
opportunity presented by the MOOC format is attracting a great deal of attention
[7].

There are many reasons that the popularity of MOOCs is increasing. With the
cost of education rising faster than that of healthcare, MOOC has advantages for
students in that they are available anywhere and at no charge [7, 14]. The only
prerequisite for the courses is an Internet connection and interest in learning the
material. Many students look upon these classes as a way to see if they are inter-
ested in a subject without having to pay [22]. If the course is too difficult or not
interested in the material anymore, they simply stop attending. The student does not
have to worry about a failing grade or an incomplete and is not bound by a financial
investment in the course that will be lost by not completing it. It is also important to
note that many MOOCs do not list a set of outcomes for qualification of success;
students who drop out of the course may have achieved the educational goal they
were pursuing by acquiring the desired knowledge [13]. In this case, success or
failure of the course is determined by the student’s goal and not a syllabus. Thus, a
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reason for the increasing popularity of the MOOC format is that they present low
risk to the student and therefore learning can take place at even a modest interest
level [4]. MOOCs are also taught in small chunked lessons that include information
and assessments. This chunking of information creates a fast turnaround time
between learning a concept and performing the assessment activity [19]. Classroom
based courses often feature an hour long lecture and the students are sent home to
practice the skills they learned. With the MOOC format the professor typically
lectures for a short time then the students perform an assessment, followed by
another short lecture and assessment. Assessment activities are designed to
encourage learners to be socially active and to pose questions, work through
problems, and discuss class topics using social media. This social learning lets the
students support and learn from one another.

For the providing institution, they have the ability to attract large numbers of
students and crossing national borders. This widespread exposure helps to increase
the institution’s global awareness and notoriety. Some professors and institutions
have recognized that MOOC is an opportunity to take their class worldwide and
attract students that would be otherwise unavailable due to geographic or financial
factors. Institutions are also using MOOCs as a means of attracting students in the
fields of engineering and computer science to their programs [25].

While this growth in popularity is demonstrative of the opportunity that MOOCs
may represent, many academics still doubt the effectiveness of the MOOC format
[15, 22]. They point out several weaknesses, one of which is the logistics and
preparation involved in teaching a class of thousands. Some professors have stated
that preparing for a MOOC becomes a fulltime job by itself. Personalized attention
is not feasible when classes get that large and even though they spent many hours
preparing many professors feel that the students are being short changed by the
class [16, 26]. Moreover, students learn in very different ways and not all learning
styles can be accommodated in a MOOC [23]. Complex concepts are another
problem in that they are difficult to convey even when working in small groups.
Some professors who have taught MOOCS have stated that they felt the need to
decrease the rigor of the material [28]. The largest recognized evidence that the
MOOCs are not as effective as traditional classes is the high percentage of students
who do not complete the course [12]. Many professors see this large drop in
participation as evidence that MOOCs are not as effective as a traditional classroom
based courses [18]. The level of attrition is higher than that of traditional classes and
had been shown to be as much as 80%. In one class, 150 thousand students reg-
istered and only 20 thousand finished. While 20 thousand students completing an
offering of a single class is impressive it is still a decline of roughly 87%. In 2015, a
two-year study by Harvard and MIT [9] reported about 57% of the participants
stated intention to obtain a certificate from MOOC class, and among the 43% who
was unsure or did not intend to earn a certificate, 8% of them eventually did. In
addition, they claimed “increase and formalize the flow of pedagogical innovations
to and from residential courses” as one of the future directions for improving the
retention rate for MOOC.
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Most professors recognize MOOCs as another tool that can be used to convey
information, while MOOC delivery format still needs refinement [2]. Some iden-
tified areas where improvement would be beneficial are assessment and certifica-
tion. Providers and instructors have moved quickly to try to address these
weaknesses. Assessments have been improved and even automated; classes taught
as MOOCs have had their curriculum aligned with the classroom version in the
hope of making the classes comparable. Recent studies have shown students who
successfully complete these MOOC courses have no significant difference in later
performance than students who complete traditional courses [24]. In one study,
students who completed their introductory computer science course through a
MOOC were shown to pass more and fail fewer classes than those who completed
the face-to-face class. Certification and accreditation of MOOCs could be consid-
ered the next step in their evolution. Although, early MOOCs were non-credit or
certification courses, many providers including Udacity and Coursera have recog-
nized the need for a verification of completion of the course and are even offering
levels of competency such as “Highest Distinction”. Thus, providers are able to
certify student achievement. Many professors who either have just finished or are in
the process of teaching their first MOOCs have stated in a survey that some
MOOCS should be counted as regular classes for credits [27, 28]. In February 2013,
the American Council on Education (ACE) recommended that its members provide
transfer credit from a few MOOC courses [15]. However, majority of the univer-
sities are still not accepting it.

3 Learner Profile Model

Currently there is no standardized learner profile format for MOOC providers so it
is difficult to combine the content of the learner information and their completed
course information from various MOOC providers. There are two competing
standards in industry—IMS Learner Information Profile (LIP) and IEEE Personal
And Private Information (PAPI). In our approach, we mainly followed IMS LIP and
its XML schema format to represent the converged learner profile and course
completion information. In IMS LIP, there are 11 core structures to describe a
learner such as identifications, security keys, transcripts, goals, qualifications, cer-
tifications and licenses (QCL), activities, interest, competency, relationship, affili-
ation and accessibility [11, 12]. We have added course related attributes to represent
course completion information that should come from various MOOC providers’
sites:

• Learner: < Identification (Full Name, Email Address)>, <Learning Goal>,
<QCL>, Activity (MOOC Completion Status)

• Courses *: <Course title> <Course Category>, <Completion Status>, <Date
of completion>, <Completion Status (Type of Certificate such as highest dis-
tinction)>, <Course content provider>, and <MOOC Provider>.
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The main purpose of conforming to industry standard such as IMS LIP for the
learner profile is to make the system interoperable with other systems e.g. con-
verging learner information from various MOOC providers’ sites. IMS LIP spec-
ification also defines a set of packages in XML that can be used to import data into
and extract data from IMS compliant learning management systems. A partial
screenshot of the XML learner profile is shown in the Fig. 1.

4 Course Profile Model

In our proposed approach, we have followed an industry metadata standard - Dublin
Core (DC) to represent the course content elements for the course profile. The main
purpose of using Dublin Core is to create simple descriptive records for all the
MOOC courses. DC elements describe the resources in the networked environment
in an effective and interoperable way. It has fifteen “core” elements as shown in
Fig. 2 [5]. We have used the following elements to express the course profile
contents: title, description, creator, creator organization, type, audience, publisher,
identifier, format, typical learning time, workload, category, difficulty level, lan-
guage and cost. The only added element is ‘cost’ that we used to describe the price
value of the courses. Figure 3 shows our Course Profile in XML format.

Fig. 1 A part of converged learner profile in XML format
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5 Proposed Framework Components

The Course Certifying Agency (CCA) framework consists of various software
module components and persistent data storage. Our persistent data storage options
utilizes XML technology. The course profiling module continuously monitors
newly available MOOCs and populates course profile attributes in an XML data
file. Merging Learner profile module will update a learner profile when new course
completion information for the learner is available from a MOOC provider.

Fig. 2 The Dublin Core

Fig. 3 Course profile in Dublin Core format
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The CCA will gathered data from distributed MOOC providers into both
Merging Learner Profile module and the Course Profiling module. The converged
learner profile may be queried by the learners to check their converged profile for
their converged MOOC completion information. Learners provide their learning
goals to the Learning Goal Mapper to get a list of MOOCs that can help satisfy their
learning goals. The course completion information from the learners may be useful
for potential employers who are looking for employees with some desired skill set.
The desired skill set may be interpreted into a set of relevant MOOC courses by the
Skill set—Course mapper. The resulting MOOC courses will be utilized in
searching a learner’s profile that has corresponding MOOC course completion
information, which can be done by the Learner Profile Mapper as in the Fig. 4.

5.1 Virtuoso RDF Triple Store

The central component used for the distributed learner profile will be an RDF store
running an instance of OpenLink Virtuoso Universal Server [31]. The Virtu-
oso RDF Triple Store will house RDF graphs for two ontologies that are direct
OWL representations of our Course Profile and Learning Profile models described
in Sect. 2 [12]. Using the SPARQL query [6, 26] engine that is built into the
OpenLink Virtuoso RDF Triple Store server, we will be able to query the graph for

Learner
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Fig. 4 Course certifying agency architecture
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relationships from various MOOC providers to find the courses most relevant to the
learner’s learning goals or to query learners’ profiles for finding best matches with
desired skill sets. Additionally, using the built-in OWL inference properties that are
possible with Virtuoso, we can expand our queries to result in more related
resources in certain ways other than key words. In this case, RDFS and OWL object
properties may be included for consideration in the expanded query [16, 17]. For
the following examples, URIs will be prefixed per W3C guidelines for the purpose
of readability. The two graphs representing our ontologies that model the Learner
Profile and Course Profile will be prefixed as “CP:” and “LP:”, respectively. “CP:”
is a shortened reference name for a URI with a Universal Resource Identifier
(URI) such as <http://cp.towson.edu/CourseProfile/CourseProfile.owl>. For the
given ontology, properties can be created to describe the relationships between the
courses such as CP:isPrerequisteOf and CP:isCorequisiteOf or their inverse prop-
erties CP:hasPrerequisite and CP:hasCorequisite, respectively, for a graph prefixed
per W3C guidelines as CP [20]. Among many other APIs for RDF data sets,
dotnetRDF (http://www.dotnetrdf.org/) was chosen for the manipulation of the
proposed data sets. It is an open source.Net API that allows for manipulation of our
RDF data sets in a programmatic way. Additionally, the API allows for the
parameterized construction of SPARQL queries against the Virtuoso RDF Triple
Store [17, 29].

5.2 Course Profiler

A Course Profiler component will perform all duties pertaining to the maintenance
of the course information made available from MOOC providers online and con-
verged within the Course Certifying Agency.

5.2.1 Access of MOOC Provider Course Listings via RESTful API

As MOOC providers continue to engage in trending web technologies, it is possible
to access course listing for easy integration of our CCA platform via a
RESTful API. As an example, the Twitter API documentation provides a RESTful
web method “GET statuses/retweets/:id”. This method allows users with authen-
tication tokens to substitute an appropriate ID for a given tweet and have up to the
first 100 retweets of said tweet returned via JSON format. If such an API were
available from MOOC providers, the returned data in JSON format could be
packaged via a data manipulation factory class and converted with dotnetRDF into
triples nodes representing the subject, predicate, and object of a triples statement
and submit it to Virtuoso for insertion into the RDF triple store.
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5.2.2 Parsing HTML of MOOC Course Search

With RESTful APIs such as “MOOC LIST (https://www.mooc-list.com/tags/rest-
apis)”, one can mine course data of MOOC provider sites using HttpWebRequests
to perform actions against a web site as if it were being performed from a browser.
Once this request has been returned to the agent that has spawned the request, the
results are handled and parsed.

5.3 Course Profile Mapper

5.3.1 Mapping to Triples Format

The Course Mapper component will interpret the raw data gathered either via JSON
or HTML parsing and package the data into RDF triples representing the abbre-
viated list of Course Profile properties defined in Table 1 below.

The Course Profile structure example in the Table 1 is the example of triple
subject-predicate-object statement that we use to define a course listing. In this
example a course listing is characterized with a unique identifying integer value that
is independent of the MOOC that is originated from our converged profile system.
As can be seen, the predicates of these course profile triple statements refer directly
to the Dublin Core RDF specification indicated by the prefix “dc:” which is rep-
resented in whole by the URI <http://purl.org/dc/elements/1.1/>. This is done to
remain in accordance with our standards declared in Sect. 2.

Table 1 Course profile properties and course profile structure (partial example) in RDF triples
format

IEEE LOM/DC
standards
element

MOOC
courses
elements

Subject Predicate Object

Title Course
name with
IDs

<CP:1> <dc:title> <Agile
methodology>

Description Course
overview

<CP:1> <dc:description> <Introduction to
Agile
methodology>

Creator Instructor <CP:1> <dc:creator> <James Bond>
Creator
Organization

Academic
Institution

<CP:1> <dc:
creatorOrganization>

<Towson
university>

Publisher MOOC
provider
name

<CP:1> <dc:publisher> <Coursera>
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5.3.2 Insert Mapped RDF Triples in Triple Store

dotnetRDF has the ability to designate a set of triples as part of a specific graph. In
this instance, as mentioned earlier, the triples mapped using the course mapper will
be placed in the CP graph. Figure 5 displays some example code displaying the
direct manipulation of triples in a specific graph using the dotnetRDF API and a
sample query result is shown in the Fig. 6.

The ontology for Course Profile is defined by owl using Protégé as shown in the
Fig. 7 [20, 21].

Fig. 5 Code example utilizing dotnetRDF API

PREFIX

PREFIX

CP:
<http://cp.towson.edu/cp/courseprofile.owl>

LP:
<http://lp.towson.edu/lp/learnerprofile.owl
>

SELECT ?learner_email ?course_id

WHERE { ?course_id CP:hasPreRequisite  
CP:Software_Engineering;

LP:hasLearner 

?learner_email;

LP:hasTakenCoure CP:272 . }

Course_id Learner_email

720 K1@fakeemail.com

892 K2@fakeemail.com

700 syt@fakeemail.com

Endpoint

Fig. 6 Example SPARQL query for proposed SPARQL endpoint
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5.4 Learner Profiler

Learner Profiler component will perform maintenance regarding the learner’s
demographics as well as their completed course information for persistent storage
from a various MOOC providers. Whenever a learner receives a MOOC completion
certificate from a MOOC provider, the profiler updates the Learner Profile so all
MOOC completion information may be searched in one place regardless of their
providers.

5.5 Learner Profile Mapper

Learner Profile Mapper is a software module that is used when an employer’s
request comes into find a learner profile that matches with a certain desired skill set
for the position. Each skill in the set will go through a mapping process to find a
matching MOOC completion record or other related QCL (qualifications, certifi-
cations, and licenses) history. The mapping process will have two steps—one for
finding match MOOC and the other for searching learner profiles for the identified
MOOC or QCL. Any matching over 80% considered relevant for the position. The
selected learner profiles need to go through filtering process where location, desired
matching level, and any other factors that are imposed by the employer will be
utilized. The final result can be exported into serialized XML in the format shown
in the Fig. 1 for direct delivery to potential employers for the final selection.

Fig. 7 Course profile owl file in Protégé [21]
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5.6 CCA Component Summary

Utilizing the components of the framework described above, the CCA can perform
the following operations:

1. Provide semantic search for all available MOOC provider courses based on
learner’s learning goal. All MOOCs must be registered in the CCA before use.
All object properties need to be set during the registration process for intelligent
semantic searches—take advantage of all defined relations among MOOCs.

2. Provide semantic search for employers seeking employees with desired skillsets
based on their record of completed MOOC and other QCL. Selected profiles can
be delivered to the employers in a serialized XML format.

3. Provide learners the ability to store learner profile information and completed
courses from a variety of distributed MOOC providers under one validating,
certifying umbrella.

4. Continually update the course profile listings by monitoring a variety of MOOC
provider’s search sites either via RESTful API techniques or via other crawling
techniques.

6 Using CCA

6.1 Setting up Learning Goal

Each learner is encouraged to set up their own learning goals. Each learning goal is
interpreted by the CCA and produces a set of MOOCs that help achieve the learning
goal. For that, when a course is registered, it is required to set up relationship with
other MOOCs such as “superseded by”, “isSubconcepOf”, “isGeneralinfoOf”, or
“prerequisite of”. Newly identified relationship between MOOCs may be easily
added because of the properties—URI—in RDF triple. So when a learning goal is
submitted, the course mapper as shown in the Fig. 4 is executed to extract the
related keywords for the goal. With resulting keywords, it will execute a SPARQL
query with the intention to find all related MOOCs. Once the learner has received a
list of MOOCs, s/he will go through filtering for removing unnecessary MOOCs
and ordering for the remaining MOOCs for proper sequence.

6.2 Searching for Matching Learner Profile

When needed, employers may request the CCA for the matching learner profile for
their advertised vacant position. They may submit a desired skill set(s) for the
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position(s). The CCA returns the list of learner profiles that match at least 80% of
the desired skill set. The requestor may go through the filtering process for addi-
tional criteria and finalize their selections.

7 Conclusion

MOOC is becoming a more prevalent trend in postsecondary education and could
be future generations’ solution for gaining a quality professional education at a low
or no cost. MOOCs could function as the bridge between academia and industry
allowing learners to customize their skill sets and aptitudes to what prospective
employers are searching for. While MOOCs have proved themselves in some
scenarios as a valid, credit-worthy endeavor in the eyes of potential employers or
even educational councils, there is a need to establish verifiable quality assurance
process and also the certification process for MOOC completion so it may become
valuable asset for all MOOC learners.

The Certifying Course Agency is an approach that imposes add-on values to
MOOC courses so they may be recognized by potential employers as well as by
entire learning community. It also facilitates and encourages the standardization of
profiles of both courses and learners across distributed MOOC providers. The
Certifying Course Agency has proposed current and future methodologies for the
aggregation of both Course Listing data and Learner Profile data. With this
aggregated data, learners have the potential to search using powerful semantic tools
and orient themselves on a path toward their learning goals across various MOOC
providers. Going further, the CCA also provides learners and employers a
middle-ground to best serve one another both in building better workforces and
attaining more fulfilling careers.
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